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"It's safe to assume
tltat tlte government
will insist on a gun

produci"'e
in tlte United States."

1950s showed that FN's FAL assault rifle
outperformed prototype M-14s in every
respect, but the M-14 was adopted. Weap
onry purists decry this as a victory of the
military!industrial complex over arms
quality, but it was totally practical from a
logistical standpoint: in Cold War years
(like the 50s, and'now), you don't have to
be a cynic to realize that ordering your
military hardware from a foreign country
ain't too cool.

Could Browning and/or Beretta
produce guns here, or allow them to be

A s we told you last time, things are
fi bogging down at the Tri-Service tests
at Eglin Air Base in Florida, where the
U.S. military's new 9mm automatic is to be
selected. The tests went great. It's the
military bureaucracy that's having trouble
getting squared away.

Our sources at Eglin won't give us an
inch. The manufacturers who have entries
in this big-prize sweepstakes have more
spies out than we have, though. It ain't
official, of course, but here's the word we
get from the nervous industry people on
the three as-yet-unannounced "finalists"
in the race to replace the 1911 Colt .45 auto.

Smith & Wesson's Model 459 has,
according to all reports, come through
with flying colors. The 459 has not yet been
released to the public, but its subtle re
design was intended to cure the malfunc
tioning problems of its predecessor, the
Model 59. If that is indeed the case, we
shouldn't wonder that it performed
superbly.

While everyone we talk to is convinced manufactured stateside under license?
that S&W made the semi-finals, they're You bet. American military weapons his
not so unanimous about the other two tory is full of such licensing agreements,
guns that passed the tryouts. The two most and today one need only look at the num
likely seem to be Beretta's high-capacity ber of factory-licensed Colt M-16 and
9mm, and the specially modified Brown- H&K G-3 factories around the world. Set
ing High Power built exclusively for the up time would be a question, though, and
American service tests. it's doubtful that the firms would make

Educated guesses might well have gigantic capital commitments to build
picked these same two guns. Every test such facilities-or that a domestic firm
indicates that the current Beretta 9mm is a would invest megabucks in the tooli,ng
superbly functional gun that exhibits the until the contract was assured.
best in materials, workmanship, and de- This leaves S&W in the catbird seat.
sign. The Browning's reliability is legend- They could literally start making the guns
ary, and battle-proven the world over. The tomorrow, in geo-politically secure
double action version, which supposedly Springfield, Massachusetts.
had existed for some time in prototype, We'll continue to monitor 'the tests be
was the only unknown quantity: it had cause it's probably the handgun story of
never been torture tested by impartial the decade. But it's probably safe right
experts. If the system stands up to its now to predict that the new American
Belgian designers' heritage and reputa- 9mm service pistol will be the Smith &
tion, it should be a winner. Wesson Model 459 ...

Going for a moment on the assumption Even if that's the way it falls, the tests
that these are, indeed, the three finalists, will have begotten new and useful hand
where would the tests go from there? The gun designs, just as the post-WWII service
official word is that quantities of each gun trials gave us the Colt Commander and the
will be purchased for a wringout period, Smith & Wesson Model 39. It forced Colt
and selection made strictly on the basis of to build at long last the SSP stainless
merit. However, other factors enter the automatic and wring it out hard and
picture. proper. There are hints from Gun Valley

It's safe to assume that the government that the double-action, high capacity Colt
will insist on a gun producible in the 9mm didn't do all that its makers had
United States. The extensive tests of the hoped in the tests. If this is the case, there is
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JEROME RAKUSAN

INDUSrRY INSIDER

MORE ABOUT THE BIG MYSTERY
SURROUNDING THE SELECTION
OF A NEW SERVICE 9mm

Approved for veterans
and Accredited by the
National Home Study

Council
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6\\" ".,," ------------------,~ "Training for the Future through Home Study" I

I NORTH AMERICAN SCHOOL OF FIREARMS, Oept. NH080 I
14500 Campus Dr" Newport Beach, CA 92660 I
I RUSH ME INFORMATION telling how I may become a I
I GUN PRO, NO COST.,. NO OBLIGATION. Check here I
IforGlorVAD, I
I I
lNAME AGE __ I

: ADDRESS :

I CITY STATE ZIP I

~---------------------~
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If' othe n a Federal
l1!.and ns, a nand
accessories, ;i(;'while you are a student at North
American. You can start making extra cash almost
immediately ordering guns for others on a
cost-plus basis,

IN YOUR FIRST LESSON we reveal a
ballistics secret that can increase

your huntingaccuracydramatically
Your shooting friends will scarcely believe their eyes when
they see how your shooting improves. It's part of your
training to become a gun pro. A simple, easy-la-understand
chart included in your first lesson tells you everything you
need to know ...just one example of dozens of inside tips
revealed as you progress through this exciting course.







no doubt that between the Air Force's
master weapons engineers and the top Colt
people assigned to the project, the bugs
will have been pretty much worked out of
it by the time the tests are concluded. If
this was what was really holding the gun
up all this time, the resultant design
changes could well put a truly superb Colt
stainless DA auto on the market ...

Another design built for the tests may
revolutionize auto pistols as we know
them. Browning submitted not one, but
two special P-35s for the tryouts. One was
the double action, and the other is what
FN designers call a "fast action."

Essentially, the fast action is a High
Power with a "hinged hammer." Chamber
a round, and you thumb the hammer
forward to about a quarter-cocked posi
tion. The firing pin retainer moves down
and cams the firing pin safely forwar<t and
then you put on the safety.

When the safety is released, the first few
ounces of pressure on the trigger flip the
hammer back ,into the full-cock position
and return the firing pin to striking mode.
The gun is then fired single action, 14 times
if you like.

Here we have an answer to the DA
versus SA automatic debate. DA fans can't
abide a cocked and locked pistol, and
Condition One fanciers won't accept the
jarring transition from double action first
shot to single action followups. The
Browning "fast action" offers the best of
both worlds: totally safe hammer-down
carry with instant readiness, yet a dif-

"We'll continue to
monitor the tests,

.ecause it's
the lIandgun

story of tile decade."

ference of only about a quarter pound of
pull between the first shot and the rest.
We'd love to see it made available to the
public, and so would a lot of stateside
Browning executives ...

Meanwhile, back in the world of the
wheelgun, S&W continues to insist that
production of 2" J-frame .38s is to be
stepped up, and that rumors about them
dropping their snubbies are unfounded.
Meanwhile, dealers still wonder where all
those J-Smiths are. The rampant rumor
has it that S&W no longer plans to make
any revolver with a barrel shorter than
four inches.

Giving credence to these rumors, rightly
or wrongly, dealers tell us that the classic
3lh" barrel deluxe Model 27 .357 is now
coming through with a four-inch barrel.

One more bit of good news on S&W:
Virtually every distributor and custom
gunsmith we talk to is saying that S&W
quality seems to be on an upswing. Some
say that personnel changes within the firm
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in the past two years have resulted in a
strong re-focusing on quality control, and
the results hve been gratifying.

At the SHOTS Show we caught Dick
Rosenfeld free for a few minutes and got
him talking about the new .44 Magnum
gun being made ready for the Dan Wesson
name:

DICK: There are two reasons why the
AI's are so popular today. One, un
availability of .44's and, two, the big kick
of a .44. Well, this will help toward the
unavailability and, secondly, it will have a
kick of somewhere between a .357 and a
.44.

AH: Because of the additional weight?
DICK: Nope. If you buy another gun,

you can have it ported to reduce the kick,
the flip, or whatever you want to call it.
And that's a relatively expensive thing for
a consumer at the retail level. We have
patented-not patent pending but
patented-oUf own thing! What we have
are holes here in the barrel; notice they're
cut in, sloped forward. Inside the shroud is
a groove, so the gas escapes from the holes,
is trapped in the groove, and is forced out
the holes in the shroud. This is going to be
standard on our .44.

I'll show you a couple of other things.
Note that we locate the bolt way over on
the side. It's called the gain bolt, and it
goes in at an angle. And there's no way this
cylinder is going to turn past the bolt. It's a
very strong lock-up of the cylinder. You
can actually hear it and feel it as it goes in.
By the way, and for those who would like
to know exactly when that hammer is
going to go forward, you can do this all day
long, because it's going to go now .. ,
(demonstrating) now. You can feel when
the hammer is going to release in double
action. The patent is pending on this.

The third one is also patent pending.
When Ruger came out with their one
piece frame, that was a good idea. A real
good idea. And it is a stronger piece of
frame to not have a side plate. Ruger's
competitors at the time had side plates and
still have. Had we been in existence at
the time, we, too, would have used the
arguments for the side plate, the main
argument being we can take out the
screws, take the side plate off, see what the
problem is, work on it, look at the action as
you're working on it, and then put the side
plate back on and you know it's done. You
can't do that with a one-piece frame.

This also is patent pending; it is a one
piece frame. You take off the grip and
unlatch it there, and the whole trigger
guard comes out with the parts in it, in
position except the hammer which you
have to take out separately. But then you
put a pin in, put the hammer back in. You
can pull the trigger and watch the action as
you're repairing it. When you're all
through, put the whole thing back in again.
It's a great idea. It's a heck of a gun. Too
bad we're not making it yet. But it's going
to be one heck of a gun .......
when it comes out! ~
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CARTRIDGES

rrontier
Cartridges

Selected as Official
Ammo for 1980 IPSO
u.s.Champlonships.

The preferred ammunition for accurate performance

Frontier ammunition, including the 45 ACP 230 gr. FMJ-FP, the
9MM 124 gr. FMP-FP, and the 357 Mag. 160 gr. FMJ-FP, has been
selected by the International Practical Shooters Confederation as the
official ammunition for this year's championships at Hampton, VA.

The ammunition selected will feature Hornady's new Full Metal
Jacket-Flat Point bullet, which has been a favorite oflPSC shooters
since its introduction last year. The truncated cone design, developed
in conjunction with the U.S. Air Force, has a higher ballistic coeffici
ent than the round nose bullet and combines superior performance
with trouble-free functioning.

If you would like more information on the ammunition and bullets
that will be used in these championships, please write to:

Hornady Manufacturing Co., P.O. Box 1848, Dept. AH-9,
Grand Island, NE 68801-Attention: IPSC Ammo.
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It's time for a Re4f1el4 Pistol Scope.
IOUS. That's the best word to turers glue in their assembly). This Redfield has pioneered to help all

escribe the tremendous kick of a makes the assembly an,Antegral part kinds of shooters since 1909. You can
pistol, especially magnums. And of the scope tube and'beefs it up always depend on Redfield quality
that's exactly why Redfield makes where the stress is greatest. Second, and precision. You'll get the finest
scopes specially designed for use with we utilized our fatyous rotary dovetail materials available, clear and brilliant
today's high powered handguns. mounting systel)l to develop our· optics, and the highest attention to
Some manufacturers simply offer "Double DovC}tRil" mount for pistols. detail. Redfield standards dictate that
rifle-type scopes wi~h extended eye Rings are machined to precise toler- every scope undergoes over 400
relief. But at Redfield, we know that's ances to provide uniform pressure checks before it gets to you.
not good enough. around tlfe scope tube and positive When you want the finest-quality

Our pistol scopes, in I 1!2X, gripping to retain accuracy. In most precision-made scope on the market,
2 1!2X and 4X, are designed and man- .mounis, .special recoil shoulders you need a Redfield. For our complete
ufactured to withstand the recoil of are/incorporated for even greater catalog, send 50¢ to: Redfield
any caliber handgun you choose to strength. In short, these modifica- Company, Dept. 236, 5800 E. Jewell
put underneath. How do we do it? tions assure. that Redfield Pistol Ave., Denver, Colorado 80224.
Fir-st, the internal lens assembly is / Scopes will hold up on calibers that
moulit@Q in a sturdy non-rotating ball tear other scopes apart.
pivot ad actually threaded into tlre A durable pistol scope is just one
scope tube some other manufac- example of the kind of innovations



RAYMOND PAGE

WoW #296 BALL POWDER PERFORMANCE DATA
.45 L.C. RUGER REVOLVER

.45 case. Happily, there is a powder avail
able now with all the right characteristics
for use with full-weight jacketed bullets.
Winchester-Western 296 Ball Powder is
the optimum choice for Hi-Performance
loads in the .45 Long Colt Cartridge.

Using the slow burning WOW 296, .45
handloads in the Ruger Blackhawk can

now deliver power and accuracy which
compares favorably with the best of the
magnum series revolver cartridges.
However, this powder does have limita
tions and must be used only as designated
here and in the various loading manuals.
Reduced powder charges and/or
lightweight bullets must never be used
with WoW 296.

Start with the lower load recommenda-

A NEW LOOK AT LOADING
THE OLD .45 LONG COLT

The .45 Long Colt factory loadings have
remained near the same ballistic level

since the switch to smokeless powder. De
velopment of improved loads for selected
weapons has been left strictly to the Hand
loaders. Current practice in the loading
manuals is to segregate the Hi-Perform
ance .45 Long Colt load data from the
"Factory Level" loads. When you encoun
ter .45 Long Colt loads designated "FOR
RUGER REVOLVER AND T/C
PISTOL ONLY" you better believe it
means just that. The loadings mentioned
here are definitely within this category.

The king size .45 Long Colt case has had
its share of problems in loading for Hi
Performance, principally because the
black powder design is too large for effi
ciency with most handgun powders. Al
though there is plenty ofexisting load data
calculated to bring the old .45 to magnum
performance levels in the Ruger revolver,
these "magnum"-loadings have not proved
entirely successful with jacketed bullets
and conventional powders. Lack of suita
ble -accuracy is common with this type
load..What this really comes down to is the
lack of a proper powder for use in the big

HANDLOADING

.Federal .
.357 Magnums·
Federal's husky .357 Magnums
give you top accuracy, reliability
and overall service perform
ance. Like our "3578" above
.357 Magnum with a 125 grain
jacketed hollow point bullet,
which gives a muzzle velocity
of 1450 f.p.s. in a 4" barrel.
We've got four other .357
Magnum cartridges plus a
broad range of additional
revolver and pistol ammunition,
all made with famous Federal
precision. Write today for a
copy of our 1980 Law
Enforcement Catalog.

FEDERAl:
CARTRIDGE

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55402

SEND FOR FREE
LAW ENFORCEMENT CATALOG

Federal Cartridge,
Minneapolis. MN 55402, Dept. AH9
Gentlemen: Please send me:
o Your 1980 Law Enforcement Catalog
o Your 1980 Sporting Ammo Catalog

Name _

Title _

Agency _

Address, _

City, Stale__Zip _

'" ~' '-....-
Bullet WoW #296 Velocity Energy
(Grains) (Grains) I (FPS) (FT! LBS)

240 Sierra 23 1220 793
240 Sierra 24 1262 849
240 Sierra 25 1290 887

~

240 Sierra 25.5 1318 925
240 Sierra 25.5 (20" Bbl. Carbine) 1755 1642

250 Hornady 23 1216 821
250 Hornady 24 1260 882
250 Hornady 25 1305 946 ,

250 Hornady 25 (20" Bbl. Carbine) 1710 1624

260 Speer 23 1210 845
260 Speer 23.5 1232 876

l
260 Speer 24 1255 910
260 Speer 24 (20" Bbl. Carbine) 1658 1587

Except where carbine velocities are indicated. all chronograph data was obtained using the Ruger N.M. I
Blackhawk with 71f2" barrel. For near eqUivalent velocities in the 4%" barrel Ruger. deduct 30/40 FPS.
VelocitieS obtained with individual weapons may vary as much as five percent from tabulated data. The
above loads were assembled using new. Winchester-Western solid head. cases with CCI # 350 magnum
primers and functioned in a safe and normal manner in the Author's weapons. The Author assumes no
responsibility for persons using this loading data.
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Dan Wesson? That's my gun!.
our outstanding quality and dependability.

We've created an advanced design, used the
finest materials and taken our own good time •.
in carefully crafting our handguns. So it's no
wonder shooters across the country are talking
Dan Wesson. .

If you haven't tried a Dan Wesson yet, stop by
your local gun shop and take a look at what they're
talking about. Then the next time someone men-.,("Ill..... tions double-action revolvers, you'll be the

one to say, "Dan Wesson? That's my gun!"
For the whole Dan Wesson story,

write for our FREE color brochure.

Chances are, ifyou walk up to a fellow on the range
who's scoring dead center time after time, he'll tell
you, "I'm a Dan Wesson man. Wouldn't use
anything else."

Some shooters choose our outstanding .22 and
.357 double-action revolvers for their versatility:
interchangeable barrel assemblies, front sight blades
and grips that switch in minutes, making you feel
like you own a whole rack of handguns.

Others talk accuracy. They're pleased as
punch with our design because it's
really boosted their scores!

And, of course, everyone talks about

DanWessonArms,Inc.
293 j Main Street, Monson, MA 01057 (413) 267-4081

Inset photo taken at Woburn Sportsman's Association, Bedford, Mass.
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER • SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 1980 13



NOTICE
In a previous column, we said that .357
Herrett dies are availablefrom Bonanza.
We goofed. Pacific Tool Company has
them.

tions and work up your load using new,
solid head, cartridge cases. W-W 296 is
more difficult to ignite than conventional
powders. High loading capacity, a heavy
crimp and magnum primers are absolutely
necessary when using this powder. Never
load less than the minimum specified
powder charge.

A little extra care taken with the loading
technique will be amply rewarded by the
superior capabilities of these Hi-Perform
ance .45 handloads. Efficiency of the hand-

"Reduced powder
charges and I or

lightweight lJullets
must never lJe used

with w-w 296."

READER LIKES WHAT
DAVE ARNOLD HAS
TO SAY
I enjoyed reading Dave Arnold in the
May/June issue. I especially enjoyed
his comments about revolvers. If
practical pistol matches are supposed

. to represent real world situations,
then the number of targets and shots
required should correspond to known
data. Several studies have shown that
the average police officer fires 2 or 3 ~
shots at one or two targets. I am not
aware of a single instance of one man
shooting 6 to 9 opponents, yet many
"practical" matches have events that
require 10 to 20 shots. Revolvers are .
practical in the real world situations,
because the first 6 shots decide the
outcome. Rapid reloading is an
advantage, but only if you miss a lot.
Your suggestion on reducing the
importance of rapid reloading is a
very good idea. Some PPC events are
bad. The time limits are ridiculous.
I will be looking forward to future
stories by Dave Arnold.

Frank Andrews
Everett, Washington

gun loads will increase considerably when
used in longer length barrels. Performance
data for the .45 Long Colt carbine is listed
as example of the potential of these loads
used in a converted lever carbine.

Over one hundred years of technical
progress separates the 1873 Long Colt case
from Winchester's current Ball Powder
production, but this combination of com-
ponents is strictly -s-
Twentieth Century! ~12 MODELS

fJ4
$5~J!

Metal points hold cartridges securely in loader
... until knob is turned to release them!

• NEW MODELS-NO CARTRIDGE JIGGLE
• LOADS ROUND NOSE OR WAD CUTTER AMMO.
• GUARANTEED-ONE FULL YEAR

LOADS SIX CARTRIDGES
INTO REVOLVER-INSTANTLY

Nearly 1 MILLION sold to Law
Enforcement & Gov't. Agencies

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR LOCAL GUN DEALER
For Dealership/Ordering information, call Toll Free

1-800-354-9814
H.K.S. PRODUCTS

132 FIFTH STREET, DAYTON, KY.41074
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LUCY CHAMBLISS

SIGHT SETTINGS

THE AMERICAN PISTOLSMITH 'GUILD
MAY BE THE PLACE TO START YOUR
SEARCH FOR THE ACCURATE PISTOL.

AIR RIFLE
HEADQUARTERS,

INC.
P.O. Box 327 AH

Grantsville, W. Va. 26147

The ultimate in air gun technology imported
from Europe. One·hole accuracy. quiet.
recoiless operation. over 500fps velocities.
life-time durability. ALL for le~' than a
penny a shot'

Olympic match models for the professional
shooter. powerful sporting models for the
casual shooter. No pumping. no CO,. Con
sistent performance. shot after shot.

FREE . .. Air Rifle Headquarters' 132 page
catalog of air rifles and pistols. ammunition.
accessories. plus a mini-encyclopedia of
important air gun information_ Write today_

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
STATE·OF·THE·ART

AIR PISTOLS FOR
ECONOMICAL

YEAR 'ROUND
SHOOTING

ANYWHERE,
ANYTIME!

I
~ PER
SHOT!

League, two years ago, averaged 80 shoot
ers a month; has dropped to an average of
60. Even people getting some help from
their departments have had that help cut,
and those entirely on their own cannot pay
the higher costs as often as they did.

Until inflation eases, postal matches
could give us some of the competition we
enjoy. I entered the Montgomery League's
Winter Postal Matches after seeing their
ad in The American Marksman. For an $8
entry fee, about $5 in pellets and no gas
money, get to shoot six air pistol matches
with these new-found friends in Min
nesota. They also have air rifle and .22
standing gallery rifle. Write Hank Shallert,
P.O. Box 77, Montgomery, Minn., and he
can tell you how they do it. Any group of
individuals who want to do the stat work
can begin a postal match.

I have always had high regard for post
als, though I never shoot my best scores
that way. I feel the pressure more "by
mail" than in a match shot locally, or 100
miles away. Then, after I shoot that "un
usual" bad score, the targets are destroyed,
burned, maybe, and nobody but that
group knows how bad I was that day.
However, shooting postal, I fear I may
send less than a perfect score (which we all
know is our norm) off to Minnesota, Cal
ifornia, or to Washington in NRA postal
matches, to be seen by strangers. They may
even keep those ugly targets for weeks!

Some shooters won't shoot postal be
cause they're afraid others won't follow the
rules. I don't think cheating is that big a
problem. If an individual cheats, it will kill
the competitive drive, but I'll enjoy the
competition and be back next time. For
them, there is no challenge, no pressure, or
what the rest of us enjoy, competition. I
don't think it's naive to believe cheating is
self-limiting and self-destructing in shoot~

ing. The few I have seen try it were found
out and left in disgrace. If they were not
discovered publicly, probably dropped out
of the sport, because their kind of winning
did not provide the thrill the honest kind of
winning does.

Don't call that air gun shooting kid's
stuff, or easy, until you have tried it. I rank
the 10 meter air pistol course with the .45,
50 yard slow fire match in degree of diffi
culty. The air pistol is unforgiving: do
everything right, complete the basic fun
damentals; you don't have to scope that

T he Custom Pistolsmith Directory in
the Marchi AprIl Issue of The

American Handgunner is valuable infor
mation. The veteran shooter can find the
specialist he wants and the new shooter
can select reputable craftsmen. The person
buying their first handgun finds the cylin
der won't open, or the magazine jams, and
in desperation runs to the first person
hanging out a sign "Gunsmith." If the
coarse file or hammer ruins it, a real
gunsmith has to make costly replacement
of everything but the grip screws. Maybe
the directory told you of a top gunsmith in
your home town, you didn't know about,
like the shooter who wrote me from Colo
rado Springs. Usually gunsmiths do not
advertise much and it is difficult to locate
them.

Those listed in the directory seem to do
mostly IPSC, PPC and .45 work. Few
mentioned NRAbullseye or International
work, though they probably do it. Bullseye
is not attracting new shooters and Interna
tional is still new, but growing. The Hi-

. Standard Victor or the Smith and Wesson
Model 41 are popular with civilians shoot
ing the International .22 matches. Those
wanting to spend around $1,000 buy a
Hammerli 208. The Smith and the Hi
Standard can be greatly improved with
work and custom sights. The Hammerli is
said to shoot out of the box; I find that
hard to believe, but for its price, it should
come walking and talking.

The American Pistolsmiths Guild roster,
in the same issue, is a way for these experts
to police and professionalize their craft.
The need for a directory and enough peo
ple to fill one, along with the highly spe
cialized work available, show the healthy,
growing side of handgunning. Thirty years
ago, we perhaps had 5 gunsmiths in the
U.S. you would trust your national cham
pionship guns to.

The unhealthy side of our sport is the
soaring cost. Not only the guns, ammuni
tion, and entry fees, but the cost ofgasoline
for travel. Gas, which the same 30 years
'ago cost 27~ a gallon. I, like others, will
find a way to save, or do without some
thing else, and not give up all matches. I
may not get to as many, but won't quit
altogether, not if gas goes to $5 a gallon.
The number and variety of matches seem
to have increased, but with smaller attend
ance at all. Our Florida Police Combat
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shot, you know it is a ten. Leave out one
step and you can look in the 6, 7, or 8 ring
for that one. We have almost no galleries in
Florida so we shoot air pistol matches on
regular ranges, including our Preliminary
Tryouts for Phoenix, usually attaching 8
targets and a sighter on a single backer at
10 meters.

The original investment in a good air
pistol is expensive, but so is any good
pistol. The differences are the air pistol you
do shoot as it comes from the box, and $85
worth of match pellets will give me about
12 months of intense practice. I have spent
$800-900 annually on .38 reloads when
practicing combat regularly.

I understand the attitude of those who
think a handgun is for self-defense and can
find no excuse for ,the .177 pellet. My father
asked me, when I bought my first Fein
werkbau, what it was good'for. "The other
side is gonna have .45's and you'll be
armed with that damned air pistol," he
said. If you think of it as a sport and
inexpensive training aid, I think the air
pistol has no equal.

Remember, the millions who might like
to try handgunning but don't have room,
or outdoor ranges, were raised without
firearms training from parents or govern-

NEXT ISSUE:
BIANCHI INVITATIONAL

COVERAGE
ment; we can hardly turn them loose in
their apartments shooting the .44 magnum
Practical Course. We can introduce them
to our sport with either the low priced or
the championship level air pistol and work
them into shooting. The .22 is the next step
and we're on our way to their voting and
fighting to own firearms. The air guns
don't replace firearms, but complement
and enhance them.

The NRA Air Gun Committee is busy
adopting 10 meter running game shooting
and multiple range silhouette shooting to
air guns, and for the first time the NRA has
a manager at headquarters, exclusively for
air gun activities. It is predicted that 95% of
all collegiate shooting will be air guns in
just 5 years. Again, due to ammunition
costs, range scarcity, etc.

The police also finally got their own
division at NRA. (You all be patient out
there, Harlon's gonna get around to every
thing.) G. W. "Eliot" Ness is the director of
this new division; he was formerly with the
National Competitions staff, was a law
enforcement officer, and holds a U.S. Dis
tinguished Pistol Badge. We couldn't have
a better man than Eliot; you've probably
met him at the Nationals at Jackson, Miss.
He will provide this division with excellent
organizational and training leadership.
Jim Daugherty will head police training
and Marie Rittue, also will work under
Eliot. Give them time to catch up on the
backlog and you will see a much im
proved, productive and inspired NRA Po
lice Division. Lucy
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n on. and com-
ponentsmade to improveyour odds in
aU metaUic silhouette events.

New is the "XP-loo" ~i1houette
center fire J;listoL It's dnlledand tapped
for easy moUfl~of sl!1hts, has a 15"
barrel. and is 'Chambered for an ideal s1lh
new 7mm BR Remington. We offer the u
case for this one; With your reloading s
you've got the makings of a great silhouette sh combination.

Another good choice for the iron animals is our new 7mm-08
Remington cartridge. This potent. compact package is ideal in
short-action rifles. With a 140-grain bullet it optimizes down
range ballistics and retained energy. clear out to 500 meters. It's
available in your choice of a factory load or as components.

The new 7mm-Q8 Rem. is chambered in our superaccurate.
heavy-barreled Model 700 "Varmint Special." This rifle has a
specially selected stock to meet strict weight restrictions for
metallic silhouette events.

We didn't forget the growing sport of 22-cal. silhouette.
With a match trigger, a rugged bolt with six locking lugs,
double extractors, and a receiver drilled, tapped. and grooved for
scope mounts. the accurate Model 541-S "Custom" Sporter Is one
strong competitor. And one of the best-looking 22s you can buy.

For information on silhouette rifle sports. write NRA. Silhouette
Dept.. 1600 Rhode Island Ave. N.W.. Washington, D.C. 20036.
Silhouette-handgun sports literature is available through
IHMSA, P.O. Box 1609. Idaho Falls. Idaho 83401. .

Learn more about Remington "Rambusters" silhouette products
In our new full-line or components catalogs. See your dealer. or
write Remington Arms Company. Inc.• Bridgeport. Conn. 06602.
Remington Is a trad~mark reglster1'd In I:tte u.s. Pat~nl" Trad~m~rk om"". Varmjpt Speclal.XP-1OO. and Custom are lrad~marksof Remington Arms Company. Inc.. Btidgeport. Conn. 06602.



PHILIP C. BRIGGS

SILUErAS

WHAT PISTOL TO USE ON THE TURKEYS
•• • CHOOSING ONE IS HALF THE FUN

One of the puzzles a beginning sil
houette shooter faces is which pistol,

and in what cartridge to use. Starting with
what you have on hand is a good move, but
after awhile the puzzle reappears. Amer
icans are equipment happy, the urge to
buy into top scores is universal. But what?

One way to solve the puzzle is to ask
your buddies, or perhaps the top shooters
in your class. But you have to be careful
here, as your buddies are liable to be
biased, if not misguided, and the' top
shooters hot setup varies from region to
region. A census of shooters around the
nation would even out the biases, regional
preferences and have the additional ad
vantage ofdrawing on lots of experience as
to what works and what doesn't.

That's just what I did. No, I didn't spend
a fortune in postage, Ijust acquired a copy
of Shirley Stringfellow's detailed match
results for the 1979 IHMSA Champion
ships. The accompanying tables show by
class breakdowns for nearly 700 of the
nation's best shooters, the pistols used, the
most popular cartridges, and what pistols

took the top three places. (The numbers
don't add to the total as some shooters
didn't report what they were using.)

I've separated the production pistols
into single shots and revolvers, as for the
last two years there has been considerable
discussion and debate by the IHMSA
members on the superiority of the single
shot and the ensuing need to separate
them from the revolvers? The delegates at
the annual member's meetings have
cussed and discussed the merits of such
division, and in both years have decided to
leave things alone. Considering all the
arguments, I think that's the best move.

Nationally, the single shot far outnum
bers the revolver in production freestyle
and rightly so, as revolvers just don't lend
themselves to being shot from freestyle
positions, and don't have that last drop of
accuracy needed to separate out the win
ner from the spear carriers.

The TIC leads the single shot pack by a
large margin. That's fair. The TIC is
reasonably priced (cheaper than any of the
popular revolvers) and good ones will do

the deed. Note though, the table shows a
steadily increasing use of the Merrill as the
classes get tougher. The top shooters seem
to appreciate the Merrill's accuracy edge,
and are willing to pay the much higher
cost.

The 30 Herrett tops the single shot list of
cartridges in three of the five classes, and
barely loses (15 to 16) to the 30/30 in AA.
The shorter cartridge apparently is felt to
be superior to its longer parent in the 10
inch barrel (that's what Steve Herrett had
in mind of course). Surprisingly, the plain
old 357 mag brings up third (distant to be
sure) in all classes.

The revolver shooters were in the minor
ity in all of the freestyle classes, falling
further behind as the skill level increased.
Understandable. The same progression
exists for cartridges; the barely reliable 357
mag was predominate only in the novice
class. The more skilled shooters picked the
harder hitting 44. And the dominance of
the Ruger is clear. They're reasonably
priced, durable (both sights and mechan
ically). Best of all, they're available.

The single shot's advantage tends to
disappear in standing. Here it's the
shooter, not the pistol that tells-the
revolver is, in plain talk, more accurate
than most standing shooters.

The single shot is dominant in the lowest
classes, and holds a smaller majority for
the next two classes as the skill level in
creases. The 30/30 tops two classes; the
357 mag's strong showing here probably
reflects its easier shooting characteristics:
Knockdown doesn't count if you're flinch
ing too bad to hit them.

In standing it seems that when the going
gets tough, the tough pick a revolver. In
triple A the wheelgun leads the single shot

PISTOLS USED 197' INTERNATIONALS

CLASS SINGLE SHOTS REVOLVERS WINNERS COMPETITORS REMARKS
TIC XP MERRELL CARTRIDGE RUGER S&W COLT CARTRIDGE RRST SECOND THIRD

PRODUCTION FREESTYLE

Novice 7 3 0 30 Her 3 I I 357 Mag 30 Her TIC 30 Her TIC 30 Her TIC 17 One AMP 44
B 15 2 0 30/30 4 2 2 44 Mag 30/30 TIC 30 Her TIC 357 mg TIC 31 One USA 44
A 23 2 3 30 Her 13 5 I 44 Mag 357 mg TIC 44 AMP 30/30 TIC 60 One AMP H. One USA 44 ~

AA 32 2 6 30/30 6 I 0 44 Mag 30 Her Mer 30 Her TIC 63 Two AMP 357. Two USA 44
AM 52 0 1.4 30 Her 10 2 I HMag 30 Her TIC 30 Her TIC 30 Her TIC 101 Three AMP

PRODUCTION STANDING

B II 0 5 30130 4 3 I 357 Mag 30 Her TIC 30 Her TIC 30/30 TIC 25
A 14 0 6 357 Mag 13 8 0 HMag 357 mg TIC H mg USA \ 30 Her TIC. 46

AA 19 0 6 30/30 II 5 0 44 Mag 357 AMP 30/30 TIC HS&W 46 Two AMP, One USA 44
AM 6 0 7 357 Mag II II I 44 Mag 357 S&W 357 AMP 357 mg Mer 43 Two AMP, Three USA 44

CLASS SINGLE SHOTS ONLY WINNERS COMPETITORS REMARKS
XP TIC WICHITA MERRIU CARTRIDGE RRST SECOND THIRD

UNLIMITED

Novice 4 7 0 0 30/30 300SavXP 7X308XP 357 Her TIC 12
B 20 9 2 2 71HMSA 7mmXP 308XP 308XP 34 One W'ay

A 27 10 3 I 308 30lntXP 30/30 TIC 7X308XP 41
AA 20 7 5 3 308 6.5mm(1)XP 7mm (1) XP 71ntWic 46
AM 95" 4 22 3 308 7UXP 7X57XP 308Wic 132 One Wby
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nearly two to one. In fact the winner was
using a 357 mag S&W! The most popular
cartridge by far was the 44 mag, and the
Ruger 44 mag was the most popular
pistol/cartridge combo of all in three of
the four classes. The big Smith made its
best showing in the standing class, being
barely edged out by the big Ruger (9 to 10)
in AAA.

Unlimited means bolt action to most
silhouetters, and those attending the Inter
nationals didn't depart from the pattern.
Custom built XP's (there was no other way
in 1979) lead the pack by an ever increas
ing majority in the top four classes.

Even though the T /C dominates
production freestyle, it seems that save for
novice few slip a long barrel on their frame
and sally forth in the unlimited wars. Some
do though, as the T / C, in stock form (only
one cartridge listed-a 301223-wasn't
available from the factory) was second
most popular in four classes. Still, its plac
ing eroded as the accuracy demands went
up, and the only other readily available
bolt gun, the Wichita, took second place in
AAA.

This turn of events in the face of the
T/ C's production popularity, can only
mean that around the nation unlimited
shooters have decided that the T /C doesn't
have what it takes to do well in unlimited.
In my experience I'd have to agree. In the
tougher classes, the shooter has to plan on
200 meter chicken-offs. And even some
bolt guns won't do then. It also appears
that the purveyors of custom T /C barrels,
such as J and G Sales, 442 Miller Valley
Road, Prescott, AZ 86301; SSK Industries,
Rt. 1, Della Drive, Bloomingdale, Ohio
43910; or Dave Ingram, P.O. Box 2961,
Flagstaff, AZ 86001, have a fertile field, as
with a general tightening and a high
quality accessory barrel, a T /C will shoot
possibles. Chicken-offs are still chancey
though.

The Merrill, now under production by
Jim Rock, is being converted into a con
tender with first a 12 and now 14 inch
barrels that readily interchange with the
shorter tube. Still expensive, but less than a
complete bolt gun.

Cartridge choice in unlimited spans the
range from the 6.51223 to the 358 Win
chester. Something for everybody. The 308
dominates most classes, but the 7mm, rep
resented by all sorts of mild, wild, and
standard cats, is the most popular bore/
bullet size. Ballistics. Terminal that is.
There were 54 7's in triple A, of which II
were little ones (222, 223, 222 mag based);
three of the seven 80's posted were shot
using one of the latter genre-the 7mm
Ugalde. This cartridge by the way is the
basis for T /C's new chambering-the 7 T /
CU.

So. Like Stan Freeberg said many years
ago in response to a question from the big
lizard in a skit called Sir George and the
Dragonnet: "Is that a 45 caliber sword?"

"That's about ......
the size of it." ~

MODEL #4 "RANGER BELT"
Adurable 1314' wide leather belt with western
style billets. Hand finished top grain leather.
Solid brass buckle, available in chrome finish
(standard on black belts). Available in sizes26"
to 46". Plain and basket finish, black or tan.

MODEL #B7 "CARTRIDGE/GUN BELT"
2'/4' wide with 1';''' billets and polished
"Gunfighter" buckle. 24 cartridge loops, each
handmolded. Cartridge loops are centered to
allow right and left hand use. Fully lined and
stitched. Available in sizes32"t046". Plain only,
tan only, chrome "Gunfighter" buckle.

. MODEL #B9 "FANCY STITCHED BELT"
1314' wide. One side is full grain leather, the other
is silicone treated suede leather. Completely
fancy stitched from end to end. Reversible. Solid
brass buckle and keeper, finished in polished
natural brass. Available in sizes 32" to 46".
Tan only.

MODEL #6 "WAISTBAND HOLSTER"
A very simple holster that provides

basic protection for your gun
Worn inside the waistband,
it is comfortable and
concealable. Worn cross
draw or side drawn.
Durable metal clip is nickel
plated, securely grips the
trousers belt. Leather is
reversed so smooth side
protects guns finish. For
autos and revolvers.

MODEL #40 "PISTOL RUG"
With sueded split-cowhide cover, this deluxe
rug is lined with acrylic pile sheepskin to
provide protection for your
handguns, and features
a rust proof zipper.

MODEL R
. "SPECIAL
AGErt~"
PATENTED
Gun'butt hangs
wi,thin easy reach
for a fast and
natural draw.
~onceals readily
and is more
comfortable than
many shoulder
holsters. Deep
internal cylinder recesses
and carbon wire spring
in holster front secure gun, Co
belt slots for use on belt. Soft
adjustable harness. Full grain leather
is tightly stitched and molded to
your gun. For 2-3" revolvers.

MODEL #1 &Il
"lAWMAN"
Ahigh-ride
holster for single
action revolvers.
Molded to fit your gun, this
holster is cut from premium
heavy cowhide. High ride
allows easy seating with
long-barreled guns. Avail
able with silicone suede
lining. For up to 7'12' SA
Plain tan only.

MODEL #50
"CHAPMAN" HI-RIDE
Named after world champion Ray
Chapman. Gun is carried at
optimum angle, with full grip
clearance for a speedy draw. Full
leather lining and deep, metal
reinforced "sight channel."
Companion 1314' #89 suede lined
belt, with one magazine pouch.
New adjustable tension screw
meets match regulations. For 45
autos. Plain tan only.
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MIKE DALTON

Ideally tltls 15 how a fast reo
load should loole. While clip 15
.elng dropped, fresh clip should
.e on Its way up. Perfecting this
su.tracfs second~ from score.

our sport and is the absolute key to success.
Just because much of our shooting in
volves close ranges (7-15 yards) it shouldn't
be assumed that one doesn't need to have
polished marksmanship abilities.
DALTON: What should one do to de-
velop this skill? .
FOWLER: Dry firing, of course, but not
just stated so simply. You should put up a
few scaled down silhouette targets some
where in your house to demonstrate how
your sights look at different ranges. Then
practice your complete draw and sighting
process. Use a whistle and tape record

SOME VERY GOOD POINTERS ON HOW
TO SHOOT IPSC BY TOP SHOOTER •••
MICKEY FOWLER.

O ver the last few years, much attention
is being focused on Practical Pistol

Competition. This sport is only about 20
years old and began in Southern Califor
nia under the guidance of Jeff Cooper.
During these years much has been learned
about the techniques and equipment nec
essary to perform outstanding feats with a
handgun. Many long time beliefs have
been shattered by proving what really
works in open competition.

The motto of the Practical Pistolero is
DVC-Diligentia, Vis, Celeritas
(Accuracy, Power and Speed). The three
elements necessary to successfully use a
handgun in this sport. Simply stated, you
must deliver an accurate, powerful shot as
quickly as possible. It sounds and then'
looks easy when you see a master firing,
but when you try it yourself you will most
probably feel that it is impossible. But
don't feel discouraged, you can learn ifyou
try. .

In an effort to help shed some light on
the steps necessary to become a master
class practical shooter and competitor, the
Handgunner interviewed Mickey Fowler
of Chatsworth, California, the 1979 IPSC
National Champion. Among his many ac
complishments he is the 1979 Southwest
Pistol League Champion and holds nu
merous league match records. He placed
second at the 1979 Bianchi Cup Pistol
Match in Missouri and was the Captain of
the United States 1979 IPSC Team that different match time intervals to use while
won the silver medal in tough world com- dry firing. Now comes the tough part. You
petition in South Africa. Now the tech- must press the trigger in one smooth mo-
niques that carried him to National Cham- tion without disturbing the sight align-
pion are shared with all the Handgunner ment. The speed at which all of this is done
readers. is determined by how fast the shot must be
DALTON: What personal qualities are delivered. By practicing this in a couple of
necessary to become a master class practi- 10-15 minute sessions at least three times a
cal shooter? week and coupled with regular range vis-
FOWLER: First is a real desire to achieve its, you'll develop proper trigger control. If
the very best of your capabilities while you work hard, in time a good shooter
reaffirming to yourself that you will not be should be able to fire six shots off-hand at
dissuaded from your goals. You must, also, fifty yards at their own speed and keep all
have a real drive to win and never be the shots in a 6 j j x 6 i i zone.
satisfied if you haven't done all in your DALTON: What about sight picture?
power to have given your best perform- FOWLER: The method that I've found
ance. You must, of course, be willing to the most successful is to focus on the
spend the time and resources necessary to target, then bring the sights into view.
keep up with your progress. Once you see the portion of the target you
DALTON: What is the most important wish the bullet to strike, then focus on the
technique to learn? sights 100%, especially the front sight.
FOWLER: Trigger control. It is often You'll find that now the target is blurry
overlooked by many people coming into and feel that you've moved off target, not
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11m from
IHiici:6.c

DIV. OF'HORNADY MFG. co. '

PACIFIC TOOL CO.
Dept AH-9, Box 2048
Grand Island,
Nebr. 68801

g or , even gee
bu11e swaging ope~!ltions.And tliis extra streb JS un
since our new handle/linkage system lets you a ly maxim sure
with minimum effort - particularly during the final portion of the
lever stroke when sizing operations are at their most critical point.
You'd expect a press with all these improvements to carry a pre-
mium price. Not so. The new 0-7 T

" lists at just $59.95 in our new
Pacific catalog. It's also available packaged with the die set of
your choice or as part of a complete reload
irig kit. See your Pacific dealer today or
send for your copy of our new catalog.

so, this has put you in a very narrow cOne
of fire that even if you have moved slightly
will still strike very close to your original
point of aim. Maintain the perfect sight
picture as it moves around slightly and
understand that during any off-hand
shooting there is some movement. Be also
aware that even at close ranges, the sights
should appear sharp and clear. In time, as
one has gained experience, he should be
able to call his shots from 25 yards or
further and thus know when he has fired a
poor one.
DALTON: What about basic equipment?
FOWLER: All that is really needed to
start, in my opinion, is a Colt Mark IV with
hardball sights; I prefer the type marketed
by Jim Hoag, Canoga Park, California
because the rounded comers don't snag
clothing. It should also have a good trigger,
a speed or ambidextrous safety and a
beveled magazine well to help insure
smooth insertion of the fresh magazine.
Other pistol modifications are really mat
ters of personal taste. The most important
attribute of the pistol is it must function
reliably. I, also, like the Bianchi "Chap
man Hi-Ride" holster and belt or the
Gordon Davis "Usher International" with
either manufacturer's low cut magazine
pouches. These holsters may be worn in
cross draw or strong side position depend
ing on personal preference. You should,
also, have at least four magazines with
base pads attached.
DALTON: What stance do you use?
FOWLER: I ·use a basic Weaver stance,
which is the two hand hold with drawing
arm locked outward and the other arm
pulling back slightly. I do not lock my right
elbow so my arm is slightly bent because it
is more comfortable and doesn't strain the
arm muscles.
DALTON: What is your competition
load?
FOWLER: I use the 200 grain Hensley
and Gibbs #68 bullet powered by 5.8-6.0
grains of 231 powder depending on the
power factor required. I find this to be a
very accurate load that's very controllable
while not being excessive in smoke. It
would be wise to mention that the pistol
usually requires ramping and throating to
insure smooth feeding with this bullet.
DALTON: How about grip?
FOWLER: For your trigger finger to func
tion independently from the rest of your
fingers, the pistol must not be gripped too
tight. It is better, in my opinion, to give up
a little recoil control in order to allow
precise movement of the trigger finger.
Recovery time from recoil will not be
excessive if you use what I would call a
medium grip strength on the pistol. Hold
the pistol only as tight as you can without
causing muscle tremors. When speed
shooting you can use a maximum grip at
closer ranges even though trigger control
deteriorates slightly, because hitting
quickly is most important in this situation.
Also, I think you should hold the pistol

(Continued on page 25)
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Sen. EdwardKennedy
S.O.13.
Washington, DC
20510

Dear Teddy,
During the recent primary campaign,

you complained about the "sick" bumper
stickers showing up in states that you have
visited. These are, I assume, the pro-gun
slogans that are merely reflections of those .
who oppose your views on gun control.
That they are "sick" is open to
interpretation. We who oppose government
control of our sporting firearms (and that
includes handguns, Teddy) think that some
of the proposals you've made in your recent
attempt at anti-gun legislation are sick.

Well, we at THE AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER Magazine have been trying
to figure out a way to counter your moves
to take away our handguns, and we've come
up with one that is symbolic, not sick.
We're going to give away a handgun in
every issue of our magazine. And what a
handgun! Some will be worth $1,000 and
more (yet I'll bet that many of them would
not pass the criteria you propose). We'll be
careful of who wins the guns, with
procedures even tougher than any state or
federal requirements, lest you and the rest
of the anti-gun crowd point us out as
arming criminals. Aw, shucks, sure you
would!

Yes, Teddy, in every issue, we'll be giving
away a free handgun to some lucky reader,
and we hope it eats at your gut. We hope it
makes you feel as nauseous and dejected as
we feel every time you and your ilk try to
shove gun control down the throats of
citizens as an answer to the crime problem.

If you haven't been convicted of a felony,
you can enter, Teddy, though you'll have to
get a local law enforcement officer who will
vouch for your character if you win. But
don't enter the contest unless you intend to
us~ the prize in any of a dozen legal and
honorable ways in which any handgun can
be used. If you are unaware of the fun you
can have with a handgun, just drop us a
line; we'll be more than happy to start you
off, and who knows, you just may get to like
it. Stranger things have happened, as any
observer of Congress will tell you.

Yours truly,
AHM



YOU DESERVE
The Law Officer's Magazine

.e&Jf".
PRODUCT NEWS

Police Product News is the working cop's
magazine. We're proud of our reputation of
outstanding service to law enforcement.
Thousands of you depend upon PPN to reflect
the attitudes and speak to the needs and
desires of the officer on the beat. Each month
Police Product News supplies its growing list
of subscribers with crucial data on new
products and innovations in the law enforce
ment field. Our staff of expert evaluators
review the new equipment as it is released on
the market. Our national network of writers
report what's new in .concise, factual and
entertaining style. Police Product News also
features sections on career opportunities, fire
arms, self-defense and survival tips, traffic
investigation techniques, news from the courts
and letters to the editor. And yes, we feel it's
very important to be aesthetically pleasing
our lovely centerfold models make sure of that.
To begin your subscription simply call the
TOLL-FREE telephone number in your area
listed below. Join the PPN family today.

Special Introductory Offer
For New Subscribers

YOU SAVE OVER 50%
Off the cover price

(a $23.40 value by single copy!)
Act Nowl 0"8' Limited.

One year only $11.50

If the order card Is missing:
Can us TOLL FREEl

Continental U.S.: 800/854-2706
California only: 800/542-6012



Stoeger Industries, 55 Ruta Court, So, Hackensack, N,J, 07066
Stoeger Canada Ltd., 906 9th Avenue, S.E., Calgary, Alberta Canada T28 OS4

Illustrated catalogue $2.00
For nearest dealer call: (Som 631-0722. In New Jersey call collect: (201) 440-2700.

In Canada call (403) 269-8061.

"WILSON COMBAT"
CUSTOM IPSC ..45 AUTOS FIT FOR A CHAMPION - BUILT
BY A CHAMPION (SECOND CHANCE GRAND CHAMPION 
IPSC 5TH IN THE WORLD).

Modifications on your handgun .ll.t complete
combat modified handguns available.

'Send 2-15 cent stamps for complete picture
brochure of custom services to:

RiU Wilson, Wilson '8 Gun Shop
101-103 Public Square, Berryvilte, Ark. 72616

Phone 501-423-2982

with the weak hand index finger wrapped
around the trigger guard to help with
recoil control.
DALTON: So, you're saying one must
develop different techniques for different
situations?
FOWLER: Precisely.
DALTON: Do you shoot with both eyes
open?
FOWLER: Yes, but I don't think it makes
any difference if you shoot only with one
eye. I know some very good shooters that
use only one eye, so whatever way the
shooter can obtain the best focus should be
used.
DALTON: What can you tell our readers
about functioning under match pressure?
FOWLER: This is probably the toughest
battle shooters encounter. I've seen many
shooters absolutely go blank when the
whistle blows and lose concentration on

COMBAT COURSE
(Continued from page 21)

Getting tltat magazine .aclc In tlte
well 15 as Yltal as dropping It qulcle.
Iy. Fowler Itas some good Ideas
on tltls su.'ect. Altltouglt trigger
control 15 tlte most Yltal teclt.
nlque says tltls cltamplon sltooter.

the problem at hand. You must completely
concentrate on what you are going to do
and how you're going to carry out your
plan. This is very easy to say, but each
person must learn self-discipline to handle
this demon called pressure.
DALTON: What routine shooting exer
cise would you recommend? ;
FOWLER: Newer shooters should spend
most of their time at the longer ranges, 25
yards and beyond. Practice firing single
and multiple shots and check your score
regularly to see exactly where your shots
are going. Each range visit should involve
some weak hand and strong hand unsup

.ported work at 25 yards and closer. One
exercise that is quite valuable is draw and
fire one shot at seven yards in a 12" circle as
fast as possible. This will help you develop
a speedy draw, smooth quick sight align
ment and trigger control. This is most
important because the first shot many
times sets the stage for a good perform
ance. Remember that each shot is com
pletely separate from the others and that
multiple shots in a stage are a series of
singles put together. You should also work
with an 8" bullseye as well as silhouettes.
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DALTON: What about gunhandling?
FOWLER: Familiarity with your pistol
and equipment is essential. Regular han
dlingwhich includes reholstering practice,
reloading, dry firing, switching pistol from
strong to weak hand and even the simple
cleaning of your pistol helps with profi
ciency. This is a good spot to mention that
professionalism in handling firearms in
cludes being muzzle conscious. i.e. never
allow the muzzle to point at anything that
you are not willing to destroy.
DALTON: How do you recommend re
loading practice?
FOWLER: Stand in front of your bed, or
place something soft on the floor for your
magazine to fall upon. Pretend you've just
fired the last shot required befote the
reload, at that instant bring the pistol
toward you dropping your elbows and
pointing the pistol at a 45 degree angle up
and away from yourself. Then as the right
thumb releases the spent magazine, the left
hand goes for a fresh spare, the spare is
moved toward the pistol and your eyes are
focused on the magazine well as spare is
watched all the way into place. It is thrust
upwards with the palm of the left hand
until it locks firmly into place. (Left hand
ers use left index finger to depress maga
zine release button and opposite hands.)
Be sure to use sufficient force or possible
failure to seat the fresh magazine may
occur. A base pad of leather or other
suitable material should be attached-to the
magazine bottom to insure proper seating.
A very good exercise to work on at the
range is to draw and fire one shot· at a
silhouette at seven yards and then reload
and fire one more. This really smooths out
the rough edges. Note that only center
zone hits are to be counted to keep you
from developing a bad habit of shooting
sloppy just to gain more speed.
DALTON: Does physical condition playa
significant role in practical shooting?
FOWLER: Yes, because.often times the
contestant must run from position to posi
tion and fire at each area. If you are too
winded from these short runs you won't be
able to shoot well. There are some courses
that place too much emphasis on physical
condition, but they are really at a mini-~·

mum. Average conditioning will be more
than sufficient for most local competition.
For National and International contests, I
go into a three month training program. It
includes weight training, jogging and diet
as well as a more concentrated shooting
program.
DALTON: In closing, what other sugges
tions do you have for our readers that
would help them in their progress?
FOWLER: Be sure to count your shots
while firing so not to be suddenly surprised
by an empty pistol. Check all your equip
ment regularly to be sure it's in top shape;
this includes buckles, snaps or anything
else that can work loose. I think the best
thing I could tell an aspiring pistolero is to
check, check and double ~
check everything. ~
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in every RWS Flobert cartridge,
thus guaranteeing that shot will go
off with precise power and uniform
function.

SINOXID: We developed it becaUSE
we value your gun!

Dqnamil Nobel

•••

RWS Flobert small shot cartridges
have what it takes to make it big!

RWS Flobert CB, BB, and blank
cartridges have achieved world
wide recognition for consistent
high performance.

Sinoxid priming compositions used

,- - - - ~ouPO:- - - --I
I Please send me more information on the product II advertised here. I
I Name 1

Address

1 City State Zip I

I Mall coupon to: I
Dynamit Nobel of America, Inc.

I
105 Stonehurst Court, Northvale, NJ 07647 1

do Sporting Arms Division

I 9AHfOG 11 _

HIGH QUALITY MERCHANDISE AT
REASONABLE MARKET PRICES.

SMITH & WESSON and RUGER
MOST MODELS (,.
IN STOCK

We have Bushnell & weaver scopes at tre'l'endous
discounts. We also offer many specials on Ruger, Cott, '.
Remington, S&W, SAKO, TIC, Winchester, Armallte,
Hardballer, Back-Up, Leupold, Weaver, Bushnell, Etc.
Please send us $1.00 In stamps or change to cover J & G S 1 I
shipping and handling on our large Illustrated list. Your' a es nco
dollar is refundable on first order over $100.00. 442AH Miller Valley Road Dept. AH

Prescott. Arizona 86301
Telephone: 1·602-445-9850
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Lyman Products Corporation
Dept. AG-909
Route 147
Middlefield, cr 06455

Shotshell Handbook,
2nd Edition
The only reloading
manual exclusively for
the shotshell reloader.
Includes buckshot and
slug loads for all popular
gauges and a complete
color-coded component
section. $9.95 ~

Black Powder Handbook
The most comprehen
sive black powder load
data available for rifles,
revolvers, and shotguns.
The only handbook with
complete trajectory ta
bles for roundballs,
maxis, and minies. $9.95
Write for a free catalog.

Muzzleloader's Handbook
The complete guide to
muzzleloading, includ
ing the largest black
powder product catalog
section yet published.
$9.95

NEW!
east Bullet Handbook,
3rd Edition
This all-new addition to
the Lyman Library has
over 400 pages, covering
more than 5,000 tested
loads for the cast bullet
shooter. Included are 119
pages of exclusive trajec
tory and wind-drift ta
bles for cast rifle bullets
and advanced metallur
gical information. $12.95
Reloadin, Handbook,
45th EditIOn
The industry's most
authoritative, all-around
reloading handbook!
Includes pistol, rifle, and
muzzleloading sections,
plus cast and jacketed
bullet data. The founda
tion of any reloader's
library. $9.95

The American
Shotglll

A comprehensive his
tory from colonial times
to the present day. More
than 200 photographs
and illustrations. $9.95

Pistol and Revolver
Handbook
Includes over 2,000 fresh
handgun loads and the
most complete set of
trajectory and wind-drift
tables ever published for
the handgunner. A com
plete data section covers
new bullets, powders,
primers, cases, even
black powder! Plus
technical drawings and
factory standard dimen
sions for each cartridge
listed. _$9_.95...~...

NEW!
centennial Journal
A richly documented
look at a century of the
shooting sport. The spe
cial catalog section offers
a rare look at a hundred
years of Lyman shooting
accessories. Also in
cludes 45/70 reloading
data. $9.95

That's why lIman offers
7data-filled handbooks.
No matter which kind of
reloading you need data
for, there's a Lyman hand
book to suit your needs.
Whether it's pistol, rifle,
shotshell, or blackpow
der, Lyman offers the
most comprehensive
shooting and reloading
data ever published. Data
that covers virtually every
popular bullet weight
and design available.

Every book in the Lyman
Library is the result of
rigorous test firing at the
reloading industry's old
est, most experienced
ballistics laboratory. In
fact, since the days ofthe
original Reloading
Handbook, we've fired
literally hundreds of
thousands of rounds.
So, when you need re
loading data, turn to
Lyman for answers. Ask
your dealer to show you
one of the seven techni
cally acclaimed titles
shown below.

LYMAN HASN'T FORGOTTEN
WHY YOU NEED ARELOADING

HANDBOOK IN THE FIRST PLACE.
~'
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Cocked and 'ocked .45 au'o as "
clears 'lie Blanclll #3000 lIo's'.r.

H.re's 'lie s'ar' pos"'on for all
'es's. See 'lie lIands are clasped.

Now ,"••eft lIand comes across '0
.assume 'lie 'wo·lland lIo'd and
no'e '"a' '"umb safety Is s"11 on.

HANDGUN LEATHER
BOB ARGANBRIGHT

NEW LEATHER FOR AN OLD WAR
HORIE ••• BIANCHI'I AUTO DRAW•••
WHEN THE COMPETITION GETS HOT.

I n 1975 John Bianchi purchased the
Berns-Martin Holster Company, fa

mous as the originator of the break front
holster. John's R&D department, headed
by Richard Nichols, continued develop
ment of the break front which culminated
in "The Judge," a patented, high-ride
break front duty holster for double-action
revolvers which has proven to be very
popular in the police market. (I hope John
will see fit to offer a break front holster for
the long-barreled S.A. revolvers becoming
so popular for hunting, as the break front
offers the easiest draw of a long-barreled
handgun from a hip holster.) One of the
major benefits of the break front holster
fDr the police officer is it is as close to
snatch-proof as possible. An assailant can
not grab the pistol grip and snatch the
officer's gun by ripping it out of the top of
the holster. This security is provided by
fully enclosing the trigger guard, making it
necessary to rock the gun forward to clear.

Until now, this was not possible with the
Colt .45 Autopistol, or any of its copies,
due to the shape of the trigger-guard grip
junction. After countless hours of R&D,
Bianchi Gunleather now offers their new
"Auto Draw" holster, a high-ride front
break design which offers good speed and
accessibility combined with the' desired
security.

Richard Nichols recently allowed me to
extensively test this new holster as part ofa
rig set-up for IPSC practical pistol com
petition. The secret of the "Auto Draw"
lies in a spring-loaded large plastic button
which snaps into the trigger guard when
the .45 Auto is seated in the holster. The
button is shaped so as to offer maximum
resistance to withdrawing the gun upward,
while the trigger guard cams the button
outward when the gun is rocked forward to
break out the front of the "holster. An
important feature of the "Auto Draw" is a
full-length plastic welt which prevents the speedier withdrawal than the standard
gun from seating too deeply in the holster. version previously supplied. The belt is

Available in two versions, a police ver- lined with silicone suede, which tends to
sion with thumb-break retaining strap, cling to clothing and help prevent shifting
and an IPSC competition version without of the rig during strenuous physical ac
the thumb-break. The "Auto Draw" sent tivity. This is a nice touch offered by none
to me comes with the beautiful Pistolero of Bianchi's competitors in combat rigs.
contoured Gunfighter stitched belt, and This is technically a walk-and-draw rig,
the "Clip-Grip" pouch which holds two as the holster has a steel-lined hip plate on
magazines in position for a speed reload. the back side of the belt which anchors the
The "Clip-Grip" supplied is an abbrevi- belt and holster in place without the need
ated version introduced in 1980, allowing a ofa tie-down. Just such a hip plate was first
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PISTOL

MODERN

PRACTICAL

SHOOTING

"DELUXE" POLICE MAGNUM
Length: 9.25". Weight:,2.2Ibs.
USQ·2061 . . ... $54.95

NO FEDERAL LICENSE REOUiRED.
MUST BE 18 YEARS OR OLDER.

CREDIT CARD OROERS CALL
TOll FREE: (800) 336·4572
IN VIRGINIA: (703) 549-0774

PKG. OF 100 .22 CAL. BLANKS
U50·22BC . $4.951

I

IS BEING TAUGHT
AT THE CHAPMAN
ACADEMY RANGE
IN COLUMBIA, MO.

COMPLETELY
SAFE! CANNOT
BE MADE TO FIRE
REAL AMMUNITION. Full·size.
machined metal. They look, feel
and weigh same as originals.
Double-action. gun black finish, swing
out cylinder and ejector mechanism.

Ray Chapman. former World Practical Pis
tol Champion. is providing courses of in
struction in pistol craft at his modern 33
acre facility in Columbia. Missouri. The fa
cilities include indoor. outdoor. moving tar
get. and night shooting ranges. Available
courses include basic. intermediate and ad·
vanced training in the use of the practical
pistol.
The courses have been praised by shoolers from
novices 10 World Class compelirors. They Include
Ihe Safe andEffeClive Use ofHandguns uSing Ihe
CHAPMAN METHODS for mformallOn wore

CHAPMAN ACADEMY
P.O. BOX 7035

Columbia. MO 65205

28

"STANDARD" I
Popular I

priced I
mOdelS:

of die- I
I weight 10 QZ cast I
I $12.95$17.95 _. metal. I

r---------------------------~I ='c;~~~:~~~~NC. 0 I CERTIFY I AM 18 YEARS OR OLDER 1
1P.O. aox388. DEPT.AH 0 PLEASE SEND FREE COLOR CATALOG IIALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22313 • I
1 Please send the tollowing unuu_u_n.uu_uu_nn_n.U..n_ 1
10 MONEY ORDER 0CHECK ENC1.OSED $ ....hn.. ~g~T~G~~~Nri~~NG:
1 CHARGE TO; 0 VISA 0 MC 0 AE 0 CB 0 DC 1
I NO... n I

!PR INT··N~=:·::~;;';;;;.~~:;:~~~;;.~;~;.;;;'~;~;~~;~'~,,:~~:~.'.~~':::::::::::::.!
IADDRESS nnn.nn nn.nn.n.nn.n n.· ..·nn.n I
1CITY /sTATE/ZIP n ... __ ... 1
I. .·MONEY BACK (LESS POSTAGE) IF NOT SATISFIED J

r---------------------------,INEW! BLANK-FIRING
:(STARTER) PISTOLS
ICOUNTERFEIT GUNS



________ 5. _

_______ 6. _

Ca. residents add 6% tax

Please send me the following book(s). I enclose $5.95 for each book plus .75
Post. (postage FREE with two or more books).

1. 3.
2. 4.
NAME _

ADDRESS__________ CITy _

STATE ZIP _

TOTALENCLOSED __

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

MAIL TO: HANDGUNNER BOOKS, DEPT. 79 H9, Suite 200, 591 Camino Reina, San 1
Diego, CA 92108_________________________ 1
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Pistol Sights·
MMC ADJUSTABLE PISTOL SIGHTS
for S&W M·39 & M-59

Fully
Adjustable,

uses factory front
sight. Matt Black

Oxide or Satin Nickel.
Order yours by mail!

Write or Call for Brochure & Price Lists.
Dealers Please Inquire.

No Collect Calls, Please!

Miniature Machine Company
210 E. Poplar

Deming, New Mexico 88030
505·546·2151

~WANTEDE
ALL CENTRAL.

INDIANA
HANDGUNERS

WHO ARE
INTERESTED IN

~ INSTRUCTION *
~ ~ PRACTICE **
{t COMPETITION *

YOU ARE
REQUESTED TO

REPORT TO
OR CALL:

(JY(5efli:1tl@@(5
-.. INDOOR SHOOTING CENTER

~ 555E.MAIN
;' :) .'.,. DANVILLE, IN 46122

~. 317·745·4747

OFFICE IS NOW OPEN
NOON TILL 7 PM

30

used by Andy Anderson on his famous
Walk & Draw single-action fast draw rigs.
This adds to the practicality of this rig, as
tie-downs are impractical in daily use. The
holster is cut so as to allow a correct
shooting grip on the .45 at first hand
contact. This is of major importance.

When first received, withdrawal from
the holster was very stiff. A letter from
Richard, enclosed with the rig, explained
he had designed the "Auto Draw" holster
for what he calls the "adrenalin draw,"
and stated that the holster takes a while to
break in. I made no attempt to loosen the
springs, but started drawing and dry firing.
After 100-150 draws, the .45 was coming
out noticeably easier. I found that after 20
years of drawing from conventional hip
holsters I have a tendency to try to lift the
gun from the holster. THIS DOES NOT
WORK! The gun comes out much easier
when the butt is rocked forward.

Once I had used the rig enough to
thoroughly break it in, I retired to my
basement fast-draw range to test it for
speed, shooting wax bullets and using an
electronic fast-draw timer. For compari
son, I also used my classic Anderson
"Thunderbolt" rig.

I drew and fired 10 shots, including
reaction time, at a distance of 10 feet,
starting with hands clasped at the waist.
The average time using the "Auto Draw"
was .890 second, with a fast time of .840
second. The average for the "Thunder
bolt" was .792 second, with a fast time of
.730 second. This was all one-hand point
shooting.

Moving back to IS feet, I repeated the
above, but using the "Weaver" hold and
shooting for the head of the silhouette
target. The average and fast times for
the "Auto Draw" were 1.676 and 1.610
seconds. With the "Thunderbolt," the cor
responding times were 1.676 and 1.620
seconds.

On March 16, I attended the first Mid
west Practical Pistol League match in Co
lumbia, Missouri. (MPPL was host to the
IPSC founders' conference in 1976.) This
was the perfect chance to test the "Auto
Draw" in match competition. The match
consisted of a "dark house," an "EI Presi
dente" and a two-stage assault course. All
targets were bowling pins! This proved to
be a very challenging match. While this
shooter wasn't performing too great (it has
been a long, cold winter lay-off from
shooting), the equipment was flawless. The
"Auto Draw" worked superbly, allowing a
smooth fast draw, staying in place during
the running for the assault course.

While a wide variety ofleather was used
at this match, the performance of the
"Auto Draw" break front .45 Auto rig was
the equal of any style holster there.

In conclusion, I feel that John Bianchi
and Richard Nichols have another winner
in their new "Auto Draw" rig. Even
though the experts said it couldn't be done,
Bianchi Gunleather has done ~
it again! ~
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SPEAK
our
HURRAY FOR LUCY...
LET'S CHANGE
THE RULES
I thought Lucy's column in the May/
June issue was right on target. I agree
it's time to do something about the
revolvers that are becoming a joke.
I also would like to see a rule that
prohibits any sight changes after the
start of a match. Also, a 4" barrel
limit sounds realistic ... with
a breakfront, open-front holster
prohibited.

Thomas Ziguks
Levonia, Michigan

SHOULDN'T WE
ALLOW DERRINGERS
IN COMPETITION?
Arnold's suggestion concerning the
advantage of the .45 auto over the
revolver has merit. He suggests that
courses of fire should be designed
with the 6-shot capacity of the
revolver in mind, so as not to give the
advantage to the shooters of auto
pistols. This is very good thinking; it
is not sportsmanlike to allow a
competitor the advantage just because
he is using more efficient or effective
equipment.

I feel, however, that his suggestion
is unfair to another potentially large
segment of competitors. I personally
know of a sanitation engineer who
would join in the sport, except that he
is being discriminated against by the
"excessive firepower" prejudice in the
design of the matches. My friend
carries, as his regular duty gun,
a 2-shot Derringer. This is his official
weapon, carried in his job while
inspecting garbage dumps for the
county-in case he should be
confronted by an aggressive dump
rat. Now, you cannot expect a man
with such a weapon to compete on
equal terms with a sixgunner.

I propose that we design our
courses of fire around the 2-shot
capacity of the Derringer in order to
avoid putting the competitor with a
Derringer at an automatic
disadvantage.

If we decide to re-orient our sport
so as not to discriminate against the
sixgunner, we should carry this trend
on to its logical conclusion and give
the 2-shot gunner an equal chance. To
do less would be unsportsmanlike!

Charles Jacob
Rocky Ford, Colorado

Hunter Introduces
the Branded Holster

The Colorado Trailmaster
Our first commemorative holster:..destined to become a

collector's item. In Colorado and theRod<y Mountain West, a man's gun was
as.important to him as his horse. Both were needed for survival. And, to carry

his gun, he looked for a simple, func
tional holster. This kind of holster
served as the original pattem for

our Colorado Trailmaster Holster.
Other than snap button safety

Straps, the Colorado Trailmaster remains
essentially the same as the Old West

models. Now made from the finest
vegetable tanned cowhide. Full grain
natural leathers. Right· or left·handed.

Available in our .
1100 series.

The Hunter Corp.
A Division of Crockett & Kelly, Inc.
3300 West 71st Avenue, Box 467
Westminster, Colorado 80030

Enclosed is $2.00. Please rush me your 1980 Hunter Catalog today!

Name _

Address _

City _

State Zip _

AH/SOL J
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BAG TWOIfJ81IBOOKS WITH ONE SHOT...ANYWHERE!
Buy OBI Books Locally-or Order by Mail!

#CW5046

8995

CARTRIDGES
OF THE WORLD
4th Edition
By Frank C. Barnes

~\t~'

I_ 'liJ.Jr.tIo:rr:r{

In the past 15 years, this book has be- :
come the standard general-purpose ~
reference work on cartridges worldwide, III
for which scientists, technicians and I
laymen alike reach first for answers to ~
cartridge questions. It's a basic book, ~
setting down the dimensions, perfor- U
mance parameters and physical char- f
acteristics for over 1,000 different car- I
tridges, all in a single, well-organized
volume. With Barnes' commentaries on

. each cartridge listed, it is more than a
catalog. It's and encyclopedic reference
work, now completely up-to-date with
this new edition. 384 8W'x 11 " pages.#PS9546

By Jack Mitchell

Mitchell attacks the largest, yet least
understood segment of this most pop
ular of gun hobbies with a detailed ex
planation of the handgun actions, and
in-depth discussions of all the major
functions of a pistolsmith from smooth
ing, tuning and timing, joining, metal
tempering, and rebarrelling to trouble
shooting, accurizing, installing and
altering sights and making replacement
parts. Includes projects for bUilding
your own 45 automatic and rebuilding a
junker pistol. Extensive catalog of gun
smithing tools plus a directory of gun
smith suppliers. 288 8W'x 11" pages.

Gun Digest Book Of ~\t~'
PISTOLSMITHING " "

<,

ByJ. B. Wood

#RR8636

Gun Digest Book Of
FIREARMS ASSEMBLY/DISASSEMBLY
PART III: RIMFIRE RIFLES
PART IV: CENTERFIRE RIFLES

Originally scheduled for four parts, this without having developed a basic me-
unique and highly regarded series has chanical aptitude. With that note of
now been expqnded to five with the final advice, Wood continues to describe the
volume on shotguns to be published in complete disassembly procedure,
the fall. In Parts I and II, the author broke down to the last spring and screw. Ac-
down automatic pistols and revolvers. companying the text are hundreds of
Here he dismantles and reassembles close-up photographs showing the
rimfire and centerfire rifles with the same most intricate detail. Equally important,
expertise \'lnd detail. He covers most Wood shows the reader how to put the
modern guns, includes a broad selec- rifles back together again in working
tion of the older, more popular guns and order. All told, this series gives the most
adds some not-sa-popular, tricky ones. comprehensive, uniform and profes-
Disassembly takes the reader step-by- sional presentation available to either
step to the "field strip" level, cautioning hobbyist or gunsmith. Each book con-
the reader about proceeding further tains 288 8W'x 11 " pages.

ORDER INDIVIDUALLY #CR8646

LAW ENFORCEMENT ~\t~' ~,
HANDGUN DIGEST ~
3rd Edition By Jack Lewis I
Th is all-new edition of a best seller covers I
such subjects as the philosophy for a fire lU....~~nl
fight, weapons training, combat shoot- ~

ing and qualification courses, Includes i
all that's new in law-enforcement hand- ~
guns, for both on-duty and off-duty, plus i
shotguns, special weapons, ammo, ~
leather and body armor. Pays a visit to ~.
Smith & Wesson's Police Instructors ~

Academy; tells you what's SWAT and ~

how this crack department functions. ~

Topped off with a completely up-ta-date ~
catalog of all available handguns, this S8 I 5
comprehensive guide to arms, equip-
ment, services and shooting tech-
niques is an indispensable addition to
every peace officer's bookshelf. 288
8W'x 11" pages. #LU5236#BU2516

This handy book updates all the bullets,
primers and powders introduced since
the pUblication of HANDLOADER'S
DIGEST, 8th edition, in 1978. Included
are a round-up piece on new bullets,
another on new primers and powders,
plus definitive reports by shooters on
the various types of bullets. A useful
section on the recommended loads
from all major manufacturers of bullets
introduced since fall of 1977 is followed
by a components catalog which in
cludes.ill! bullets, primers and powders
from all the manufacturers with current
suggested retail prices. 128 8W'x 11"
pages.

HANDLOADER'S DIGEST~~
BULLET AND POWDER .; #. .•;¥;:!~;,_
UPDATE By Ken Warner " .

32 USE COUPON ON OPPOSITE PAGE TO ORDER NOW!--~



Buy One IDBtlBook, Get One Free!
At Your Dealer Or From This Ad!

Book #

Book #

$,----

$

$

Book #

Book #

Book # Book #

Please send the OBI book(s) listed above.

Address, _

Name' _

City State Zip _
U.S. & Canada onty...2 for 1 offer expires in 60 days I

Column 'B' Total

TOTAL ENCLOSED $ _

OR
Enclosed is genuine proof-of-purchase (dealer
sales slip only) for OBI book(s) bought locally.
Send FREE book(s) listed in Column 'C'
above. I've included the $2.00 processing fee
for each book.
TOTAL ENCLOSED $ _

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE .••
FAST DELIVERY

DBI BOOKS, INC.
Dept. 1242 , One Northfield Plaza
Northfield. lL 60093

PLUS postage, insurance, and handling charges
($2.00 for each FREE book). $_---.~:-. _

PISTOL AND REVOLVER
DIGEST 2nd,Edition
Edited by Dean A. Grenne/l

and Jack Lewis
All-new 2nd edition covers
reloading, maintenance and
repairs, silhouette shooting,
handgunning for big game,
new.developments in ammo,
leather, grips. 288 8Yz' x II'
pages.
#PR5926 $7.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
METALLIC SILHOUETTE
SHOOTING By Elgin Gates
Comprehensive coverage is
given to the rifles, handguns,
scopes and ammo currently
being developed for this ex
citing, fast growing sport.
Plus history, rules and meets.
256 8V2' x II' pages.
#MS8516 $6.95

HOME GUNSMITHING
DIGEST 2nd Edition

By R. A. Steindler
All new articles span com
plete what, how-to and why
mfQ. Projects for the begin
ner as well as the seasoned
home gunsmith. Plus a di
rectory of the trade. 288 8V2'
x J I~ pages.
#HM5J56 $7.95

HANDLOADING
FOR HANDGUNNERS

By George C. Nonte, Jr.
Covers selection of bullets,
powder, primers. How:to
articles on casting and pre
paring bullets; swaging; cor
recting misfires and more.
Ballistics and loading data
tables. 288 8Yz' x II' pages.
#HH8416 $7.95

HANDLOADER'S DIGEST
8th Edition

Edited by John T. Amber
Historical and current devel
opments in science of reload
ing. Wildcat and popular
cartridges, shot-shells. Fea
tures for marksmen, experi
menters. Big catalog section.
288 81/2' x 11' pages.
#HA2086 ..•......• $7.95

THE COMPLETE
BLACK POWDER
HANDBOOK

By Sam Fadala
Everything from proper lubes
and nfling twist to do-it-your
self accessories. Plus surefire
loading methods, ballistics,
safety, successful shooting
tips. 3208-\-2" xii" pages.

#BL8326 $8.95

34th Edition

Edited by
Ken Warner

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
EXPLODED FIREARMS
DRAWINGS 2nd Edition

Edited by Harold A. Murtz·
Be sure ofgetting all working
parts back into your antiques,
sporting guns, military arms.
Includes parts lists and draw
ings. 288 8V2' x II' pages.
#EX9326 $7.95

1980
GUN.
DIGEST

TROUBLESHOOTING YOUR
Features special full-color 175-page catalog section HANDGUN By J. B. Wood
30th anniversary tribute to with specs and current prices 87 pistols and revolvers are
Sturm, Ruger. Informative on all U. S. and foreign fire-. studied with descriptions and
articles by Amber, Swiggett, arms sold in this country illustrations of common
Warner, Grennell, Sterett, today. Must reading for all problem areas. Offers do-it-
Bell, Serven and many other firearms enthusiasts. yourself solutions, when and
outstanding firearms experts. 464 8\-2"x 11" pages. where to go for help. 192
Included are all regular de- $9 95 81/2' x 11' pages.
partments plus our famous #GDI006...... i\ #TH5146 •......... $5.95

Gun Digest Book Of ~~~ TROUBLESHOOTING YOUR
FIREARMS ASSEMBLY/ DISASSEMBLY \.~ :.~. RIFLE AND SHOTGUN

By J. B. Wood
, By J. B. Wood tools, parts, special items. How to correct minor prob-
From field stripping to total Important reference works lems frequently encountered
disassembly, step-by-step, for enthusiasts and profes- in 87 popular shoulder arms.
plus reassembly instructions. sional gunsmith. Each volume When to turn to a gunsmith
Close-up photos clarify pro- 320 8\-2"x II" pages. Order or 1'eturn it to the factory.
cedures. Sources included for individually. Heavily illustrated. 192 8V2'
Part I: Automatic Pistols Part II: Revolvers x 11' pages.

:::8:::~~~.~~::.:: #F~~6 f\';";'''';'~9";':";':";;"~9;;'UN..;.5S-I-LL-U-S-T-RA-T-E-D-I--TWO-BO!~~~~~~~'~ ~.~~~~
GUN ACCESSORIES ~ 12th Edition
Edited by Joseph Schroeder Edited by Harold A. Murtz OF ONE! HERE'S HOW!
The first single source ref- Top writers cover topics from Buy one of these OBI books anywhere and get
erence on gun items and ser- silhouette shooting to air guns another OBI book FREE! Now you can own
vices ever assembled. Tools, and shotgun patterning. In-
rare parts, ammo, much more. depth test reports. Catalogs any of the books shown in this ad FREE!
All fully pictured and de- all guns sold in U.S. with (a) Buy any book(s) in this ad at retail price.
scribed. Sources for every current prices. 288 8\-2" x (b) For each book you buy, you may select a
item. 288 8\-2"x II" pages. II" pages. second book from this ad of the same price
#GN8716 $8.95 #GI8006 $7.95 or less FREE!

(c) Please include $2.00 for each FREE book
you order to help us cover postage, insur
ance, packing and handling.

(d) If you buy OBI books from your local
dealer, send genuine dealer sales slip show
ing which books in this ad you bought and
where. Same FREE book offer applies,
including $2.00 postage, insurance and
handling fees for each FREE book.

ABC
I'm Buying Retail Send These

These Price FREE!
$

Gun Digest Book of
MODERN GUN VALUES

. 2nd Edition By Jack Lewis
.. Brand new edition of the

most comprehensive, up-to
date book on the subject.
Major revision of handgun
section. Latest prices. Don't
buy, sell or trade without it!
288 8V2' x II' pages.
#MV5826 $7.95.
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J. D. JONES

HANDGUN HUNTING

Sm"" and Wesson's new 25.5 A5
CoI'w'" .e a grea' lIun"ng g.,n
'n s'a'es '"a' allow ,"'s calf.er
lor large game. 01 course "'5 Ius'
r'gll' lor yarm'n's 'n any s'a'e.

Deer exist in
any terrain

I eyen lucked out in
midday and walked

up on 3 diHerent
lJucks

tainly improves your chances over hunting
areas populated only by an occasional
deer. On opening morning all bets are off.
Long before daylight deer in many areas
are alerted and scared by unusual amounts
of traffic, car doors slamming, voices and
all the other unusual sounds of opening
day. Chances of that 10 pointer going past
tree "A" at 7:18 on his way to bed down
within 50 yards of rock "B" as he has done
for the last three weeks are somewhere
between damn poor and nonexistent.
Good bucks don't get to be good bucks

What's it doing weatherwise? The little
valley near my home has very few deer
tracks in it except when we get a decent
snow. For the last five years every time I've
been able to check it; deer drop into
Possum Hollow sometime around

vive. I certainly don't know of any success- daybreak when it snows several inches,
ful (legal) way to hunt rabbits living in crossing a road within 50 feet of the same
groundhog holes. The desert hunter sim-, tree every time. •
ply doesn't face this problem. Methods of hunting have to depend on

Admittedly that's an extreme example the area hunted and the hunter's tempera
but the parallel exists with most other ment. I like to keep moving. Sitting in one
game. Deer exist in practically any terrain spot looking at tree bark isn't my idea o~

from desert to swamps with both brushy hunting, but it is an effective way to hunt if
and barren mountains thrown in. And you. pick the right spot. Many people
don't forget those little patches ofwoods in wouldn't do it any other way. I'm certainly
farm country. Well, what are you going to no better than average at getting around in
do? Sit on your butt and hope a buck walks the woods but I do occasionally see some
by? Skulk around depending on your skills thing.
and a deer's curiosity to get you a shot? Several years ago in a hot semi-arid area
Rattle up a buck? Set up a 20-man drive? where practically no one hunts during
All of the above methods work-in some midday, I took a walk and walked up on
areas for some people. No doubt luck three different bucks asleep in the shade.
plays an important part in the success or Could have killed all three. Let two go and
failure of any hunt. Scouting, watching scared hell out of the third to see what he
deer .prior to seasons opening helps. Hunt- would do.
ing areas that are loaded with deer cer- Getting to the "what to use"; I was
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The usual questions regarding handgun
hunting deal with "how to," "what to

use," "where to" and accessories related to
the sport.

None of these questions are easy to
answer. The easiest deals with what cali
ber-gun combination-assuming there are
no lengthy discussions or disagreements
on one particular gun versus another.

The "how to" subject is as vast as the
different types of hunting from cottontails
to birds to moose-sized game.

Obviously desert cottontails aren't
hunted effectively using the same methods
necessary in Ohio for example. According
to the Ohio Fish and Game Commission,
rabbits aren't really as scarce as they seem
to be. The last few winters have been really
rough on game in central and northern
Ohio and those rabbits who survived did
so by going underground. Now it's a good
bet that Ohio rabbits instinctively are pro
grammed to winter underground to sur-

WHERE IS ALL THE GAME AND JUST
HOW DO YOU GET YOUR SHARE?

ANKLE
HOLSTER SUPPORT

This accessory provides
comfortable support.

when using the ROGERS
ankle holster with
heavier weapons.

Combination holster and
support.

101 Public Square
Berryville, Ark. 72616

WILSON'S GUN SHOP

"COMBAT SHOOTERS"
COMBAT .45 ACCESSORIES
Laka blue mags. with pad '$10.00
Laka stainless mags with pad 15.00
Extended thumb safety 18.50
Extended slide release 20.00
Extended magazine release 16.00

Exchange 12.00
NM long adj. trigger 12.95
Pach mayr GM-45C grips 17.50
Pachmayr Bor Chousing 9.75
Dwyer group·gripper kit 17.50
Recoil buffer 10.00
Wolff 18lh HD recoil spring .2.50
Wolff 18lh HD spring kit 4.00
High-visibility fixed sights 20.00
(installed 2wk delivery-send slide only) 42.00
"WILSON COMBAT" T-shirt 5.95 (state size)

NO COOs - add $2.50 postage

We also offer complete combat
modifications - send 2-15 cent
stamps for complete picture
brochure.

$5.95; YOUR PICKUP TRUCK IS A LIT
TLE GOLDMINE. LEARN HOW YOU CAN
MAKE UP TO $15,000.00 YEARLY WITH
PRACTICALLY NO iNVESTMENT. EASY
UNDERSTANDABLE INSTRUCTIONS
ONLY $5.95. PICKUP INDUSTRIES, BOX
38852-AH. GERMANTOWN, TEN
NESSEE 38138.
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Lou Ciamillo
Pistolsmith

c/o MARYLAND GUN WORKS, LTD.

Pol ice Combat Revolvers

DEALERS IN HOGUE AND ROGERS CUSTOM GRIPS
CHARTER MEMBER AMERICAN PISTOLSMITHS GUILD/M.D. FIELD REP PMA

For more Information write: Lou Ciamillo - Gunsmith
c/o Maryland Gun Works, LTD. / 26200 Frederick Road / Hyatlstown, Maryland 20734

(301) 831-8456

Combat Conversions on all guns include Douglas or Apex
1-1/16 11 round or square barrel, Bo-Mar, Davis, Mascot or
Aristocrat Rib, complete action job including smooth trigger wi
trigger stop and speed hammer.

All above work on most Colt, S&W and Ruger Revolvers:

Round 1-1/16" Barrel (Blue) $215,00
Square Barrel w/ejector rod shroud $275,00
(Add $10.00 for stainless)

·Prices include taking original sights and barrel in trade.

SPECIALIZING IN RUGER,
S&W, AND COLT
CONVERSIONS

packing a scoped .30 Herrett when I
walked to within 15-20 feet of those sleep
ing deer. Could have zapped all of ,them
with a snub .38 or a .22 for that matter.
Obviously the .30 Herrett was a good
cartridge for the type hunting I expected
and under most conditions a .38 snub or
any .22 would have been a lousy choice.
Finally killed a buck-and not a very good
one either-with the scoped .30 at about
60-65 yards. Certainly within the ca
pability of even an iron sighted .357 Mag
for the standing, broadside shot presented.
I'm not much in favor of the .357s on
anything that weighs much over a hundred
pounds. It's a nice varmint gun and a
decent gun to pack following dogs up those
hills. As far as I'm concerned that's where
it stops.

The choice of guns, calibers is prac
tically endless. In most cases one good .44
Magnum will do the job on 'bout every
thing. If you want to specialize in small
varmints how about an SSK TIC in .17
Remington scoped? Or a .50-70 SSK
barrel that throws a 450 grain hunk ofhalf
inch wide pure lead through the brush at
over 1300 F.P.S. for a hundred yard
sledgehammer? (SSK Industries, Rt. I,
Della Dr., Bloomingdale, OH 43910, 6141
264-0176)

One gun of adequate caliber will do a
decent job of doing it all. Obviously you
aren't going to kill many hundred yard
prairie dogs with a wheelgun and damn
few elk with a .17 Remington. But you can
kill an occasional dog at a hundred with a
.44 and I'm sure that a .17 Remington or
three at the right angle through an eyeball
would do in an elk. If you want to use one
gun only there is nothing wrong with that
as long as it's adequate for the intended
job. Keep the intention straight and you
don't have a problem. Likewise, variety

. and specialization has its place. That place
is in your enjoyment-again assuming the
rig is adequate for the intended task.

As far as a general recommendation;
buy the best you can afford assuming it has
adjustable sights. The "best you can af
ford" is not always the most expensive gun
available. The S & W M-29 .44 Magnum is
a case in point. Until recently, 'black mar
ket' prices have prevailed. But, the"29 has
its problems as Silhouette shooters are well
aware. It's famous for going out of time
and the cylinder rotating in reverse when
it's fired so the next time you want to shoot
the hammer drops on a fired case. As a
guess, I would say the average 29 should
have some work in no more than 500 full
charge factory loads. For awhile S & W
was putting them out with damn poor
forcing cones. Lead, jacket material and
powder spit out the side so badly I would
not shoot a match if anyone was using one
beside me. Smith has corrected this with a
long forcing con'e that I've been told han-
dles jacketed bullets very well but leaves a
lot to be desired in the accuracy depart
ment with cast bullets. If you have a
spitter-of any kInd-send it back to the
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Gun Cleaning Cloth
Wipe, ....d Away
• Most of: us thou~t that the only
way to get rid of barrel and cyllnger
l~ding was a brass bristle brush and
selvent, Lewis Lead -Remover or .
mercu,ry. Now there's yet another.
(Ed. Note: I can voud for it really
working). Just one or two swipes of
the c~th and leading around barrel

. disappear'S. Cut the cloth into squares
and it· really attacks barrel leading.
Write Belltown DistrIbutors,

ept. :AH, P.O. 'BOx 444,
eaford Hills, N.Y. 10501.

factory for repairs as they are fiat dan
gerous to the eyes. (S & W has printed on
many occasions their policy on reworking
the forcing cones.)

In general though, you get about what
you pay for in handguns. At the bottom of
the price list of "reasonable quality" hand
guns is H & R. They've just added
ajustable sights to most of their formerly
fixed sight line. Ruger .22 Autos are fine.
So are High Standards and the S & W. I've
found little difference in practical accuracy
in quality .22 Autos. The same applies to
quality revolvers. The autos will generally
shoot rings around the revolvers, but for
hunting the average hunter won't be able
to tell any difference in accuracy between
the two action types.

Of all the .38s around a lot are used very
successfully on small game. Standard 158
grain R.N. loads are OK for the shotgun
hunter that wants to pop a-sitting cottontail
once in awhile. Norma, however, has just
released a new 1I0 grain H.P. that they call
the .38 Special Magnum. New powder,
better ballistics-my dope shows 1540 from
a 6 incher at less than +P pressures. Has to
be the best .38 Special load for varmints
going.

Accessories aren't a problem. Good
scopes from the 1.7X-5-ounce 5-inch
Hutson through the larger, heavier Red
field, TIC and Leupolds are readily
available as are mounting systems. Grips,
holsters, special sights and whatever

'abound. Gene DeSantis (1601 Jericho
Turnpike, New Hyde Park, NY 1I040, 5161
354-621I) has just come out with a new
lightweight, high quality belt holster for
the big guns that is great. Send a buck for
P&H for his catalog and ask for info on the
new "crossdraw" rig.

"Where to hunt" is still the same old
problem. There is no real formula for
success. Handgun Hunters International
(P.O. Box .357 Mag. Bloomingdale, OH
4391O-Membership $12.50 per year) is
attempting to compile a list of guides and
outfitters familiar with handgun hunting
and willing to service handgunners. I hear
a lot of negative things about the guiding
profession in general and an up to date list
of guides rated by the hunters would defi-
nitely be an asset ......
to the members. '"

BUEHLER PISTOL
MOUNT

Scoping the 'Colt Python and Trooper MK. III is
easy. Just two holes to drill and tap. The BUEHLER

pistol base fits into the rear sight slot for good
balance~ Whether it's silhouette or target shooting,

pistol scoping is fun. Have you scoped yours yet?
Over 15 BUEHLER pistol mountsavailable.

Send for FREE Catalog 35H

Write today for your FREE color
brochure or call 1-800-854-8236 for the
name of your nearest Mustang Dealer.

~ <>"'V . MR.. NOUCENSERen :~~~~.' .. lJNAYAIL.ABlE.E_LSEW.,HEREespo...n. M.",powenUl! ~
VJ 0 "... USA SURVIVAL ~~~~QN~~e~~~:I1l~~~
~ '. '.- '. • _ made HUNTING {e":#1-"~ ~..OO;-'." "L~~~h.tIi '!1~ - .-- _. .fiil!"~~"'ji\... ..o'll 0 ~O:,,~
rg '(jl' 2 G~;t600 - - - -:= - -- Yj,:,:;;: ...""'"'~. S 91
~ . STEEL-.38 Calib BONUS ". ACt..:'_ ~__ .T!.;"-- -

~ '/lEE/DARTS T':.:.:~~;~ dans .' • , I ' . ' ~.~~
SILENT, POWERFUL, ACCURATE, ffiTS ~FLEBUu....ET.lmproved version offamous Am. blO\vgun. ~~ ~
Thrillingsport! Kills varmints, pests. Defeme. Ideal gift. Compressed breath gives amazing power. 200 ft. range. ~~ ~
Astound friends!.Rugged .38 cal. precision aluminum, rubbergrips. Pierces 112': plywood. Speed 300 ftlsec. Nota ~~~

toy! Has 1(}() steel darts (kit) carry case, instructions. Compact41/2 ft. model $8.97!"Popular 5%ft. $9.97! Magnum 6' .~~ ~
$10.97! Extradarts$3.50. forl00! $5.95/200! $14/500! $261M! SuperBONUS B1!Y2gunsget600darts,sling,quivcr, ~~ 8
patches, camouflage, targets, cany box ($22 Free)! BUY 3 SNv1E+cleamng rod +900 ($32 Free]! BUY 4;;li:

~~~9~I~s~~~~~~~~.(~::r~~~~ct,~tl~::;~~~;~~~~~!t~~~~~~o:~.~~
back if not delighted. HOUSE OF WEAPONS, INC. Box 794· 8, Provo, Utah 84601.Dealer InQuiries Invitecl" 0<:

VlSAlMaster Charge CARD ~rdersONLY: CAll TOll FREE NOW 24 hrs: 800-824-7888:AKlHawaii 800.a24·7919.

MAYNARD P. BUEHLER, Inc. • 0 RINDA, CA. 94563

FREEDOM
OF CHOICE
Here at Mustang Grips you
select from the beauty of
fine hardwoods or the prac
ticality of neoprene. No
matter which material you
choose, you always get the time-tested
quality of Mustang custom designs and beauty. Our
newest models, the Rangefield line, are made of neoprene
and contain no steel plates. Eliminating the need for steel inserts gives
you much better recoil absorbtion . The neoprene itself makes a non-slip

surface for positive control and has just enough give to
help conform to your hand.
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· Underwater "proof testing"
isjust one ofthe extraorc!ffiarY steps

Leupold takes to make sure
every scope will perform lVhen you need it.

Just as the manufacturer proof tests
every rifle before it leaves the factory,
Leupold subjects every "Golden Ring®"
scope to conditions that exceed normal
use.

In the caSe of gun makers, proof
loads specified by industry standards to
produce overloaded chamber pres
sures are fired in all firearms to assure
safety, strength and performance of the
chamber, the barrel and the action.

At Leupold, final proof testing is con
ducted by immersing every scope, with
elevation/windage covers off, in a spe
cially designed tank containing water
heated to 120" F., a temperature which
in itself lowers the performance of the
various seals. Then the tank is sealed
and the air pressure inside the tank is
lowered to create 10 pounds per square
inch more pressure inside the scope
than in the water surrounding the
scope. By pressurizing the scope,
Leupold actually tries to induce leakage
rather than just checking for a leaking
condition. The test, far more demanding
than any other scope has to survive,
was originated by Leupold to put its
scopes through "overload" conditions
that would cause leaking if every seal is
not perfect. The results of this proof
testing are simple to observe: if the
scope leaks, the leak will show up as a

stream of telltale bubbles; if the scope is
properly sealed, no bubbles!

What the test assures is that when
you hunt in any of a variety of conditions
... rain, snow, varying altitude, sudden
temperature changes ... your Leupold
scope will never fog. The reason a
tightly sealed scope can't fog internally
is that Leupold pioneered the idea of
filling the scope with laboratory pure,
bonecdry nitrogen containing no mois
ture to condense on the lenses.

Making a scope this tightly sealed
required more than just a few neoprene
O-rings and some cement. Years of re-

search have resulted in being able to
seal adjustable eyepieces and objec
tives, windage and ejevation knobs, all
of which have thread-to-thread contacts
that must remain movable for the life of
the scope. Sealing compounds must be
fluid enough to permit movement, yet
be stiff enough to resist internal gas
pressure. Leupold even pioneered an
anti-backoff device to prevent unscrew
ing the eyepiece focus adjustment so
far that the seal might be broken.

Of course, parts that don't fit
together well cannot be sealed, so
Leupold starts the whole process by
manufacturing every part to close toler
ances. By the time a Leupold scope
is proof tested, every mechanical and
optical function of the scope has been
checked both by critically-precise test
equipment and even more unforgiving
people. It is small wonder that most of
them pass; the few that don't, never get
out the door.

When you put a Leupold scope
on your rifle and consider all it's been
thro'ugh before you bought it, how can it
help but increase your confidence a
little?

For complete information and spe
cifics on Leupold variable and fixed
power scopes, write Leupold, P.O. Box
688, Beaverton, Oregon 97075 U.S.A.

®
LEUPOLD

Performance starts on the inside
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WHAT'SNEW

Single Action Army
Models From Mitchell
• The Mitchell Arms Corp. Single
Action Army Model Revolver is a
modern version of the original "gun
that won the West" adopted by the
U.S. Army in 1873. Faithful t6 the
original design, these revolvers are
made of modern materials and use
the very latest technology that just
wasn't available back then. A special
safety device is built into the hammer
assembly.

You have a choice of calibers,
barrel lengths, and sights-fixed or

adjustable. All revolvers have a bright
blue finish with color case-hardened
forged steel frame. A solid brass
backstrap and trigger guard enhance
the appearance of this beautiful
revolver. In addition, one-piece solid
walnut grips are standard.

In the old days, a revolver made
with a barrel length of 7Vz" was
"known as the Cavalry Model, in 5Vz"
it was the Artillery Model, and in 4%"
it was the Cowboy Model. Mitchell
Arms has all of these, among others,
including ...
SPECIAL SILHOUETTE MODEL

A special single-(iction revolver
specially suited for long-range
handgunning and "Metalicas
Silhouetas" or Silhouette shooting.
Made in barrel lengths of 10", 12" and
18", caliber .44 Magnum or .45 Colt,
all models feature adjustable rear
sights and serrated ramp front sights.
Contact: Mitchell Arms Corp., Dept.
AH, 116 East 16th St., Costa Mesa,
CA 92627.

How To Put Your .38
Special Into The .357
Magnum Category
• Norma did it. Their new .38
Special Magnum ammo now puts that
old .38 of yours right up to Magnum
potential. Would you believe 20%
higher muzzle energy with no increase
in pressure? Don't mistake this with
Plus P. If your gun will take a .38
Special, it will take Norma. The secret
is a progressively burning powder.
Write Norma or contact your dealer.
Norma Precision, Dept AH, 798
Cascadilla St., Ithaca, N.Y. 14850.

AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

..

• Sights are based on light and shadow
effect-aiming is possible even under
unfavourable lighting and visibility conditions
• Calibre 9mm x 19 (Para)

• Magazine capacity: 18 rounds
• Only 4 movable operating parts-ensures
shooting accuracy and absolute reliability

DCH
933 N. KENMORE ST., SUITE 218HECKLER &~ , INC. ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22201 • (703) 525-3182

Write for our 20-P9. catal09 of new and exciting H&K weapons. Include $3.00 for postage and handling.

Precision is something
Germans are famous for . ..
but Heckler & Koch
makes an art of it!

H & K's VP70Z 9mm
SELF-LOADING PISTOL

Accurate .
Reliable And
Available N01AF!
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BULLSEYE
HANDGUN

ACCESSORIES
The Complete Tune Up Center

BULLSEYE WHITE OUT LINE REAR SIGHT BLADES FOR COLT OR RUGER Price includes postage
(will not blur out) $ 6.20

SPRING KITS
KIT # 1 Fits all new model Ruger Single Action Rev $ 7.20

Hunting Model reduces Trigger pull up to 45%
Target Model reduces Trigger pull up to 60%

KIT #2 Fits all center fire Colt Mark m Troopers & Lawman Rev $ 7.35
Reduces double & single action trigger pull up to 45%

KIT #3 Fits all Center Fire Smith & Wesson J Frame Rev $ 7.35
Reduces double & single action trigger pull up to 4~%

KIT #4 Fits all Ruger Security-Six & Speed Six Rev , $ 7.35
Reduces double & single action trigger pull up to 45%

KIT # 5 Fits all Smith & Wesson K & N Frame Rev. . $10.25
Reduces double & single action trigger pull upto 45%

KIT #6 Fast Snap Hammer Spring for TIC Contenders $ 1.60
Insures primer fire with all primers

KIT #7 Fits all Colt Python & Older Style Troopers Rev $ 8.20
Reduces double & single action trigger pull up to 45%

KIT #8 Browning Hi-Power : $12.25
Reduces trigger pull up to 45% & increases slide power 15%

KIT #9 Fits all Colt Government Models $13.20
Reduces trigger pull up to 45% & increases slide power 15%

KIT # 10 Fits all Colt Commanders Models $13.20
Reduces trigger pull up to 45% & increases slide power 15%

KIT # 11 Fits all So.W Model 39 & 59 $12.25
Reduces double & single action trigger pull up to 45% & increases slide power 15%

NOW AVAILABLE ... THE SAME TOOLING WE USE IN OUR SHOP

BULLSEYE STONE KITS
Stones so different you have to use them to believe it. Completely stone out a handgun in less than 'h the time of a regular
type stone.
TRIAL SIZE $12.95 MASTER GUNSMITH SIZE $24.95

BULLSEYE HEADSPACE WASHERS for So.W, Ruger Sec-Six & Colt Python (2 sizes)
to remove end shake from cylinder to insure proper headspace, 30 Pes. Set $20.00

BULLSEYE CRAIN LOCKING BALL KIT ~

For use with So.W, & Ruger Sec-Six Rev $18.95
when installing custom barrels and not using front barrel lug, enough for 20 guns

BULLSEYE DRIMEL TOOL KIT
Over 80 pes. to help polish out the works in fine guns
and gewel the hammers & triggers a must in a gunshop $24.00

BULLSEYE POLISHING WHEELS
Used for crowning and throating barrels: also very good for polishing out frames
where stones are too slow (6 pes. kit) $18.00

BULLSEYE LAPPING COMPOUND
A 900 micron range lapping compound that will give a glass smooth finish to your work (2 oz. bottle) $12.50

. BULLSEYE GUN POLISH
The finest you will ever use to help keep your guns beautiful $ 4.50
Also the best glass polish for your shooting glasses and scope lens

BULLSEYE GUN LUBE
Slickest stuH around-2 oz. bottle $ 4.50

FROM CUSTOM WORK-TO TUNE UP KITS-WE SUPPLY THE VERY BEST

TRAPPER GUN INC.
28019 Harper
St. Clair Shores, Michigan 48081 (313-779-8750) Dealers inquire about special prices.
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Revolutionary
Priming Device On.
New "0" Style Press

.• Pacific Tool Company has
announced a new advanced design for
"0" style reloading presses. It
features a totally open working area

~ as well as the first totally automatic
priming system.

Called the 0-78 , the new Pacific
design combines all the well-known
stre.ngth advantages of'an "0" type
frame with added speed and
convenience which have never before
been available in a manually operated
press.

The first difference reloaders will
notice about the 0-7 is its angled
frame. Pacific has "rotated" the front
of the "0" 30° to one side. This
moves the frame out of the reloader's
way, and opens the interior of the
"0" for better access to all reloading
operations as well as improved
operator visibility.

Within this new open design Pacific
has installed the first totally "hands
off" priining operation. Tradenamed
the "Positive Priming System (PPS8),
it totally eliminates individual primer
handling and drastically reduces

, priming cycle time. During a single
• stroke of the operating lever the

primer arm moves under the
automatic primer feed ... picks up a
primer ... moves into the ram cavity
and up into the die where it is seated.
There's much -more so write: Pacific,
Dept. AH, Grand Island, NE 68801.

Deluxe Stainless
Steel Construction

Ask your dealer or send
for Free Brochure: Send
stamp to

PRECISION REFLEX, INC.
201 N. Main St.
New Bremen, Ohio 45869
(419) 629-2603

Freedom Arms; DIIPt.!\H·~.Freedom.Wyoming 83120--- - .
FREEDOM ARMS'

These new 4-shot mini
revolvers are small in size ...

but big in power! Each is preci- .
sion made of solid stainless steel

with a specially designed cylinder to
handle high-powered magnum loads.
Two great models combine the classic

look and fl'1el of their 19th century counter
parts with the latest in modern gunsmithing

technology. Made with the Freedom Arm's tradi
tion of quality and pride. American classics'... right

to the finish.
Get these Freedom Arms classics at your local

firearms dealer today! Dealers Inquire.

I Write for Limited Lifetime Warranty I
~~;~ "Exclusive U.S. Manufacturer"
~ Manufactured by the Original Mjni~Revolver Designers!

Born here in Sacramento, the Cougar
represents a hybrid gun, combining the
looks and balance of the python barrel with
the fame and action of a Ruger. The result is a
uniquely eye pleasing, smooth and accurate
handgun.
Here's what Jim Woods at "Guns" has to say about
the cougar: "it's always satisfying to evaluate a new handgun
design,-but this Cougar was a cat of a different color; the mating
of two parts from two very successful revolvers that resulted in a
totally new gun-a big sleek cat."

For more information call or write:
DAVIS COMPANY 2793 Del Monte Street, West sacramento, Ca 9S691

THE DAVIS COUGAR

Man-Size
Hammer Spur

Freedom Arms,
NEW! .22 caliber Mini-Magnums
Long or Short Barrel
Shown: Model FA-LM .22 Caliber Magnum (Actual Size)

Available in either .22 Win. Mag. or .22 L.R.

THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS

Insla- SIGHT
THE SMALLEST OPTICAL HANDGUN SIGHT AVAILABLE!
Just 23/4" Ig.; One power; 0" to 36" Eye relief; fits most
holsters with only slight alteration; just 5 oz. We stock all
standard bases plus specials for any firearm. Dealer discounts available.

Full size
photo of

Sight
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after he joined with
Ken Thompson in the
new company. Prior to
that association, he' was
General Manager for

the Iver Johnson Company, and
also worked with Harrington &
Richardson as head of Research

and Development.
In addition to the

Contender that started
him with Thompson/
Center, Warren Center
designed the balance of

T /C's current firearms line-the black
powder Patriot pistol and the Hawken,
Seneca, and Renegade rifles.

In receiving the Outstanding American
Handgunner Award, Warren Center joins

the select group of pre
vious winners that in
cludes Elmer Keith,
Col. Charles Askins,
Bill Ruger, Bill Jordan,
Harlon Carter, Skeeter
Skelton and Lee Jurras.

The Outstanding
American Handgunner
Award Foundation was
started in 1973 by Lee
Jurras to reward de
serving indi vid uals
whose lives have been
devoted to advancing
handgun shooting as a
legitimate sport, and to
recognize individual
achievements in hand
gunning. The organiza
tion's current officers
are Chairman J. D.
Jones and President
Steven Vogel.

Individuals and com
panies interested in
aiding and supporting
the Outstanding Amer
ican Handgunner
Award Foundation
may contact the organi

zation at OAHA, P.O. Box45-70, Bloom
ingdale, Ohio 43910. Individual member
ship is $15 annually, which includes sub
scription to The American Handgunner.

In these days of extreme media pressure
for more and more restrictive legislation
directed mainly at handguns, it is impor
tant that organizations such as the OAHA
be supported in their efforts. Any demon
strations of the legitimate use of handguns
in hunting or competition can only help to
enhance the image of the sport.

The Ninth Annual Outstanding Amer
ican Handgunner Awards Dinner is sched
uled for 1981 in conjunction with the NRA
meetings in Denver, Colorado. Member
participation is growing, with hundreds of
suggestions for nomination and a new mail
auction where members can bid on special
guns prizes without attending the dinner.
Who will be the next recipient ~
of this prestigious award? ~

By Jim Woods

Robert E. Petersen. heads up the
Petersen Publishing Company which pub
lishes Guns & Ammo and Petersen's
Hunting magazines. Among his big game
trophies are several that were taken with
handguns.

Michael Yaciano is Executive Director
of the Massachusetts based organization
GOAL, the Gun Owners Action League.

As in the past, each nominee was pre
sented with a plaque commemorating his
nomination, and a handgun from one of
the several supporting members of the
firearms industry. This year, presentation
handguns were awarded by Browning,
Charter Arms, Colt, Harrington &
Richardson, Lee Jurras, Jerry Moran,
Navy Arms, Smith & Wesson, Thompson/
Center, and Dan Wesson.

Warren Center designed his multi-bar
rel single-shot pistol that ultimately be
came the Thompson/Center Contender

Warren Center receiving tile Outstanding American
Handgunner Award from Steven Vogel and ~. D. ~ones.

DIITITINDINI
I Ral

II DIIINNI
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THE EIGHTH annual
Outstanding American
Handgunner Award
was presented to War
ren Center of the
Thompson/Center Company,
producer of the Thompson/
Center Contender. Warren Cen
ter's work in the
development of the
versatile Contender
was largely responsible
for his selection for this
year's award, although
his lifetime has been marked.by numerous
contributions to firearms design and de
velopment. As has been the case in the
previous awards, the winner of the coveted
bronze statue was selected over nine other
eminently qu.alified
nominees for the honor.

The 1980 roster of
. candidates for tpe Out
standing American
Handgunner Award in
c! uded these others
who have had signifi
cant influence on hand
gunning in the field of
legislation, industry,
and public acceptance
of the sport.

The Honorable John
Ashbrook, Congress
man from Ohio, is a
shooter himself, and
promotes shooting and
shooter's rights through
his legislative activities.

Joe Bowman is an
entertainer whose pre
cision shooting exhibi
tions reach and impress
much of the non-shoot
ing public.

Bill Davis builds
match revolvers for
competitors in police
shooting tournaments
countrywide, and he,
himself, is a winning competitor. His heavy
barrel revolvers have been seen several
times in the pages ofThe American Hand
gunner and GUNS Magazine.

John Bianchi is a name synonymous
with shooters' leather products, par
ticularly holsters for handguns. Bianchi is
also the prime force behind one of the
newest, and very popular shooting tourna
ments, the annual Bianchi Cup.

Al Pfitzmayer is a hunter who has taken
many species of African game with a
handgun, and is a competition and exhibi
tion shooter as well.

Ted Rowe is President of Harrington
and Richardson Arms, and is a holder of
several handgun design patents.

Frank Pachmyr has devoted his lifetime
to furthering the shooting sports, through
his gunsmithing and shooter's products
development. He pioneered accuracy con
versions for .45 pistols.
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This One
Proves That
Not Only Good
Things But
Great Things
Can Come In
Small Packages
By Rick Miller

...
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Just recently I had a chance to shoot,
evaluate, and play with a prototype of

the new Devel Model 59 conversion. This
slick little pistol started life as a stock
Smith & Wesson Model 59 semi-automatic
in 9mm Parabellum. It now, however,
bears little resemblance to its former con
figuration. Height and length of the origi
nal pistol has been shortened, weight
shaved, better sights installed, springs and
magazines reworked for better function
ing, as well as many other details.

Since its introduction the stock Model
59 has not been noted for its accuracy,
reliability, or durability. Many of the mod
ifications in the Devel conversion are
aimed at correcting these chronic short
comings of this Smith & Wesson design.

Oppo.I'e rop, rhe
cen'er picture I. 'he
standard 5 & W
Mode' 39. No'e com·
parlson wl,h a Deve'.
39 a' 'op and a
Deve' 59 conver.lon
at .ottom. Oppo.'te
.e'ow, Here's Char.
lie Ke'sey of Deve'
firing his 59 conver.
slon In a com.at
ma'ch. "ef" rhl. Is
how 'he P·35 'oolcs
.eslde the Deve'.

rIds group Is pretty good when you consider 'he shor' .arre'
and 'he compactness of 'he Deve'. " was fired a' 25 yards and
there were a '0' of clover'eaf type groups. rhey're rlgh' In there.

Wolff springs have been used throughout
to improve functional reliability. Indeed, a
number of these springs have been re
designed by Wolff for more reliable opera
tion.

To improve accuracy, the flimsy S & W
barrel bushing has been discarded and the
substantial Devel replacement silver sol
dered into the slide. The new bushing is
carefully mated to the barrel for precise
positioning from shot to shot. Smith &
Wesson's windage only adjustable rear

sight has been replaced by the MMC low
profile fully adjustable one. This is cou
pled with a red or yellow insert front sight
of ramp design. These sights are a definite
improvement over the factory offering, in
that they are easier to pick up quickly, and
they are much more convenient when ad
justments must be made.

Another worth-while innovation is the
ambidextrous hammer dropping lever.
This makes the pistol much more conve
nient for a left handed shooter to use, and

it will make it easier to manipulate when
use of the weak hand is called for. In
keeping with its projected undercover role,
the Devel conversion has had the hammer
spur bobbed to prevent possible snagging
on clothing as the pistol is drawn. Since
this pistol will normally go into action with
a DA pull for the first shot this is no
handicap. The hammer dropping lever
will take care oflowering the hammer over
a live round.

All of the foregoing, and more, has been
offered previously in the Devel conversion
of the S & W M-39. The big difference
between the two pistols is grip shape and
magazine capacity. The double column
magazine of the 59 limits modification of
the grip shape to some extent, but in this
area Charlie Kelsey of Devel has worked a
minor miracle. Grip shape is still blocky on
the prototype, but it is approximately the
same thickness as that of the M-39!
Production models will have a somewhat
more comfortably contoured grip shape
that won't increase the size of the butt. No
metal has been removed from the sides of
the frame to accomplish this slimness. It
has all been done with thin Micarta grip
panels that make the pistol butt about the
same circumference as the Model 39 in the
same area, and you still hav\;. a thirteen
round magazine capacity.

To make the pistol more concealable,
one half inch has been trimmed from the
length of barrel and slide, and a like
amount from the butt. This costs one
round in magazine capacity, but is well
wor.h it in terms of portability and con
cealment potential. The grip is still long
enough to afford a comfortable hold for all
but the largest hand, and a special maga-

. zine floorplate that provides a rest for the
little finger may be ordered that will cover
that situation too.

Magazine capacity is still thirteen
rounds of9mm Parabellum, despite short
ening of the butt, with one up the spout
making a total of fourteen. Not everyone is
happy with the 9x19mm cartridge for de-

(Continued on page 58)
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Safariland's President gives us an inside look at
operations with an insight of what's to come

By Massad Ayoob

IN THE WORLD of handgun leather, Neale
Perkins is a name to conjure with. He
melded big business savvy with an unyield
ing commitment to top quality, and the
results are seen in some of the best mass
produced gun leather ever made. HAND
GUNNER's field editor Massad Ayoob
talked with the president ofSafari/and in his
executive offices in Monrovia, California.

AYOOB: Neale, how did all this begin for
you?
PERKINS: In the very earliest stage, it was
a partnership between John Bianchi and I.
The product line was Bianchi, not Safari
land products. John had been in the game
for seven or eight years, making holsters in
his garage. He and I worked together for a
time, then went our separate ways. He got
the Bianchi line, and I started Safariland at
that time.

Today, we get along very well. We're
good, solid competitors and good friends.
AYOOB: It's generally believed that Safa
riland and Bianchi are contestants for the
# I sales spot in gun leather. Which ofyou
is where?
PERKINS: Gross sales is probably the
measurement you want. We lead Bianchi
there if you include our flashlights and
police vests. Our Kel-lites do a couple
million dollars a year, and we have a three
or four million dollar armor business. In
holsters, we do about six million dollars a
year. We're definitely first in gross sales,
and in leather alone, we're either # I or a
very close #2.
AYOOB: What are the major trends you're
seeing today in gun leather?
PERKINS: Clarino is very big in the police
market, though I don't think it will ever be
popular among sportsmen. Done properly,
a Clarino product is more expensive to
make, since Clarino should be backed with
good substantial leather, which requires
more work per unit. Clarino holsters are
not good from a gun maintenance stand
point; they don't let the holster breathe, so
the gun is in a sweatbox situation. It cre
ates a hot, steamy environment for the
gun. Any moisture situation with holsters
makes the acids bleed and causes prob
lems.

It's a matter of trade-offs. A tremendous
plus for Clarino is that in a climate where
extreme heat or cold causes leather main
tenance problems, a Clarino outfit will stay
good-looking for much longer. This is why
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Neale PERKINS
it's strong in the police market, and also
why Clarino's popularity seems to be re
gional and climate-dependent.
AYOOB: What about sportsmen's leather?
PERKINS: We're selling a lot more lined
holsters to sportsmen. We were the first to
get into that to any great degree. All
holsters were extremely conventional
when I started 13 years ago, and they had
little protection for gunsights. One of the
first things I encountered back then was a
police department that had switched to thJ
.45 auto, and most of the men had bouglit
Gold Cups. The sights were ripping out
conventional holsters, and the guns were
losing their bluing quickly.

That was when I invented the· Sight
Track holster. It was a two-piece holster,
which offered a lot of strength since you thought you had treated him generously
want most of your strength across the front and fairly. That's rare for a private inven
of the holster, where the gun's weight tor trying to break into the gun and
impacts, and you also want a trim profile accessory industry, and you're to be
for clearing door frames and so on. All this commended for it.
is well accomplished with the two-piece, PERKINS: Thanks. We're always open to
Sight Track design. new ideas from the outside, and ripping off
AYOOB: Isn't the two-piece also easier an inventor would shut off a whole avenue
and cheaper to produce? of new ideas. Johnson's design certainly
PERKINS: Not in the long run. There are did right by us; our K2 speedloader is one
offsetting advantages: there are less square of the hottest equipment items on the
inches ofleather, and you can use smaller market. We sold 50,000 units in the first
pieces of perfect leather. But you have nine months.
twice the cutting die cost-a major We also redesigned our speedloader car
expense-and about twice the labor. This is riers, and we've been experimenting with a
because a two-piece holster needs welting re-shaped K2 that would clear factory
and finishing over almost a 360 0 area, target grips, but that hasn't been too suc
which is a hand operation. Labor is where cessful as yet.
the biggest expense is in holster-making. AYOOB: Though your K2 is selling
AYOOB: Tell us how you came about mainly to street cops, it's also taken a big
marketing the most popular speedloader share of the competition PPC market. Why
around. haven't you made leather products for
PERKINS: We like to stay close to the those shooters, as well?
marketplace. We were the first to market PERKINS: Good question, Mas. It's a mat
speedloaders heavily; that was the now ter ofpriorities. We used to be able to jump
obsolete, rubber Kel-Lite "firep9wer clip." on new products rapidly, but we have a
It was being outsold by Dade, Second Six, mass market to satisfy. Our Sight Track, of
and others, and we had been looking hard course, was very popular with the original
for a long time to find something better. stock guns used in PPC, but while we've

Bill Davis and others call me when they done some excellent prototypes of com
run across something interesting, and what petition rigs for bull-barrel, ribbed PPC
is now the K2 loader was called to my guns, we haven't marketed them yet.
attention this way. A fellow named John- We hope to eventually be able to fill
son had patented it and was making it in these smaller market areas. These combat
his garage. It was as secure as anything matches are important; we attend them
on the market, and faster. We purchased regularly, because they teach us things.
the rights, and worked with some design Marketwise, howeveIi they're not our
improvements. highest priority. We have to fill the larger
AYOOB: I talked with Johnson shortly market's demand first.
after that transaction, and he told me he AYOOB: What about your IPSC rig,
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which Leonard Knight is using a prototype
of so successfully?
PERKINS: It's a very promising rig, one we
hope to have out by 1981, though we can't
promise. Among other things, it uses our
buckleless belt with the Velcro underbelt
concept, which keeps the rig from moving
out of position no matter how strenuously
the shooter exerts himself.
AYOOB: Tell us more about that belt
concept, which is one of Safariland's best
and most-copied achievements.
PERKINS: It's copied frequently, but not
well. I hold the patents for the underbelt
mating system, so all that can be copied is
the appearance, not the function.

Our buckleless duty belt mates with a
convertible dress belt worn underneath.
By itself, it's an attractive dress belt; re
versed, it's a Velcro surface that mates with
Velcro inside the gunbelt. The big equip
ment belt is thus held in place without
keepers, and every item on the belt is kept
from shifting, so the wearer can reach any
piece of equipment on it by feel in
stinctively, with complete confidence.
Since our system is held together by
Velcro, the annoying squeaks of leather
against leather are also eliminated.
AYOOB: Weren't you also the first to put
protectors on thumbbreak safety snaps?

sick green elk for your "orthopedic elk"
holster lining?
PERKINS: (laughs) Everyone has fun with
that term, including us.

Prior to the two-piece, Sight Track hol
ster design, almost any holster lining
would be torn out by a blade front sight.
Also, since the function of the lining is to

. protect the gun, you want something soft
but soft leather-like chamois has a tend
ency to absorb moisture, plus a very high
acid content, both of which can lead to
ruined guns.

I found that orthopedic elk had the soft
qualities we wanted, with none of the
disadvantages. "Orthopedic elk" is the
trade term for a tannage of cowhide in
which a very high percentage of the acid
used in the tanning process, is removed. It
is also not hydroscopic (moisture absorb
ent). Orthopedic elk had been developed
for wearing next to human flesh: watch
bands for people allergic to leather, and
truss attachments for artificial limbs.

In addition to these qualities, and its soft
feel, it has a tremendous amount of
strength. Our orthopedic elk is processed
especially for us, and the back side is
sealed and moisture-proofed, for two rea
sons: it makes it easier for us to apply the
bonding substance between it and the

with that. It's very much more expensive to
set up equipment for; it stretches, and is
hard to keep the machines tuned and
timed. It's also more expensive to buy.

We feel, however, that the superior per
formance in the finished product is worth
the manufacturing expense of using this
grade of nylon. Its slight degree of re
siliency is a positive quality in a holster;
leather must always be under a certain
amount of tension, or it can become loose.
Welts and leather compress with pressure,
and nylon reduces that problem.

Besides which, it is 26 times stronger
than an equivalent thickness of linen
thread. It does not absorb die or oils or
acids, as do other holster-stitching mate
rials. That's good, but it also makes man
ufacturing more difficult, since we have to
purchase colored nylon thread at a higher
price. We use, white stitching for brown
holsters, black stitching for black leather.
This requires a tremendously expensive
duplication of machinery, since switching
white and black thread back and forth on
the stitching machines is not a time effec
tive procedure. But we still think it's worth
it, since this same quality in the nylon we
use prevents oils and acids from working
in and causing deterioration of the thread,
which could ultimately weaken the holster.

AYOOB: What about some of the other
quality touches in Safariland products?
PERKINS: Like most of the better makers,'
we use shoulders of leather exclusively.
The grain strength is greatest in that part of
the hide; resistance to wear and tear is
unmatched. It's the part of the animal's
body that it most toughened. It's super
strong. That's why makers of top quality
shoes use shoulders for soles..

I believe we're also the only firm now
making die-cut, one-piece belts. The tradi
tional way to cut belts is to size full hides
out and handcut them, then run them

(Continued on page 64)
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Rudy Herman demonstrates iust one of the preclslon.crafted dies
used .y Safarlland. rhls one Is .elng used to cut shoulder holster
sides. rhe sight tracle as shown In these cutaways was quite an
'nnoYatlon as they allow for a smoother draw with no high sight
hangup and leeeps the "acld flalelng" of leather from the .'u'ng.
PERKINS: We began cushioning the inside holster body, and it prevents moisture
of the male snap in 1973, and the female bleed-through from the shell leather. Most
snap in 1976. This not only kept the metal bluing is not "worn off" in a holster, but
of the snap from scarring the gun's finish rather flaked off-by acid from the leather,
when drawn, but eliminated the very real something our material and design pre
hazard of the snap hooking on hammer or vents. The Sight Track also keys the gun
sight as the gun came out. into a solid position, so it can't wobble

The soft neoprene protectors on these inside the holster, which in many other
snaps may seem a small thing, but they're scabbards, causes the corners to be worn
worth a lot to the man who carries a gun off the front sights.
for life-defending purposes, or for any AYOOB: Touring your plant, I was sur
sportsman who is concerned about the prised to learn that you use ballistic
condition and appearance of a $300 or quality nylon thread for stitching your
$400 handgun. holsters. Why?
AYOOB: Where do you find all those old, PERKINS: There are problems that come
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I t is not often that I knuckle onto a new
handgun and call it a "piece of cake."

The Ruger New Model Super Blackhawk
with lOY2-inch barrel is hardly a new re
volver. It is, however, a propitious update
of the most rugged wheelgun ever made.

Sturm, Ruger & Company, Inc.,
furnished the International Handgun Me
tallic Silhouette Association (IHMSA)
with a number of the first lOY2-inch Supers
produced, for purposes of comparative
evaluation and long-range accuracy tests.

Elgin T. Gates, President of the IHMSA,
Inc., and I pored over the guns seven ways
to Sunday. We immediately sensed that
the "Silhouette Super" would be a winner.
Elgin liked the feel of the piece, though
he is not a special fan of wheelguns.

This, despite deeds such as killing a Cape
buffalo in Africa with a .357 Smith &
Wesson M-27.

I unboxed two revolvers; one to test in
IHMSA Silhouette, the other to scope up
for ammunition tests. The guns were
awash in a sea of "red tide," the result of
inadequate neutralizing after the bluing
process. I strip-cleaned the forty-fours,
using GI bore solvent and, where neces
sary, 0000 steel wool.

Both guns had trigger pulls of 4Y2-5 lbs.
These were reduced by patient stoning of
the full cock dog on the hammer. I lightly
bent the trigger springs to reduce trigger
pressure. (Light, aftermarket trigger
springs, along with all other non-factory
parts-excluding stocks-are not permitted

This 101/2" Super Blackhawk
• • •IS provIng a WInner
at the big rnatches

By David Bradshaw



I

'he author downs a turkey at 150
meters on his way to winning Pro·
ductlonStandlngata wlnter'HMSA
match. LooksIIkeaweebitofrecoil.

in IHMSA Production category competi
tion.) I had the guns apart a half-dozen
times before the triggers were clean, and
safe.

A clean breaking trigger should go a few
thousand rounds before it needs attention.
Otherwise it is too light. I set mine to be
reliable for holster use at extended ex
posure to 25 degrees below zero. If you are
fortunate enough not to encounter so
mean a cold, the household freezer will
suffice for this test.

The rifling of the two guns' barrels
fouled to an unacceptable extent and regu
lar maintenance methods failed to dis
lodge the wash of guilding metal. Light
applications of JB Bore Paste, applied to
thick flannel patches and carefully stroked
through the bore, cleaned and honed the
bore. I must caution against the casual use
of this method, as the job of all abrasives is
to remove material, not put it back.

I do not know what the base of JB paste
is. I imagine it to be a finely ground
carborundum material. If you are a fiend
for bore cleanliness and you consume
mountains of jacketed ammunition, ob
serve the technique of Vermont rifleman
Creighton Audette. Creighton is a rapid
fire specialist and something of a con
sumer: he has one pre-64 Winchester
Model 70 that has gone through a dozen
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER • SEPT /OCT1980

barrels (.308 W), and 120,000 rounds of
ammunition.

Creighton periodically removes fouling
with ten strokes of 1, 3, or 6-micron dia
mond lap applied to a flannel patch lubri
cated with Hoppes' No.9 and twisted over
a worn bore brush. (Remember that high
power rifles with tight bores, used in rapid
fire competition, are exposed to more heat
and erosion than are handguns.)

My Rugers are now quite resistant to
streaking.

The two Super Blackhawks must now
part. Super No.1 became a winning piece
in IHMSA Silhouette. Super No.2 was
taken to master handgun hunter Ed Verge.
Ed mounted a Leupold 4x EER (Extended
Eye Relief) scope on the .44, using Leu
pold mount and rings.

Leupold makes a weather resistant
scope. Add sound construction equal to
heavily recoiling rifles and handguns, and
the choice is made. Against this, I wish
Leupold would incorporate repeatable mi
crometer adjustments into their otherwise
superior product.

After 1200 rounds of .44 Magnum am
munition, the Leupold 4x EER has yet to
miss a lick.

In field positions, a scoped pistol is hard
to hold steady. In fast situations, it is slow.
A scoped handgun is a bulky outfit to
holster. And, the scope introduces a new

Bradshaw and 'HMSA 1979 Champ
of the Vermont shoot, AI Lind·
qulst discuss the placement of
the base pin latch hole, a probe
lem Ruger has successfully ad·
dressed to prevent the base pin
from flying out under recoil.

dimension to let-off and follow-through;
the reticle plays pitifully upon the target.
But, when it all comes together, the result
may astound you.

Walter Verge, a gentleman of eighty
years and a relative of Ed's, hunts with a
scoped 6V2-inch M-29. "I hunted most my
life with a rifle. I ain't luggin' that weight
any more. Sixgun kills 'em just fine." His
garage is wallpapered with antlers. Says
he, "I use a scope 'cause of my eyes. If you
can't see 'em, you can't hit 'em."

How accurate is accurate? Are Ruger
and Smith & Wesson .44 Magnum
revolvers less accurate than target grade
.45 ACPs and .44 Specials, as some would
have us believe? The answer is no.
Anything the .44 Magnum gives up to
target guns at 25 and 50 yards, it takes back
in spades as the range hits 100 yards and
beyond.

Alas, ammunition varies greatly.
IHMSA matches have exposed many
touted handloads and a majority of factory
ammo. That picture changes as the quest
for long-range performance intensifies.

The best group I have fired with the
Leupold scoped Ruger 1OY2 was at 132
yards (measured with a steel tape), 6 shots
going 2.5 inches, extreme spread. The
load: Sierra 240-gr. JHC, 21 grainsl2400,
CCI 350, and S&W case. That was from a
clean, dry bore, and the first shot was

inside the group. The group was backed up
with 6 shots going into 3.1 inches. Both
groups fired over sandbags.

The best group with factory ammo, also
at 132 yards, was 10 rounds of Smith &
Wesson 240 JHP shooting into 4.25 inches.

One week prior to the IHMSA 1979
International Championships, I was able
to equal the above performances, this time
shooting Super No.1, completely stock

(Continued on page 68)
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~JfAdopting_th_e__
II

ervlce
aguide for the training officer

By Massad Ayoob

WHEN A POLICE department standard
izes on an auto pistol for duty wear, or
makes it optional, it is usually to
achieve superior firepower, and, to
make it more reasonable for the de
partment to limit 24-hour carry to a
single style/caliber. Sometimes it's
part· of a quest for a "progressive
image."

Often, however, the switch to a
service auto results in animosity from
the patrol force, a drop in collective
officer confidence, and loss of morale.

The reasons for this lie less with the
guns themselves, than in the way they
are introduced to the officers who will
wear them.

In polling numerous agencies that
have gone to the autoloader, I found
that those with a majority of satisfied
officers were those where the new gun
was selected by the men themselves,
by vote. A policeman's attachment to
his sidearm is unique, quite unlike
that of the civilian pistol-packer. He
knows that at any moment he may

face death, with only that gun in
between. In time, it becomes part of
his self-image. He deeply resents
being ordered to carry an instrument
he may not be familiar with, es
pecially when he perceives that deci
sion as coming from some boss in a
nice, safe office, or from a department
weapons specialist who works on the
range instead of the street.

The average policeman is not a gun
buff. In most parts of the country, the
new man comes to the job with no

Heckler & Koclt P9S 9mm
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rile average policeman Is not a gun "ufl. In most parts 01 tile country, tile new man comes to tile ;0" wltll
no lIandgun "aclcground at all. He Is tilus prey to mytlls IIlce "all automatics 'am all tile time" and "a .45
Iclclcs too liard to control" etc. rile group pictured lias tile situation under control wltll 5 & W 9mm autos.

handgun background at all. He is thus
prey to myths like "all automatics jam all
the time" and "a .45's kick is too hard to
control" and "they're so inaccurate, you
can't hit a man at 30 feet with one."

If these men are simply shown how to
work the gun, and issued one, those mis
conceptions carry over. Dispelling them is
the range officer's biggest barrier to accept
ance of the new pistol. His second job is to
make them confident with the automatics,
and show them just what they're getting, in
a positive light.

Do not simply issue the new guns to the
officers unfired! Some automatics need a
break-in period before they'll be reliable.
Others will be lemons out of the box, and if
your men see a mess of malfunctions the
first day on "the range, you've lost them
forever. '

Instead, all guns in the new batch should
be function-tested, first on the bench and
later on the range, by the training officer
before even one is issued to personnel in
the field. Get the, problems worked out of
them before the men have a chance to
spread the rumor, "Hey, the new guns they
got for us all jam!"

To keep the guns perking that way once
they're out in the field, make sure that the
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orientation program stresses to the officers' indeed, before they vote on their new
that proper lubrication and cleaning are service weapon if they are to have that
vital. S&W 9mm's, in particular, will balk option-those who want to institute the
at working dry, and they should also be automatic should demonstrate its ca
cleaned every 50 or 60 shots for optimum pability to the assembled line officers. A
reliability. PPC course is a poor proving ground: the

No service-grade auto pistol will, out of auto suffers from its slightly reduced ac
the box, equal the average .38 or .357 curacy, and in the liberally-timed six-shot
revolver in pure accuracy potential, strings, its cartridge capacity and rapid
though the Colt Mk. IV, H&K P9S and P7, reload capability will not be demonstrated.
and the Browning BDA come very close. An ideal demonstration is the Vice Pres
In every department that has adopted the idente (pronounced vee-say presiden-tay)
automatic, it has been noted that while the course from IPSC, a modification of the
poorer shooters do better (because of the famed El Presidente. At ten meters, the
automatic's superior "human engineer" demonstmting officer faces three
ing"), top shooters usually drop a little. To silhouette targets. On signal, he draws and
see their star shooters doing poorly doesn't shoots each of them twice, reloads, and
encourage officers of middle skill, and the does it again. His elapsed time is divided
top shooters themselves will be' a vocal into his score for a Comstock Count figure.
minority against the new gun if it lowers The man who does it fastest, keeping all
the scores they are so proud of. hits on the body of the silhouette, usually

The training officer can escape this syn- wins. It figures out to one second being
drome, however. The accuracy difference worth about six points, which is certainly a
only shows up in precision shooting- relative value to the speed-versus-practi
bullseye, or ppe. These disciplines are not cal-accuracy quotient on the street.
what the combat auto is built for. It is My own experience is typical of the
intended for fast, close to medium range, relative difference between service guns in
high-volume shooting. Tailor the training this test. I can 'do it in ten seconds with a
program accordingly! .357 Magnum revolver and speedloaders.

Before the men start hands-on training- (Continued on page 69)
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THIS MONTH ••• POLICE QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS WITH SOME SURPRISING
SOLUTIONS TO VERY REAL PROBLEMS

A There is something to the flap in a
• pure "officer safety" context when

you talk about gun grabs, and the argu
ments "pro and con" the crossdraw are
also interesting.

Iowa State Patrol went to the crossdraw
flap holster after Highway Patrolman
Oran Pape was murdered with his own
Colt Official Police.38. There's a lot of
story to read between the lines, though.

Pape made what he thought was a rou
tine motorstop, with no way of knowing
that the driver was an escaped con with a
car full of stolen property, which included
two Colt .45 automatics. The offender, one
Roscoe Barton, threw down on Pape and
caught him cold. He had no choice but to
hand over his previously undrawn .38.

Barton took him and his gun hostage
and drove off, with Pape in the right front
seat. At a seemingly opportune moment,
Pape jumped him and knocked the .45
out of his hand. At that moment, Barton
grabbed the officer's .38, apparently from
under his leg, and shot Pape in the groin.
Pape turned the gun on him and killed him
with two head shots ... and spent the next
few hours dying one of the most hideous
deaths I've ever documented.

Ironically, the only duty holster that
could have saved him from that terrible
death would have been something in a
pure speed rig, something he could have
opened up with instantly. He well knew
there was no way to draw on a drawn gun,
at least, not with a flap holster on his right
hip. The rig that really could have saved
his life would have been a hideout holster
with a small pistol in it, so he could have
killed Barton outright when he dropped
his guard, instead of grappling with him
for one of his three loaded, stolen guns.

Flaps are tough to get the gun out of.
That's why PD's like Detroit and St. Louis
still demand them to be worn. I could
name two top experts in the police gun
fight survival field, little known to gun
buffs, who swear the old flap holster is the
answer to gun-grab attempts.

On the other hand, even with the best
techniques they're fairly slow to draw
from, especially crossdraw. And while I
out of 5 cops is killed with a snatched
police gun, the other four shot in action
take it from another weapon they have to
respond to quick, with their own ... and
for that, flaps don't cut it.

Crossdraw holsters carry the gun in a
defensible position. You just lower your
left elbow. It is argued that the butt is
presented to a man in front ofyou. It is also
immune to a man behind you ... and he's a
guy I worry about more.

I could live with a good crossdraw duty
holster, especially one worn on an angle,
with the handle near the belt buckle, so
that if you stood with your left side for-

(Continued on page 84)
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troopers, who says he knows you, said you
could give me straight answers on this.

IO WA TROOPER

on the gun each time you reach for it
instinctively; moreover, the flat sides of the
.45 can bind with friction, and about one
draw in twenty you'll get a situation where
the gun will stay in the holster with the
muzzle splaying outward as the whole rig
bends helplessly on the swivel pivot.

I carried a .45 in a Safariland "Roberts
Rangemaster" swivel for two years. I liked
the way it held the gun low, so my hand
was in a position to draw as it hung
casually at the end of my arm. I could
make a "ready" car stop and the motorist
never flashed on the fact that I was poised
to go for my gun. Eventually, though, I
went to a higher-riding rig.

The thumb-break is a hassle with the
cocked and locked auto, since unlike the
wheel gun, your hand is closing on a part
of the gun where the unsnapped leather
can snag between it and the slide, hamper
ing your draw. I always liked a straight
strap, witli the outer edge bent out so my
upper thumb released it as my hand swept
up for the gun.

You'll notice that Tom went to such a
holster for his .41. If he had given the .45
auto a trial run in a similar rig, he would
have had more respect for its speed. Since
the safety comes off as you come on target,
and since you don't have to crank a double
action trigger back the most part of an
inch, I think it's actually quicker thana
sixgun for an aimed first shot.

Tom, by the way, gives you good, savvy
stuff in his column. You'll notice he was
honest enough to tell you that he was
talking about ten days tfial in one holster,
and that it didn't work for him; he didn't
give a blanket turndown of the .45 auto for
law enforcement by any means. You notice
that he still carries a .45 auto off duty, too.

A Tom is right on one point, wrong on
• another, and the third???

He's right when he says that, as a general
issue piece, you're going to have more
accidents among the rank and file with an
automatic. I've always said that. It's one
reason I recommend the automatic as an
option, not issue gear, and it's only for
officers qualifying master or expert.

Neither Skeeter nor I ever recom
mended adoption of the .45 auto on a
department-wide basis. We both said we
carried them on the job, in preference to
anything else, but it's not for general issue.
I would rather do speedchecks with a
VASCAR Plus then with my present issue CROSSDRAW UNSAfE?
Kustom HR-12 moving radar, but the lat-
ter is more foolproof and you can certify a Q I joined the Iowa State Patrol not
cop with it far, far quicker. The VASCAR's • long ago. Our issue gun is the S& W
greater versatility and utility, like that of Model 13 .357 in a crossdraw flap holster.
the Colt .45 automatic, demands a great My brother-in-law, who is into guns, tells
initial layout in terms of expensive and me this holster is a Death Trap, and some of
extensive training time. my b.rother troopers feel the same way.

Finally, Tom's concern with speed came However, we were told at the Academy
from his experience with a thumb-break that it is harder for someone else to get the
swivel holster. Neither of those designs, in gun out ofa crossdraw holster, and that the
my opinion, give you the best speed with a department went to it in the first place after
cocked and locked .45. The swivel hangs one ofour people was killedfollowing a gun
low, and makes it hard to get a good hold grab, with his own weapon. One of our
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.45 QUESTIONED

Q In a recent issue ofGUN WORLD,
• "Firing Line" columnist Tom Fer

guson discussed the .45 auto for police. He
stated that he had worn one on thejobfor 10
days and then went to a.41 revolver. He said
that in spite of Massad Ayoob, Jeff Cooper
and Skeeter Skelton, he didn't think it
worked on the street because there was a
higher likelihood of accidental discharges
with it, and because he felt it was distinctly
slower on the draw.

1 am contacting all three people he men
tioned to ask for their responses.

THE COP FROM HAMPTONS

MASSAD AYOOB

EDITOR JERRY RAKUSAN tells me that up to
40% of AMERICAN HANDGUNNER'S
readers are police officers. Maybe that
explains all these cops in my mailbox.
Anyway, here's some of police-related cor
respondence that seems to be of general
interest.

Incidentally, we don't make up queries
here. Everything you see here was a legiti
mate question from a cop, edited for brev
ity, with the names deleted.

COP TALK





SMITH & WESSON
The Model 10 Military & Police .38 Special is the classic service

revolver. It has perfect balance, traditionally good frequency of
repair, and what is generally considered the smoothest action in the
business. The 4" heavy barrel, since its introduction in the late '50s,
has been an almost universal choice on the 10. Sights are fixed. In
stainless, it's the Model 64.

The same gun in .357, designated the Model 13, is becoming quite
popular. I think Smith would have a real winner if they made this
gun in a round-butt, 3" format for concealment. In stainless it
becomes the Model 65. These are essentially fixed-sight, Combat
Magnums.

With adjustable sights, we have tp.e Model 15 (67 in stainless)
Combat Masterpiece .38 and the classic Model 19/Model 66 .357
Combat Magnum. Adjustable sights make good sense on a service
revolver. They give a slightly bigger, blockier sight picture that's
better for fast and dim-light shooting; moreover, they ease the
transition between midrange .38 wadcutter on the practice range,
and +P or Magnum ammo on the street. There is a difference of
several inches in point of impact between those loads, especially if
yours is one of the many progressive departments going to faster,
lighter bullets. Besides, few fixed sight revolvers are really dead on
as they come from the factory today. At the Fraternal Order of
Police national shoot in 1977, we were all issued brand-new Model
64s from the host department's armory. Of the dozens of experi
enced shooters !talked to there, not one had a gun tFiat was "sighted
straight for him." I took first master only by holding at 4 o'clock,
which doesn't usually work in a gunfight.

Adjustable sights are, however, damage prone. You don't even
have to drop them; a right-handed man wearing a Border Patrol
holster positions the sights about right to hit the steering wheel when
he dismounts the squad car. S&W sights are especially prone to bent
sight leaves or breakage, since they don't "give" on impact; the
springy Colt adjustables, and the protected ones on the Ruger, cause
fewer problems. The solution, really, is good holster design that
protects the sight, letting you have your cake and eat it, too.

The Combat Magnum is theoretically ideal for law enforcement.
The only problem is that, especially in the (Continued on page 77)
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()\...~ By Massad AyoabtC'-' h--h--l--'-"THE-POL-ICE-AUTO-MATIC-is-nota-grea-t

t eW ee guns ;~,:j~~tt~e~;~:e:~B~ll~~:~~~:~~t~~~~~~
action revolvers." He's right. 99% of
American police still carry the wheelgun
on uniformed patrol. Tradition, simplicity,

pOpularllty IIne~eases ~:~~~~i:{~~~r~::~!f:::&~:tn~:~:;~:::
The six for a man who's constantly in and
out of a patrol car (that gets smaller every
year), is unnecessarily awkward. Stainless

dI
steel is sweeping the police market. While many armorers have
found that stainless guns go out of tim~ quicker, the advantages inas new rno eSterms of maintenance-oilre undeniable. Constantly in and out of the
holster (at least twice a day when changing the uniform), bluing
wears off quickly, and $30-$50 refinishing jobs add up at the end of
the fiscal year.ltd d There is a strong trend to the .357 Magnum usually in a K-frame,

a~e III ~o nee though New York State Police recently swapped theirc.ompact .357s
for big Highway Patrolman Model 28s. The .41, introduced in 1964
with the hope that it would be America's standard in 15 years, is
virtually dead; S&W discontinued the model 58 service gun last
year, and every large department that adopted the caliber has since
dropped it. Only gun buff cops, with optional gun privileges, stay
with it. Let's look at the current crop of police service revolvers.



Revolvers

•InReehar

~practical guide to
revolver loading devices

By S. J. Malone

The method by which the lawman car
ries and reloads additional ammuni

tion for a revolver warrants serious consid
eration, for it is as much a part of the
shooting system as the handgun, the hol
ster and the gun belt, and it will affect the
performance and effectiveness of the en
tire shooting system. Years of experience
with various components has given me

some insight to develop a set of criteria,
to examine when compiling a shooting
system. .

The set of criteria consists of seven
qualities which I have found to be impor
tant considerations when selecting the
most appropriate method to carry and
reload ammunition. The set of criteria
serves as an instrument of evaluation.

Each quality is a measuring tool from
which I determine whether or not the
component will meet my particular needs.

For instance, the first criterion ascer
tains the requisite amount of space neces
sary on the gun belt. A component which is
compact and takes little space on the belt is
not only comfortable to wear but also
leaves plenty of space for other accessory

Here's a represen'a"ve mon'a.e of 'lie 'oo's ,.ou'll need '0 cons'der. No"ce 'lie 'oops ('ower
'ef,) - 'lie dump pouclles w,,11 speed s'r'ps (cen'er) and 'lie speed'oaders w,,11 covered cases.
rile au,lIor cla'ms ,lIa' 'lie speed'oaders fulf'II 'lie 'rue po,en"a' of 'lie revo'ver and 'ells wll,..
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items. Duty use demands that the hand
gunner carry articles such as his sixgun,
extra ammo, portable radio, folding knife,
handcuff case, mace case, and baton ring.
Obviously, it is essential that the compo
nent containing the additional ammuni
tion be compact.

The second criterion determines how
secure the component holds the supply of
cartridges on the gun belt. They must be in
place and accessible when needed. Ac
tivity such as running, jumping, or falling
can easily cause the supply of ammo to be
spilled from the component, a distressing
situation if in time of need.

The third criterion measures the ease in
handling. Are the cartridges easy to trans
fer from the component to the hand and
then to the gun? Some methods ofcarrying
ammo and loading it are inherently more
difficult to manipulate with one hand than
others. The component should reduce the
risk of dropping the cartridges during the
loading process, thereby insuring a clean
and speedy recharging of the cylinder.

The fourth criterion examines whether
or not a particular method of carrying
ammo and loading it reduces excess mo
tion in the recharging process. Elimination
of unnecessary motion saves time and
more effectively improves recharging
speed than hurried movements on the part
of the shooter.
. The fifth criterion considers reloading

time. In duty use an officer engaged in a
fire fight is most vulnerable when he is
reloading. The faster he can recharge his
revolver, the less time it will be out of
operation.

The sixth criterion ascertains to what
extent loading is retarded during darkness,
which obviates your sense of sight nor
mally used to recharge the cylinder. Must
each chamber be isolated by touch?
Selection of a loading method which is not
adversely affected by darkness insures a
dependable shooting system.

The seventh criterion defines overall
reliability of the components. Although I
believe that all of the components have
proven to be reliable iIi that they get the
job done, sOl1fe are inherently more de
pendable than others. You can bet that
when the chips are down, you will want to
be wearing the best shooting system you
can get with a DA revolver.

Although this component analysis may
not be scientific, it does reflect practical
field tests and years of experience with the
four most common practices of carrying
and loading ammunition. These compo
nents are cartridge loops, dump pouches,
speed strips with dump pouches, and
speedloaders. Each will be isolated and
examined in accordance with the set of
criteria, exposing both merit and medi
ocrity. Having used them extensively for
hunting and duty use, various deficiencies
in the components have become evident.
The most appropriate method to carry and
load ammunition is that which you can
best utilize to maximize performance and
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER • SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 1980

efficiency of your shooting system. The
following component analysis may hope
fully influence your selection.

CARTRIDGE LOOPS
Cartridge loops have been around for a

good many years. The loops are attached
directly to the gun belt or to a belt slide.

. Each loop accommodates one cartridge,
and the shooter may have as many on his
belt as he can fit on it. Today police
personnel generally carry twelve addi~

tional rounds on the gun belt, and their
cartridge loops are in the form of a belt
slide which may be positioned anywhere
on the belt. A shooter who elects to carry
his extra ammo in cartridge loops will
sacrifice a large amount of space on his
belt. A belt slide of twelve loops will
require double the space as dump pouches
or speedloaders and will limit the number
of other accessories on the belt. Cartridge
loops do not securely contain the ammo.
All loops will stretch and become loose
after moderate use. Running, jumping, or
falling can often cause the cartridges to slip
out of the loops.

Cartridge loops pose no problem in
handling, even for the novice handgunner.
You simply remove a cartridge from the
loop and chamber it. Since this sequence
of motion must be repeated until the cylin
der is fully recharged, loading from loops
reduces no excess motion involved in the
loading process. Consequently, reloading
time is slow. Experienced handgunners
often speed up their reloading time by
removing and chambering two rounds at a
time. In this manner, reloading time can
equal or better the dump pouch (without
speed strips). I average 11 seconds when
loading one at a time and 9 seconds when
loading two at a time. This is the interval of
time from the last shot of a cylinder to the
first shot of the next cylinder. As with the
dump pouch, darkness impedes reloading
in that each chamber must be located by
touch before recharging can be completed.
In spite of these difficulties associated with
cartridge loops, many handgunners and
police officers have traditionally carried
additional ammunition in this fashion. It
may be termed a reliable method to carry
extra ammo if you are prepared to accept
the problems which you will experience
from time to time.

DUMP POUCHES
Dump pouches are generally designed

.as two side-by-side vertical pouches, each
carrying six rounds. I have used two dif
ferent variations of the dump pouch. One
style fastens at the top with either velcro or
a metal snap, and the entire pouch folds
downward to dump the cartridges in the
hand. The other style fastens at the bottom
with either velcro or a snap, and the car
tridges are dumped into the hand by sim
ply unfastening the closure. The vertical
pouch design requires little space on the
gun belt. It is comfortable to wear and
leaves plenty of space for other accessory
items on the belt. It is not, however, totally

(Continued on page 91)
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for Every Budget!
" AND MUCH MORE!
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DEVEL
(Continued from page 43)

fense, but those who favor it should find
the Devel M-59's fourteen round capacity
comforting. With fourteen rounds in the
pistol and two spare magazines on the belt
that makes a total of forty rounds at the
wearer's disposal. If you can't solve your
defensive problem with forty rounds, you
will probably be past caring!

The pistol is finished off with satin nickel
plating that is quite pleasing to the eye,
and contrasts nicely with the dark Micarta
grips. All in all, this sidearm is a handsome
little handful, with only the squarish grip
distracting slightly from its overall ap
pearance.

At this time cost of the M-59 conversion
job is $495.00. This is not cheap, but
considering the quality of workmanship
and what you get in the finished package, I
think it well worth it for the person who
seriously needs a pistol of this type.

The result of all this rework and mod
ification has been to transform the full size
service type M-59 into one of the trimmest
9mm hideout pistols I've ever seen. Its
greatest asset, aside from small size, lies
with the fourteen round capacity it can
boast, and with improved functional re-
liability. .

Leather gear sold with each pistol, like
everything else offered by Devel Corpora
tion, is top notch. Each pistol is sold with
belt, holster, double magazine pouch, and
two spare magazines. The experimental
holster has been tested and the design
finalized by the time you read this.

Discussing the fine points of handgun
design, or the different aspects of custom
modification, can be quite enlightening A totally revised and updated
and highly entertaining. The all important new version of the most com-
consideration, however, is whether or not plete guide to firearms in print.
the equipment in question will perform its Featured are prices for rifles,
intended mission satisfactorily. shotguns, handguns, machine

In the case of the Devel M-59 conver- guns, cartridges, and ammunition
(both modern and antique); 5000

sion the idea was to provide a compact, listings of makers and brand
concealable, and lightweight defensive THE names; 300 photo-
pistol that would add superior firepower to graphs.
the package. To find out just how well

this little belly gun would perform in its FIREARMS
intended role of close range defensive pro-
tection, we determined to put it to a num-

ber of realistic tests. In short, we wanted to PRICE
know how it would stack up as a tool for
the quick and dirty work of practical de-
fensive shooting. For this type of work the

pistol must handle quickly, be utterly relia- GUIDE
ble, pack a solid punch, and be easily
controlled in rapid fire.

As a first test we decided to put the SECOND EDITION
Devel pistol through Jeff Cooper's Sur-
vival Index. This is a good, yet simple by DAVID BYRON

. h h h ' b'l' J A Crown/Herbert Michelmanexercise t at tests t e sooter s a Iity to Book. $9.95, now at your
shoot quickly and accurately with his de- ~,~~~tO~~bl?;h:~;d~:c~a~~
fensive sidearm. Accuracy, power, and Ave.. NY, N.Y. 10016. Please
speed are balanced against each other to add $1.50 postage and han-dling charge. N.Y. and N.J.
get an overall impression of the shooter's residents,addsalestax.
performance. It also gives a pretty good CRO*N
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Do it yourself action jobs
S & W "K" & "N" DA Spring Kits
................................ $10.00

RUGER SECURITY SIX, COLT MK
III, S&W M-36 & 60. Double action
spring kits. Specify Kit $7.65
COMBAT PAK. Heavy duty spring kit
for all COLT .45 autos and Browning
Hi-Power.
Specify which model $16.50
WHITE OUTLINE SIGHT BLADES
for RUGER, COLT, MICRO adjusta-
ble rear sights. Specify. . $6.10
PEEP REAR SIGHT BLADES for
RUGER, COLT, MICRO adjustable
rear sights. Specify.
Plain $6.50
One or two elevation bars $7.15
S&W TRIGGER REBOUND SPRING
PACK-4 Spring Strength $7.65
TIC SPRING PAK. 10-30 oz. Trigger
Return Spring, Heavy Duty Hammer
Spring & Heavy Duty Bolt Spring
................................ $16.00

NEW MODEL S.A. RUGER TRIG
GER RETURN SPRING. Reduces
pull about 50% $7.10
S.A. RUGER Heavy duty hammer
spring $6.50
CUSTOM TIC BARRELS for
SILHOUETTE or HUNTING.
17 through 50 cal from $140.00
SECURITY SIX Hot Pink
Front Sight $15.00
2 CAVITY 350 GR. 44 MOLD $30.00
CUSTOM PISTOL SCOPE BASES
................................ $27.50

Dealer Inquiries Invited
SSK INDUSTRIES

Rt. 1, Della Drive Dept. AH-9,
Bloomingdale, OH 43910

(614) 264-0176

COMPLETE LINE
S/W & COLT HANDGUNS

IN STOCK

FNFAL & ACCESSORIES
Heckler &Koch #91 &93's
NicEtSelection M-1 Garands
Sigs/Devel 39 Conversions

J.W. HOAG® IPSC AUTO
NOW IN STOCK

ARRIVING FEBRUARY

GENCO COMBAT AUTO'S

DEALERS IN DISCRIMINATING
FIREARMS FOR COLLECTORS & COMPETITION

S/W 29 4" Nickel S/W 29 4" Blue Class A
S/W 29 6" Nickel Class A S/W 29 6" Blue
Engrv. S/W 66 4" Class AEngrv. S/W 66
2%" Class A Engrv.

(Consecutively No. Pairs)
S/W 60 Class A Engrv.

r-----·-------- ,
: (f}lili!lff@ I

I
I
I
I
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$4.95

THE

PISTOL

51650
RETAIL

(White outline blade
$350 extra)

COLT .45
AUTO

_ copy(s) of

The Colt .45 Auto Pistol

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

I hJve enclosed $__ PleJse Rush me"

Also available to fit base on current
production model Mark I.

------III DESERT PUBLICATIONS
~ Dept. AH Cornville, AZ 86325

Jam~sC.Clark
PISTOLSMITH

This book covers nearly every facet of
the Colt .45 Auto Pistol. From mechan
Ical training to manual of arms for the·
pistol to marksmanship training to
complete detailed inspection, disassemb
ly, repair and replacement of parts.
Plus drawings on the construction of
repair tools and fixtures. With over 100
pages and over 80 clear photos and
illustrations, this book has it 'all on the
Colt .45 Auto. A must book for any
gunsmith or pistol owner.
128.

ADDRESS _ ~ _

NAME

CITY STATE__ ZIP _

Replaces rear sight on Ruger models with
adjustable sights. Large, flat rear blade with
deeper sight notch. Improved sight picture.
Beller click adjustments.

CLARK" RUGeR

~
AdjUstable

, Rear Sight
~.
\~ ~

indication of how the equipment stacks up
in the hands of a good shooter.

For this exercise the shooter faces a
single target at ten yards range with pistol
holstered and concealed by outer clothing.
On signal he must draw and fire five shots
as quickly and accurately as possible. The
shooter's score, time required, and the
power of the cartridge used are all worked
through a formula to get a balanced view
of the shooter's performance. In order for
the test to be realistic it should be shot
cold, so there is no chance to "groove in"
on the exercise.

My first effort on the Survival Index
with the Devel M-59 was 3.3 seconds with
all center hits. This was with no practice, in
fact, I hadn't even fired the pistol before
the exercise. This is not an. attempt to show
that I am a great shooter, but rather, that
the little pistol is remarkably easy to con
trol.

During testing the best single perfor
mance on the Survival Index was turned in
by Mike Pooler, an experienced practical
shooter and police officer. Mike scored
twenty-three points out of a possible
twenty-five, with a time of 2.4 seconds.
This was worth a score of 171.8 on the
Index, with 150 the passing mark. A very
respectable score when you consider that
minor caliber cartridges are heavily penal
ized in this test.

Other tests that we ran the pistol
through included the El Presidente, an
informal assault course, and several
rounds of falling plates. In all cases the
Devel conversion performed flawlessly,
and proved to be quite easy to shoot well.
This includes the DA trigger pull for the
first shot. Most DA autos are very poor in
this area, but this one has been reworked
to a quite acceptable level of performance.

Apart from its good showing in the
quick close up shooting, the little M-59
conversion proved to be more than ade
quate at twenty-five yards. Firing from the
rollover prone position, Ken Hackathorn
was able to place fourteen rounds ofS & W
115 grain JHP into a group that measured
33;4 x 23;4 inches. This is really excellent
accuracy for a pistol of this type. Perhaps
the most impressive display of the little
Devel's capabilities oonsisted of an im
promptu firepower exercise that Ken
Hackathorn and I tried. Each of us, shoot
ing in turn, drew and fired forty rounds
just as quickly and accurately as we could
from a range of ten yards. A totar of eighty
rounds were fired in just thirty-nine sec
onds. That's better than two rolJnds per
second, and includes two draws and four
reloads. Of the eighty round total, Ken
placed all of his shots into the five zone of
the IPSe Option target, while I managed
to drop four outside the five ring. We were
both impressed with the controllability of
the little gun in rapid fire.

In our test of the Devel M-59 conversion
we put nearly one thousand rounds of Rt. 2 - Box 22A
assorted ammunition through the little Keithville, Louisiana 71047

pistol without cleaning. The vast majority (318) 925-0836
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BULLSHOOTERS' new FLUORESCENT
Sight Insert Kit ... An acrylic resin with
5 fluorescent colors; red, yellow, orange,
blue, green, and opaque white. A liquid
that hardens in 10 minutes, without heat.
Inserts won't fallout, withstand hot
bluing. Our Fluorescent kit includes side
forms, mixing bowl, and complete, illus
trated instructions on lront and rear sight
inserts. Immediate shipment, satisfaction guaranteed.

121NSERT FLUORESCENT 6 COLOR KIT $16.95 Ppd.
300 INSERT FLUORESCENT 7 COLOR KIT $59.00 Ppd.

(Original 12 insert opaque 4 color kit $11.95 Ppd.)

Ask about our luminous pigment
Arizona Residents add 6% Sales Tax.

NEW
1980 Catalog

BUL~ERS'SUPPLY
Dept. AH/9625 E. 3rd Street/P.O. Box 13446

Tucson, Arizona 85732/602-298-6924

Bullshooters' Supply is adivision of the B.E.W.B. Corp.

More than 500 pages describing the largest
collection of black powder firearms and ac
cessories in the world!
Send $2.00 today for our 1980 catalog and
have the world of black powder shooting at
your fingertips next week.

DIXIE.
GUN WORKS, INC.

Gun Powder Lane Dept. AH9
UNION CITY, TN. 38261

DGW Information Telephone 901-885-0700
Toll Free 1-800-238-6785 For Orders Only

FLUORESCENT COLORS!
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"WINNER 44"
Front Break for the
S&W Model 29 - 8·3/8"
Ruger Super Blackhawk

/~ONT~ 7%"

~~~
For complete info,
send self-addressed,
stamped envelope to:
LOU RENO
ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 253
Okeechobee,
Florida 33472



The barrel, sighting rib, and
ejector rod housing are a
rugged, integral unit, made
of heat·treated stainless or
chrome molybdenum steels.
The rear sight provided on
Security-Six models is ad
justable for windage and ele·
vation.

RevolversAction

The spring· loaded firing pin
is enclosed in the frame.
Note: With the trigger reo
leased and transfer-bar with
drawn below the firing pin,
the hammer nose rests di·
rectly on the frame and can
not contact the firing pin.

~~lL
FIELD STRIPPED VIEW r:Jj-

Double

The cylinder interlock feature
ensures that the hammer can
not be cocked when the cyl
inder is open, nor can the
cylinder be swung out of the
frame when the hammer is
cocked.

The transfer-bar ignition sys
tem provides that the ham
mer blow can be transmitted
to the firing pin only when
the trigger is pulled all the
way to the rear. This is a
positive internal safety fea
ture designed to prevent fir
ing if the revolver is dropped
accidentally, or if the ham
mer spur receives a sharp
blow.

Music wire or stainless steel
coil springs are used through
out the Ruger double action
revolvers.

RUGER
These are the revolvers created by Ruger engineers who
started with a fresh sheet of paper and. an unlimited
budget! There is nothing in the design of these Ruger
double action revolvers which is there simply because
"it has always been done that way"; nothing which re
flects a commitment to outmoded production methods
or obsolescent factory facilities. Representing a signifi
cant improvement in design, these revolvers incorporate
creative Ruger engineering, sophisticated manufacturing
techniques, and superior materials.

The Ruger design philosophy of strength, simplicity,
and ease of maintenance has been applied throughout
the design of these revolvers. Composed of a series of
integrated subassemblies, the Ruger double action re
volver can be field stripped to its basic components in
seconds, without the use of tools. The entire lock mech
anism is installed through the bottom of the grip frame
as a unit, permitting the use of solid frame side-walls
which contribute to the great strength of these revolvers.
The complex milled-out frames and delicately fitted side
plates of other double action revolvers, and the difficul
ties of maintenance and weaknesses inherent in older
designs are eliminated entirely.

The finest materials ·are used in Ruger double action
revolvers. Music wire or stainless steel coil springs are
used throughout and frames, cranes, cylinders, and barrels
are of heat-treated stainless or chrome molybdenum
steels. Most of the small internal parts of all models of
Ruger double action revolvers are made of stainless steel.

In addition to traditional Ruger quality and dependable
performance, the shooter enjoys the advantages of the
durable stainless steel mechanism parts, even in standard
blued models.

:====.."..,..::::,

Ruger Security·Six Revolver in
357 Magnum caliber with rear
sight adjustable for Windage
and elevation. Choice of 2314",
4", or 6" barrel in blued fin
ish or stainless steel.

Ruger Police Service·Six Re
volver in 357 Magnum, 38 Spe
cial, and 9 mm parabellum
(blued model only) calibers with
fixed sights. Choice of 23/.1" or
4" barrel in blued finish or
stainless steel.

Ruger Speed·Six Revolver with
compact round butt in 357 Mag
num, 38 Special, and 9 mm
parabellum (blued model only)
calibers with fixed sights.
Choice of 2314" or 4" barrel in
blued finish or stainless steel.

RUGER, SecuritY-Six, Service-Six, and Speed-Six are registered U. S. trademarks

FOR YOUR COPY OF A FREE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG OF ALL RUGER FIREARMS, WRITE DEPT. AH

STURMtJ RUGER & Company~ Inc.
Southport, (;oooeetieut 06490 U.S.A.
ALL RUGER FIREARMS ARE DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED IN RUGER FACTORIES IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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Postage &
handling
$1.00
Outside U.S.
$2.00
California
residents add
6% sales tax

We will accept
quality guns
in trade for
engraving

send $1 for new
picture brochure.

TIt~

Engp~ng61'

~el\,~ltostJ~

Competition Magazine
Base Pads . . . . ... 52.15

Browning High Power
SJ-d Safety

Blue $23.00
Hard Chrome $25.00

Colt .45 ACP
Extended Slide Stop

Blue. .. . .. $19.50
Hard Chrome .... $21.50

Coh Extended~d Safety
Blue . . ..... $'9.50
Hard Chrome. .. $21.50

High Visibility Combat
Fixed Rear Sight

514.00 rear sight only

Haag Improved Ramp
Front Sight ..... $4.00

Wide Grip Safety . . . $26.00
Blue or Stainless Steel

INTERNATIONALLY COMPETITION

PROVEN DESIGNS by JAMES W. HOAG

• MDL 66 4" $275 •
6" $300 •

• We stock saw models 10 thru 67. also
• Hogue grips. One day service. •

Q. C. Corp. 302.322 24 .•

~ -
SILENCIO
ADVANCED HEARING PROTECTION

Slip on the most advanced hearing
protectors made. Adjustable for

each ear, wear them over the top
or around the neck. You'll shoot

better, flinch less. Look for
Silencioin' the Winner's Circle.

. SAFETY
DIRECT INC.

P.O.Box 8907
Reno, Nv. 89505

p·········1111• SMITH & WESSON'S •.- .• •• •
• Prices good •
• on April 1st •

• •• ••ITH .....OII'. •
MDL 29 4" $370

• 6" $385 •

•
8" $390 •

in wood presentation box

of this was the Smith & Wesson 115 grain
JHP load. A fair amount of the Winchester
100 grain jacketed soft point and 100 grain
jacketed hollow point rounds, as well as
the Frontier 115 grain JHP were trIed also.
Speer's 125 grain round nose swaged lead
bullet was handloaded over a charge of4.5
grains of Bullseye, and gave excellent :e
suits. The Devel functioned perfectly With
all loads tried, with the exception of the
Winchester 100 grain JSP round. In this
instance, we had one cartridge nose dive
into the frame from a fully loaded maga
zine. Other than this one jam with soft
point ammo, the pistol functioned per
fectly with everything we put through It.

In talking with Charlie Kelsey, we diS
covered that Devel Corporation has sev
eral new projects in the works that are sure
to interest dyed-in-the-wool handgun
buffs. For those shooters who want to
improve performance of their standard
Smith & Wesson M-39's and M-59's,
without going to the full house custom job,

Devel will offer a basic functional and
reliability package at considerably less.

Details are not complete as of this WrIt
ing, but the basic package will in~lude

Wolff springs throughout, bett~r Sights,
improved barrel bushing, t~worked maga
zines, and other worthwhile changes. In
general, the standard size M-39 and M-59
will be tuned for better accuracy and func
tioning, but with an eye towards keeping
cost within reach of the average handgun
user.

Cost of the basic functional and re
liability package for the standard M-59
and M-39 is quite a bit lower than that of Ilk\ GCUN ~(9(9M
the full house custom guns. The cost on the~ 1 '-J "",
M-59 will run $160.00, and on the M-39 it 1201 Burlington Muncie, IN 47302

is $145.00. . .. 3171282-9073
Another Devel project that will be In full
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Basic functional and rellalJlI.
Ily pacleage on tile standard M·59.
.,1115 ;01J Incorporates most wortll.
wll"e features of full 1I0use con·
verslon,lJutatamucll moremodest
cost ofonly $160.00. Goodsavings.

MODERN

MILITARY. ANTIQUE

NUMRICH ARMS. the
world's largest supplier
of gun parts offers new
for 1980. Catalog NO.9
covenng a 100 million
parts Inventory with in

formation never before
In pnnt

U.S. PRICE $2.95 FOREI<;iN $3.95

P.O.BOX AH . WEST HURLEY. N.Y.12491
PHONE (914) 679·2417. TELEX 145331

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER ,:
SATISFACTION _- -'?
GUARANTEED, fll
$9.75 i\ l! !

Revolver Cleanin, Kit. R~m:ve811e:~~il~~:o:
Forcing Cone, Cyhnder, an arre. h (Pk 10)
either 38-41-44-45 cal. Bra•• cloth par' e

Ch
i.. or

$1.85. Order direct or from your des er. ec
Money Order. or Money Order.

GUN SPECIALTIES INC.«£JiJ> College Park, Georgia P.O. Box 31

WORLD GUIDE TO
GUN PARTS

CPM PROGRESSIVE
RELOADER
• Accommodates standard commer

cial dies-RCBS, Lyman, Pacific, etc.
Reloads 15 different calibers from 30
carbi ne to 45 long Colt.
Ten different shell plate sizes.
Powder slide accommodates stan
dard W' bushings.
Change caliber sizes in minutes.
Change primer size in minutes.
Primer magazine holds entire box of
primers. .
Case feeder tubes hold 40 to 50
shells each.
Taper crimp operation with 4th die.
Uniform powder measure each
shell without spilling.

CPM INDUSTRIES, CORP.
P.O. Box 468, 36 Woodlawn Ave.,
Norwalk, Ohio 44857
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At your firearms dealer or send for our catalogue for full details
All parts made in U.S.A.
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The handsome white pearlite and walnut grips are
hand-made, perfectly balanced and complemented
with distinctive 24 karat gold"plating. They are aUra'c
tive additions to the weapons collector's library.

An INVESTMENT, with prices of $39.95 suggested
retail, is the finest value today in handguns:

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

1~lllr,J
MANUFACTURING INCORPORATED

BUTLER MANUFACTURING, INC.
240 SARGENT DRIVE
NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT 06511
(203) 562-2543-5608
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Swenson Extended Speed
Safety for all above
models:
$25.00 plus $1.50
postage & handling.
6% Calif. Sales Tax
for Calif. Residents.
Overseas slightly
higher postage.
Complete installation
instructions included.

fOf Cott: Gov'( Model, Corrrnilnder.
Jnd other lOlrge·Frarre Autos

Thick Durable Leather
ONLY $J••S POSTPAID
(Cahf,rulC!ents. add 6'"t>ux)

Now-the Swenson
Ambidextrous
Safety.
Patent No.
3492748.

SWENSON'S .45 SHOP
Post Office Box 606
Fallbrook, Ca. 92028
Phone: (714) 728-5319

~
WALLEY-HOLSI'ER
for Hi·Standard Derringer
Looks lIke J Wdet on the OuUlde: .

~ Packs a 2'Shot Punch Inside!
ONLY $17••5 POSTPAID

.nd

tBELI' SLIDE HOLSI'ER

RIGHT BANDERS!

LEFT BANDERS!

For use on all .45 caliber Colt, Mk IV, Gold Cup,
Lightweight and Combat Commanders, 1911 and

1911 Al govt. models, and Vega, AMT Hard
baller, Detonics and Crown City Arms. $40.00
plus $1.50 postage & handling. California resi

dents add 6% State Sales Tax. Overseas postage
slightly higher. Installation instructions included.

Anyone can learn to reload pistol ammuni·
tion. It's easy, fun, and money-saving, too!
Send $1.00 for introductory booklet to
NRMA, Suite 300,1221 S.w. Yamhill, Port
land, OR 97205. National Reloading Manu
facturers Association.

swing as you read this should excite the
fancy of all .45 Auto aficionados. After
much urging, Charlie Kelsey has agreed to
tum his many talents to Colt's .45 Com
mander. At this time the job contemplated
for the Commander will include accuracy
work, tuning for complete reliability, new
springs, better sights, satin nickel finish,
and most of the refinements we've come to
expect from this company. Cost Of the
Commander tune up is estimated to be
approximately $300.00. We'll have more
definite news on this in the near future.

In summation, I must say that the little
Devel M-59 conversion impressed me in
regards to workmanship, reliability, and
controllability. For those shooters who
favor the 9xl9mm Parabellum cartridge,
double action for the first shot, and large
magazine capacity, all wrapped up in a
neat, compact hideout pistol, this com
bination would be hard to beat. For those
who don't want to go the full route, the
Devel basic functional package might be
more appropriate. For more information
on Devel services get their new catalog
it's only $2. Devel Corporation, 3441 W.
Brainard Road, ~

Cleveland, Ohio 44122. ~

SAFARILAND
(Continued from page 45)

through a splitter before cutting the final
lengths. We find that while our system
costs us more, it makes for more absolutely
.uniform sizing of belts.
AYOOB: Neale, what trends do you see in
gun leather over the next few years?
PERKINS: The trends are toward more
professional gun carrying, both by police
and civilian handgun enthusiasts, and this
will result in some revolutionary designs in
holsters and accessories.

I had a hard time selling safety when I
began making leather, but this is now the
dominant concern in the police market.
The crossdraw holster had been extremely
popular, but it just hung out there, vir
tually saying, "Take the gun away from
this police officer." The' Jordan type hols
ter is an open invitation to grab the gun
away. It's a real hazard; a lot of policemen
are getting shot with their own guns.

The future belongs to high security, top
quality, high riding holsters with a lot of
thought given to both holding the gun, and
making it less conspicuous. The policeman
today wants a low profile. They're also
getting away from a lot of chrome and
brass; they feel it's too military and hurts
their image, which is one reason our
buckleless equipment is so popular. In
fact, it's probably half the reason.

I have some very specific and definite
ideas about the police holster ofthe future.
I had hoped to introduce a new security
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BUMPER
STICKERS

Approximately 3"x 1S': black

~~~~~:~order 'lO!..

}~~:~ .
.... » ~ ~~

~-''';

The original Mag-na-port- a Potent Precision
munle venting process - Has become famous
because of the thousands of shooters that in
sist on having greater control of their firearm.

Will not change Ballistics or Accuracy.

For further information on Mog-no-port- or
the Mog-no-port Custom Ruger Handguns
write for free literOture.

We thank all of our customers for Mog-no
port's success in the Firearms Industry.

Patent No. # 3808943
®

ARMS, INC.

Means: Reduced Recoil - Reduced Munle Jump

Mag-na-port®

For sale In over 200 page -catalog. ("
Over 1000 items listed. Each photo- ~'1
Illustrated, described, priced. Send

.. $5. This book will be sent to you Im
" mediately via 1st class mail.

Serving collectors by mall ,~

since 1952! 1./
,. the MUSEUM OF HISTORICAL ARMS ,':i

, P.O. BOX 390808-G. MIAMI BEACH, FLA. 33138 ,!

All items $1.00 each OR 7 items for $5.00,
minimum order $2.00. Send to:

J.L. NUMBERS BOX 3178
SCOnSDALE, ARIZONA 85257

1 ICOMiii""PISiil'iiAcuE!
2L=~~
3 ~~ee'"J

('l COMBAT "SLAM PADS"
a Heavy blac.k rubber, cut to fit the bottom

of your magazine, for those fast, sure
~ reloads. Specify government model or
~ high power. $1~

~
GOVERNMENT MODEL

BUSHING WRENCH
~ Molded in tough plastic, won't scratch
~ that valuable finish. Pocket size, fits on

your key ring with a bore reflector tab.
~ Fits all government $100

model autos. ~ch

numbers
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RG 38 SSWINGOUT REVOLVER'
A versatile 38 Spedol six shooter In two sizes with
silgIe ond double action. windage adjustable rear
sigIt. swing out cyOnder with spring ejector.

RG 40 SWINGOUT REVOLVER .
This model has fixed type sights. fires six shots.
has single and double action. swing out cyOnder
with spring ejector.

RG 31 SWINGOUT REVOLVER
This 38 Special and 32 S&W model has flxed'type
sights. single and double action•.Cy~nder sllJings
out when pin Is removed. •

. ,

P.@. Box 350747. Miami. Fl 33135. .

o.aJ.rs: Contact
your local ~scHr



Quality X 3

Full size replica of the Knuckle Duster

MAGNIACENT
BRASS

PAPERWEIGHT

Send cheek or M.O. to:

For novelty paperweight use only.
Not intended for any other use.

ROGERS & SPENCER

$7.95 ea.
Postpaid

Aluminum paperweight $3.95 ea.
Postpaid

One name for 3 quality handguns pre
ferred by American Black powder
Shooters. Available in pre·assembled kits,
too. Write for complete information in our
illustrated catalog. Send $ 1.00 for cata·
log to:

Dept. AMH-9
14 W. Monmouth St. • Winchester, Virginia 22601

BEST
SPORTS SUPPLIER

po. Box 492, Dept. 25
Hazelwood, Mo. 63042

EUROARMS OF AMERICA

WELL CAST W
NARDD
BULLETS
fOr pistol & revolver
WEST COAST BULLETS
820 N. Sierra BOnita Ave•..
Los Angeles, CA 90046 ...'
(213) 651-2691 - AHA

STANDARD, NICKLE-PLATED £., TARGET MODEL

model in 1979, but I'm waiting until it is
absolutely perfect. When introduced, it
will be quite unlike anything available
today. I'm talking about a design with the
least possible amount of gimmickry, a
design that is strong and light, yet which
the officer himself can draw from easily.
We're also talking about an expensive
piece of equipment.

We have a new shoulder holster coming
out, oriented toward safe carry of a cocked
and locked 1911-type pistol. Liability insur
ance is a consideration today; the lawsuits
are just incredible. The Colt .45 auto isn't
the only gun that presents safety problems
when carried in a condition of readiness,
but it's a classic example. With a thumb
break, you run into the definite problem of
the strap knocking the safety off. We
solved it, but it wasn't easy. There has
never been a decent shoulder holster for a
cocked and locked .45 auto; our new de
sign blocks the hammer, which is the only
sure way to prevent an unintentional, pre
mature discharge. We had long known that
this was the answer, but the problem be
fore was, "How do you put in a hammer
block and still be able to get the gun into

In 1981, a bucldeless
concept should be

ready and is rather
revolutionary

the holster in the first place?" Our design
solves that, and should be on the market
shortly.
AYOOB: Neale, what about the concept of
plastic in holsters?
PERKINS: I'm very open minded about
that. The concept iS'going somewhere. The
only objectionable thing about it is the
esthetics. Plastic is a sensible material for
reinforcing holsters. We've been incor
porating it for years on skirting, lining our
cartridge drop pouches, that sort of thing.
AYOOB: Are you in fact planning to bring
out an all-plastic Safariland holster, as I
predicted in an earlier column?
PERKINS: I don't think that's a secret any
more.
AYOOB: Can you tell us about the design?
Will it be for field, competition, or the
street?
PERKINS: About all I can say for now is
that it will be mainly oriented toward
police, though it will have applications in
combat pistol competition.
AYOOB: Neale, we appreciate your time
and your candor. Yours seems to be a very
conservative approach, one of taking your
time and doing it right.
PERKINS: Professionalism is increasing in
importance throughout the firearms indus
try and related fields. The companies that
maintain high quality and good marketing
will be the ones that survive. We'll con
tinue to center our efforts
on both those things.

WE'VE GOT A
VENT RIB

FOR IT!
Install it yourself. It's
easy. No cutting, filing or
fitting and you'll get
professional results.
Available for all Ruger
Centerfires.

SEE YOUR DEALER OR DIRECT

Want more details? Write us.

Division of Generill Sporting Goods Corp"
Box 30-06, 798 Cascadilla Street, Ithaca, New York 14850.

Power and accuracy. Not usually
found together in an air pistol-until
now. The BSA Scorpion charges to
full power with a single cocking
stroke. No "pumping" or CO2 vari
ables. The unique power seal gives
you an identical release of air pres
sure for every shot. You get the same
sizzling velocity and same straight
trajectory. Accuracy is phenomenal.

See what innovative design does
for air pistol ballistics. Try a Scorpion
at your Gun Shop.

IF YOU'VE GOT A
1OV2" RUGER SUPER

BLACKHAWK

uP iij:~

TUll MOST *'"
POWERFUL
AIR PISTOL IN
ITS CLASS

$17.95
Complete

WRITE~~~_ Box 2496-AH
_ Hartford, CT

06101

Flents Products Co" Inc., 14 Orchard St, Norwalk, CT 00850
Eslllblished 1927 • Makers of Flexiplugs® and SilafleX®
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Pytbon
Buntel

Introducing a Colt exclusive.
The Python Bunter. Colt's latest

offering to the demanding shooter
features the popular 8" Python,
unique ColtJLeupold 2 powerscope,

specially designed light-weight
ColtJRedfield mounts that can
easily be removed and replaced,

ColtIPa.chmayr grips, lumin
ous orange insert front sight
and white outline rear Accro

sight, 50-round ammo case,
stainless steel cleaning rod with

brass bushing, and full tool case with
brushes, wrenches, etc. This sophisticated package is

fitted in a Colt/Halliburton designed aluminum carrying
case. The Colt PythonHunter is designed to provideyears of

===.~ous~o:,:r... An Investment
in Precision

Important product and service literature accompany every Colt sale; be sure to ask for yours.

9mm Short -- .380ACP

...
ROLLING BLOCK

SAFETY

HAND-CHECKERED

AMERICAN

FULLY ADJUSTABLE
/ TARGET SIGHT

LOW PROFILE
--- 'SERRATED

HAMMER

7-ROUND

IirEflll"II' MAGAZINE

181' __I
At your firearms dealer or send 11111'11 STERLING ARMS CORPORATION,

for catalog. Please enclose 25 cents. ,=";=JfI=J'I:=_ 211 GRAND STREET, LOCKPORT, N.Y. 14094

EASY'
TAKE DOWN

SLIMMER
. SLIDE AND FRAME

STAINLESS
BARRELS ON
ALL MODELS

THE NEW MARK II
ALL AMERICAN-MADE

DOUBLE ACTION

.380
For people who want a 9mm with less velocity.

Available in stainless or blue finish.

LOOK AGAIN!
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...

PO.

Complete care for your finest
pistols. Duraluminum clean
ing rod, phosphor bronze
brushes, silicone cloth, nylon
cleaning tips, wool mops,
patches, Gunslick, oil, solvent
and expert cleaning instruc
tions. Deluxe kits for shotguns
and rifles also available.

£W

~el~
All Caliber Pistol

Cleaning Kit

p ••••••.••• -· '.
: COLUMBIA
• HUNTER •
• HOLSTER •

• •
• /iuuren.ce •· - .
• For revolvers with 4" or and flower design al deal- •

•
longer barrels. the hoister ers or by mail. •
is fUlly lined, is designed for Write for Free Catalog for

•
rugged durability and can all details on complete •
be installed thru belt slot in Lawrence line at over 100

• 3 different positions. Avail- holster styles and other •
able in plain, basketweave shooting accessories.

• THE GEORGE LAWRENCE CO. •

11.08

• A•••p•••9.•

7

•

4.1

except for the trigger job. Firing from the
IHMSA Creedmoor position, Super No. I
dropped 5 shots into 5.4 inches on a ram
(set so it wouldn't fall over), at 200 meters.
The load: Sierra 240 JHC, 2112400, CCI
350, and S&W case. The gun and load
teamed again to take the revolver aggre
gate at the Internationals.

All six chambers of both revolvers are
used for all shooting. It might be possible
to trim the groups a hair by shooting a
single chamber. Chamber finish is uniform
on my Supers and cases subjected to multi,
pIe reloadings extract evenly.

There are some things about the IOYl
inch Super I don't like. As with all Super
Blackhawks, the extractor is too short to
completely clear the chambers of magnum
cases. The rear sight, as often as not,
exhibits lateral play in its slot in the top
strap. The front sight is .125" wide, same as
all single action Rugers. The rear notch is
.125" wide, same as all Blackhawks.

The front sight should be .100" wide and
the rear notch .090" wide. This piece is
intended for Handgun Silhouette and
hunting. A front sight that is 18 inches wide
on a ram at 200 meters taxes the accessible
accuracy of this action-hungry revolver.

It is wise to check the five grip frame
screws and the extractor housing screw
after every match. My preferred lubricant,
particularly for the base pin and the ends
of the cylinder that contact the frame, is
molybdenum disulfide grease.

Materials and heat treatment that go
into the Ruger are second to none. In the
words of Bill Ruger, "Heat treatment is
one ofthe least expensive operations in the
manufacture of small arms. I don't know
why anyone would want to do it poorly. It
costs just as much to do the job poorly as it
does to do it correctly."

2,800 magnum loads have been fired
through Super No.1, over 1,000 in IHMSA
competition. I am not aware of one in
stance of jacket material spitting from the
cylinder/barrel gap. Erosion of the barrel
mouth is minimal, another good sign. The
gun has been dry fired, I guess, somewhat'
over 10,000 times. It is pretty smooth. 1
have loaned it to friends at Silhouette
matches, either because their gun broke, or
they simply wanted to try it. Not one has
been disappointed.

The 10V2-inch barrel will yield 60 to 180
fps more velocity with a given magnum
load than will a Super Blackhawkwith 7112
inch barrel. The real difference is in the
long 12V2-inch sight radius and increased
muzzle heft, which facilitate accurate bul
let placement.

High trajectory loads, which decelerate
from above-sonic to sub-sonic velocity be
tween muzzle and target, oblige the marks
man to pay particular attention to light
and temperature conditions. Hot, bright,
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RUGER SUPER
(Continued from page 47)

• Prepaid Orders Over $150'

SHO GUN DISTRIBUTORS

IPSC &COMBAT ACCESSORIES
PARTS, FIREARMS & OTHER FINE PRODUCTS

HARDCOVER
ILLUSTRATED

SEND

$4.95 PLUS 48¢ POSTAGE
TO:

GOLD STAR PUB. CO.
DEFT. AH-9 90 CRICKET AVE.

ARDMORE, PA 19003

For Dealers & IPSC Club
Discounts-Send for Catalog:

THE SHO GUN SHOP
26646 5 Mile Road, Redford, MI 98239

24 Hr. Telephone Orders
313/535-0819

Check, COD or Credit Cards Accepted.
Send FFL & SASE for Service & Product List, or send
FFL & $2.00 for Complete Catalog.

SHO GUN
CUSTOM SHOP

"The Gunsmith's Gunsmith"

Pistolsmithing at its finest
building Combat autos on your gun
or ours. A complete repair and
customizing dept.-servicing
dealers nationwide.

A TEXTBOOK BY E. R. FENJOHN
ABOUT THE PROPER USE OF A
HAND GUN TO DEFEND A HOME

AND ITS OCCUPANTS
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·BFOwning ·CoIt
•ft.emington •Wet/tlte'"
wt/mtnty ,ept/iF stt/tion

•Colt p.,ts dist,ibutOF
Pit. ftJ2 121-4211

•Handguns for sport or duty

•Shotguns for target and hunting

•Rifles for hunting or target

•Extensive parts inventory

• Person to person service
..........~~

•Reasonable delivery times

·In shop bluing a parkerizing

Plet/se send It/,ge s'A.s'E.
10' complete p,;ce list

CYLINDERCSt/DE SHDP INC.
P.D. Box 9J1
fFemont. Neb,. 61D2S

THE COMPLETE CUSTOM SHOP
dry days require less elevation adjustment
than do cool gray days.

Bottleneck cartridges used in IHMSA
competition do not mask their flight in so
much mystery, and any adjustments re
quired for varying conditions will be less
than for revolver rounds.

Regardless, you will want to try your
Ruger 101/2 on the steel chickens, pigs,
turkeys, and rams of Silhouette. The
IHMSA sanctions matches in virtually
every state of the Union. Membership
is $12.00 per year, for which you receive
the official patch and membership/
classification card; scale templates of the
big bore and .22 targets; the monthly
publication, THE SILHOUETTE; and the
right to compete in all matches including
State, Regional, and International Cham
pionships. Headquarters address is:
IHMSA, Inc., P.O. Box 1609, Idaho Falls,
Idaho 83401.

The Ruger "Silhouette Super" is right at
home in competition. Suggested retail
is $207.00. Not bad, for the best single-
action revolver in ........
the world. ~
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28.50
28.50
28.50
30.00
33.75
30.00
28.50
28.50
30.00
30.00
31.50
49.50

RAPID REVOLVER LOADING
CLIPS NRA TESTED

When pulling from pocket
or pouch, 6 rounds ore im
mediately ready for load
ing. Clips fit most
pouches now used. Also I'
holds most rifle cortridges. J;;
Price $1.25 eoch plus 50¢ {%

postage and handling.
Minimum shipment two
eoch.

Triden Industries
203 E.2nd,Box 68·Franklin, MN55333

STOCK NO. DESCRIPTION NEW PRICE
1070 Walther pp, ppk/s [New Models] .22Ir., 32acp., 380 $35.00
1073 Browning Hi-Power, Model P-35, 9MM Para......... 35.00
0972 Colt Bisley Model Single Action 35.00
1075 Colt Single Action Army [Pre-WWII Models] 30.00
0971 Colt Single Action Army [Post WWII Earlier Models] 28.50
0970 Colt SinKle Action Army [Post WWII Latest Models] 30.00
1072 Colt Peacemaker, New Frontier .22 30.00
0973 Colt gov't. M/1911 auto, comdr., ace, gold cup, etc 24.75
0974 Colt Python, other off. pol. Old model Frames

Magna Ext. Style 39.75
0975 Colt Python, other off. pol. [stand size replaces

factory wood] .
1071 Ruger Bearcat Single Action .22 .
0980 Ruger Single 6, Blackhawk [New models XR3·RED]
1074 RUKer Single 6, Blackhawk [Old models XR3] .
0978 Ruger Super Blackhawk .
0979 Ruger Security 6, Pol. Servo 6, Square Butt .
0983 Smith & Wesson, "J" Frame-Round Butt .
0984 Smith & Wesson, "J" Frame-Square Butt ..
0985 Smith & Wesson, "K" Frame-Round Butt .
0986 Smith & Wesson, "K" Frame-Square Butt .
0987 Smith & Wesson, "N" Frame-Square Butt .
0988 Smith & Wesson, Model 39 .

Bona Fide Dealer Inquires Solicited.
Best Ivory Grips Available

High-quality genuine
STAG once again avail
able and at REASON
ABLE prices! All orders
must be accompanied by
certified check, money
order, or formal· request
for C.O.D. shipment. In
clude $2.50 per order to
all 48 states.

TYLER'S
~~~~Ett;~~~;~~~ r..,,.••1IIlII
cost Aluminum Grip
ADAPTOR. For Colt
and S & W MODERN
Revolvers. DURABLE. PRAC
TICAL-EASY TO INSTALL.
THREE ATTRACTIVE FINISH COlORS.
POLISHED or BLACK $5.00; GOLD $5.25

TYLER'S TRIGGER SHOE
Durable light weight cast aluminum for Colt, S & w
P011SHE6 ~~heBLAC~erS3.j~:ols, Gglo ~,~,s~oti~.oo
ORDER DIRECT OR AT YOUR FAVORITE DEALER
Send make & model of gun. No C.O.Do's please.
• Fully Guaranteed • Prompt Postpaid Delivery.
Genuine Stag-Wood & Synth.tic Gun Grips. lee
loaders-Bullet Molds-Gun Accessories. Hand-made
Holsters & Belh, Leather & Clarino.

MELVf:tITYLE'li'lr~FG~'l~D" DIST.
1326 W. Britton Rd., Oldohomo City, Okla. 73114

OFFICER TRAINING
Begin in the classroom. Explain the

function of the service auto. Get them to
the point where they can rapidly fieldstrip
and reassemble the pistol. Point out that
this is something they can't do with re
volvers, at least not with the same alacrity.

Safety cannot be stressed too strongly.
Yes, there is potential for more frequent
mishaps in handling the auto pistol. Ham
mers are being lowered on live rounds.
Slides are being manipulated, sometimes
awkwardly, with the muzzle going in an
unsafe direction as the new shooter exerts
heavy pressure on the mechanism of his
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ADOPTING AUTOS
(Continued from page 52)

I've done El Presidente in seven with a .45
auto, in competition. At a police demon
stration, using a Model 59 S&W 9mm. and
not reloading. I did it in four. That sold a
couple of Model 59s. It should have. This
course is the ultimate demonstration ofthe
practical value of a service automatic's
firepower. The difference would be the
same in a close-range encounter with mul
tiple armed opponents.

During the demonstration, a confident
training officer will feel free to invite the
revolver-oriented shooters to try it with
their favorite guns. The resulting perform
ance will shortstop a lot of griping later.
Let several officers who have been famil
iarized with the automatic try it once each,
with the new gun and with their issue
revolver, for comparative times and scores.



Price includes shipping & handling.
Utah residents add 5% sales tax.

A & B ASSOCIA TES
P.O. Box 552 Sandy, Utah 84070
Dealers InquIries Invited - 801.-255-7934

ANSOM "Master Series" RES

PRESENTATION
PISTOL CASE

Handcrafted in solid wood. Handrubbed
finish. Heirloom quality. Fits most western
style pistols. Display area with accessory
cabinet with shelf and drawer. Give that

special gun a special place.
Limited Edition - A Real Collector's Item

POWERFUL LASERS ARE USED
TO CARVE OR BURN OUT
THE RECESSED AREAS

CUSTOM DESIGN°epc.AH
P.O. BOX aliii!B FULTON, CA. 95439

An International Standard for Accuracy Development
'-....

50 Grip Inserts
available to fit
different Pistol
and Revolver
Frames

LASER ENGR
WALNUT GUN GRIPS

~ "'>0. '""... "u..'-Ir "0'"''''''''''.J"")' To ..d., 0' ,.. "n
~ t>,.oc~"",......,.llt.co:

:U-UNEGUN~
"UNDER RIB" ') -

PPC GUNS BUILT 1- BULL BARRELS \
HANDGUN BARRELS RELINED
HANDGUN CYLINDERS RECHAMBERED
JAY SCOTT GRIPS & COLT PARTS - $10 MIN. ORDER
S&W SIGHTS INSTALLED ON COLT SLIDES
S&W MOD. 28 TO 44 SPECIAL & 45 L.C.

6" Python Barrels $52.95 prepaid

ClIfeoBox 308HG,Highland, CA 92346

NU-L1NE GUNS
1053 Caulks Hili Rd, Dept. AH

Harvester, MO 63301
SEND LARGE ;A S E (314) 441-4500
FOR BROCHURE (314) 447-4501
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unfamiliar gun. All, or almost all, shots
fired will be from a cocked gun, making
premature discharges obviously more
likely.

On the range, double your supervision.
Despite your stringent warnings, some of
ficers will neglectfully let the muzzle stray
sideways when jacking the slide, or will get
a little sloppy about locking the safety
before holstering.

Realize up front that a lot of ammo will
be expended. This will be needed to drill in
familiarity with the auto's shooting charac
teristics, to build confidence, and to com
plete the breaking-in of the new guns.

COURSE OF FIRE
Going to a high-firepower pistol, and

then training the officers to shoot it in a
course designed for revolvers being re
loaded with loose ammo from the pocket,
is unfair to the men and unfair to their gun.
It doesn't show them h'ow to take advan
tage of the particular strong points an
automatic has in a police gunfight.

Forget the ppe. There are better
courses. The Vice Presidente is good to
have in there. It eats up only 12 shots, it's
fun and challenging, and it's something for
the guys to brag about when they're rap
ping with brother officers from revolver
armed agencies-again, building con
fidence. I prefer the Vice Presidente over
the El Presidente because you're facing the
targets instead of beginning with your
back to them; this is safer for all con
cerned, and stresses gunplay over foot
work.

Also quite useful,' once the men have
become experienced in auto pistol han
dling, is IPSC #006, the course I designed
for Jeff Cooper as a transitional bridge
between PPC and freestyle combat train
ing. The 60-shot PPC course is used, on the
coarsely-ringed IPSC target (a B-27, using
the "qualification" mode in which any
thing inside the 8 ring counts as a S, the 7
ring counts as 4, and anything in the black
is a 3, works well). In >·~.JPSC # 006,
however, the times are cut in half. At 7
yards, you fire 12 shots in 13 seconds
instead of 25, and so on.

Jeff and I wanted a course that wouldn't
frighten PPC shooters away from IPSC,
instead giving them something familiar to
bring them into the game long enough to
get a taste of it. It has proven to be even
more valuable as an advanced training
course for officers equipped with automat
ics. The average revolver-armed officer,
even backed with speedloaders, will find it
discouragingly hard to make the times.

Here again, you're building confidence
at the same time you're building skill: you
are training your men to perform at a rate
twice that of their revolver-armed
brethren, and they will recognize and ap
preciate it.

Fifty-yard shooting is a part of IPSC
#006, and for police training I would put
half or all of those 24 shots into the 25-yard
phase instead. Fifty-yard shooting is not
the forte of the stock service automatic.

39.95

35.95
7.50

29.00
25.00
21.00
16.00

19.50
9.95

15.00
11.00

SHOOTIST
SUPPLY

6225th
Belle Fourche, SD 57717

C.O.D. 's Welcome
or call your Visa and Mastercharge

orders to
(605) 892-2822

Forward correct remittance
in cash, check or M.O.

along with 10% postage to:

We are pleased to be associated
with Colts Ptd. Firearms Co. as an
authorized Warranty Repair Sta
tion, and we carry a wide variety of
Colt Parts.

We have considerable experience
in performing IPSC style modifica
tions. We are here to stay, and we
take pride in doing first class work
at reasonable prices - inquire at the
address below for particulars.

Now you can purchase the
accessories you need in one
convenient place. We offer:

Kings Extended Safeties 18.50
Ambidextrous Safeties 34.50
H. & D. Extended Slide

Release
Recoil Buffers
Ext. Mag Release

Exchange
Micro Sights (melted

& Blued)
King-Tappan Sights
MMC-Bar Cross Sights
Beavertail Grip Safeties
Long Match Trigger (with

backlash adj.) 10.45
Wolff 18112 Spr. Kit 4.00
MK IV Recoil Spring 1.00
Magazines (Colt) Blue 13.00
Laka SS Mags 15.00
Mag Pads .50
Pachmayr Grips (combat) 17.50
Pachmayr Mainspring Housings

(flat) 9.95
Colt Commander Hammers 12.00
MK IV Barrel and Bushing

Sets
Bianchi Chapman Hi-Ride

Holsters
IPSC Hat Pins

Attention!
COMBAT

SHOOTERS

We offer a complete money back
.guarantee -- if you are not 100%
satisfied, your money will be cheer
fully refunded.
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I "AMERICAN MADE" I

I By Experienced I
I Manufacturer of I
I Quality Tools. I

: DEALERS Write for I
I Trade Discounts. I
,- 1

Fourleen proper sized
screw driver bits plus
Handle, Extension and

Ratchet ready for instant
use on the range! Amust

for Silhouette. Pocket
sized (4'12" x 6")

steel case,

••• provides handsome appearance of stainless steel
THIS IS THE FINISH! It protects ALL metal surfaces
by a combination of heat and chemical treatments.
The surface you see; the bore where deterioration
Is most deadly; moving parts - without harm to
close machine tolerances, without loss of temper
to springs. Far outlasts blueing. Lab and field
tested for several years. Provides like-new restora
tion for favorite older guns; special good-looking
protective finish for that new purchase. Results
guaranteed! Investigate.

WRITE FOR
Full color illustrated
brochure and name
of nearest
dealer

Write' for free .
Literature or send
$17.25 check or M.D.
'for complete kit (add
$1.50 to cover postage
and handling In U.S.A.
- In Canada add $2.50)

THE CHAPMAN MANUFACTURING COMPANY

If the gun is a single-action automatic, it
should be carried cocked and locked, and
used thus on the range. If double action,
the course should mandate that the first
shot be fired in that mode, as it would be
on the street.

I personally feel that the officer should
be trained, on the range, to begin every
draw with his double action automatic
locked on safe. This is in disagreement
with prevailing theory. Most experts feel
that if the officer carries his DA auto off
safe on the street, he should do so'on the
range. The problem is, first, that many
officers who carry the gun on safe, will
leave it off safe at the range to improve
their scores, thus unwittingly cheating
themselves of a vital survival skill. Second,
even those officers who carry a 39 or 59
with the safety off, are trained to flip it on
when going into a potentially dangerous
(gungrab) situation. That same situation is
highly likely to require them to bring the
gun into action in a hurry ... and they
better be able to get that safety off in
stinctively. Finally, the time lost in flipping
a safety that's already off will be negligible
on the street.

Some will say that an officer who dies
because he cheated on his qualification
shoots (by shooting off-safe with a gun he
carries on-safe), is his own victim. I dis
agree. The training officer knows that this
potential exists, and has a moral obligation
to his men to be sure that they are fully
trained, which includes getting the gun off
safe in a hurry. Besides, the same guy who
cheats on the course will be first to sue you,
the training officer, jointly and severally
with the department, if he gets crippled
because you didn't teach him how to han
dle his gun right.

Besides which, gun-grab attempts are
not always predictable. If the officer had
seen it coming in .lime to flip on his safety,
he would have had sufficient warning to
secure the gun from the snatch attempt
altogether. This doesn't happen, as evi
dence the fact that one of every five mur
dered cops gets it from his own or his
partner's gun. Several lives have been
saved when punks got a cop's automatic
away from him, and couldn't make it go
off. This is one ofthe major advantages ofa
police automatic, one that you as training
officer can ~t allow to be thrown away. Per
sonally, I would require that even a DA
automatic be holstered on safe at all times.

THE EXPERT CONNECTION
When a department switches to the au

tomatic, there is usually at least one gun
buff responsible. It was he who saw the
auto's advantages, and he who pushed
through the mandate for change. Usually,
he has one problem that can either help
him or hurt him: he is dealing from an
expert's vantage point, but his choice of
gun will be carried by personnel far less
expert than he.

If anything goes wrong on the street,
they'll look for someone to blame it on,
and the gun buff will be as good a candi- Route 17, Dept, TAH 9 • Durham, Connecticut 06422
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NEW CONTENDER KIT

Aspenwall's lelt Installed on tit.
Contender. rite absence of tlte trIgger

, spur Is readily notIced, as well as tlte
cltange In appearance and tlte barr.I

release located on tlte'butt stocle.

I '. T
! ~

if/" I"I,A qulcle glance Illustr.ates some
IngenIous parts tltat malee a

..
- - , great gun even greater. Retail

--...~ ~ prIce Is $87.50 wltlt deliverIes
to begIn In October. A real wInner.

II:I,

UI
ble features. After three years of modifica- no spur, provides for easy conventional
tions, he felt he had achieved the ultimate two-hand gripping.
in redesign by providing a breech opening The new design trigger gets the trigger,
mechanism actuated by a smalnever at the finger back up in place, at about th'e same
bottom of the butt. This modification per- point"of-pull to the other three fingers.
mitted a redesign of the trigger guard and The relationship is comparable to that of
elimination of the knuckle-busting spur. the Government Model.45 Automatic.
The compound leverage mechanism fits The trigger is still adjustable as on the
inside a standard TIC grip with some re- unmodified Contender group. Aspenwall's
machining of the inside. The outside of the patent is in process as this is written. The
grip is not altered and no modification of Conversion will be a simple parts
the Contender frame is requir~d. The com- changeout that will not require a gunsmith
pound leverage applied by the butt lever or any special tools. Retail price will be
makes it easy to open the breech while about $87.50. Deliveries expected to begin
shooting maximum loads. The grip hand in October. For more details write John
can be kept in place and ready for the next Aspenwall, 1327 E. Madrid
shot. The re-designed trigger guard, with Way, Sandy, UT 84070.
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The Thompson-Center Contender ha
often been termed as over 30 guns in

one, at last count that is. Since Warren
Center designed the unique handgun with
interchangeable barrels some 14 years ago,
it has becoine a very popular firearm with
an accent on accuracy. Few would attempt
to dispute that the TIC Contender has
been proven as one of the finest all-around
sporting arms ever designed to date. The
ease of barrel changing makes it the most
versatile handgun available, and at a mod
est price. One good tuned frame and lock
works, and a few assorted barrels, and
the proud owner has a plinker, a snake
gun, a deer hunter and a super silhouette
dropper.

The only real serious design faults on
the Contender are the trigger group:
No. I is the brutal spur extending from

the bottom of the trigger guard.
This spur, up to now has been
necessary as an opening lever.

No.2 is the abnormally long reach to the
trigger, brought by the trigger
guardllever design. I have
experienced both problems several
times while silhouette shooting the
Contender.

Any attc;:mpt at a conventional two-hand
grip, firing anything much above 22 RF,
can be a painful experience for the shooter
who attempts to put both sets of fingers
behind the spur. He soon learns he cannot
put any gripping pressure on the front of
the spur because the action opens easily
with a live round in the breech. It should
be pointed out that while the gun opens
fairly easily with a live round in the cham
ber, such is not always the case. A heavily
loaded case can stretch when fired, causing
a great deal of force to be required to open
the receiver.

After experiencing the ownership of
over a dozen TIC Contenders and
continually plagued with the two prob
lems, John Aspenwall of Sandy, Utah,
decided to apply his technical education as
an Engineer and solve the two objectiona-
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By E. Dixon Larson

Utah engineer solves two
perplexing problems that
have hounded an
otherwise super handgun.
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FROSTED FRAME ON
LIGHTWEIGHTS
ELECTROLESS NICKLE
ON STEEL FRAME

BARREL RECROWNED

2200 West Alameda Ave.
Dept. AH-9 Alameda Sq, Shopping Center

Denver, Colorado 80223 (303) 934-4466

STOP FOULING
DYES & MOLDS STICKING

Send large, stamped, self-addressed,
envelope for information.

RICE GUNS COATINGS
1521 43 St.• West Palm Beach, FL 33407

305-848-2228

,
TRIGGER PULL SET

TO 3'/,-4 LBS

TRIGGER GUARD AND
FRONT STRAP
CHECKERED
30 lines per Inch

For years, handgun enthusiasts have depended on DON HUME
LEATHER GOODS for quality holsters and accessories. Our
exclusive Jordan® Holster is made to last . . . heavy ~addle
leather construction, hand-stitched welt and plug with a metal
shank extending from the holster into the belt loop. AdCJ our
famous River belt, fully lined and featuring heavy leather billets
with a solid brass buckle. for that complete quality outfit.

See our complete line of quality holsters and accessories, at your
local dealer or send $2.00 for our color catalog today.

Holsters and Leather Accessories
That You Can Depend On.

Dept. AH • Box 351 • Miami, Oklahoma 74354

[huckTaylor
COlTlmando!ipecial

FRONT SIGHT
RAMPED AND
SERRATED
HI-temp. Silver sol
dered In place

FITTED MUZZLE
BUSHING

The original Jordan"' Holster
manufactured under
exclusive rights.

BACK OF SLIDE
CHECKED
50 lines per Inch

MAGAZINE WELL
BEVELED
for easy magazine
InsertIon

BOMAR DELUXE SIGHT
"Burled"' InIO slide With
all corners and edges
rounded

Chuck Taylor Commando
caliber 45 ACP, built on Colt Lightweight (alloy

or Combat Commander (steel frame). Ideal Personal Defence "carry gun". .If you must·
Light weight model $60000. Steel frame model $650.00. Price subject to change. Post
paid anywhere In the US, FFL reqUIred, 50% deposit required. Balance of payment
before shipment.
Long tngger, oversize gnp safety, speed safety, ambidextrous safety and other options
are available at extra cost
Delivery time IS usually 30-45 days depending on availability from Colt.

SPORTS WEST, INC.
Ikey Starks. George Orndorff

...................•................
DREADNAUGHT ~

357/44 B & D :
Conversions of S&W 27-28 Ruger 357 :

T.C. Contender-Marlin 1894 :
BAIN & DAVIS :

559 W. Las Tunas, San Gabriel, Ca. :.....................................

date as any. Every cop who loses a gunfight
will blame it on the stupid automatic he
made him carry, or at least, his survivors
will. The auto promoter can minimize that
by ALWAYS remembering that he is
teaching a novice or journeyman, not nec
essarily a master like himself. Leave the
subtleties out of it, and tailor the training
for the average cop in the street.

For instance, many police weapons in
structors teach their officers to leave a
round in the chamber, so they won't have
to drop the slide when they swap clips.
This saves at best a second, usually only a
fraction thereof. It also assumes that a man
fighting for his life in a dark alley can
count his shots as coolly as the expert
instructor can at an IPSC match.

It won't work. I've debriefed a lot of
cops who've been in gunfights with auto
matics, including a couple of national
class competitors, and not one of them
counted his shots when the gunfight went
beyond two or three rounds. They had
more important things on their minds.
They fired 'til the gun wouldn't go off
anymore, and then either reloaded, or
grabbed another gun and emptied that.

Ditto the average cop. Most I've talked
to thought they had fired three or four
shots, then looked down to find that their
slide was locked back after the eighth
empty flew out. That is a hell of a time to
learn slide-dropping on your own.

The course should run the gun dry,
forcing the officer to reload with a locked
open slide. If he has the presence of mind,
and the tactical opportunity, to reload
before he's totally empty, great. That's
something you should point out to him.
But don't expect him to be able to do it
with guns going off in his face. Anticipate
the fact that he'll lose count, and train him
accordingly.

There should also be training in jam
clearing. Rare as it is in real life when the
guns are fed and cared for properly, you
can't pretend it doesn't happen. The
beauty of the automatic is that when it
does jam, you can clear it; revolvers jam
more and more as factory quality control
goes down and down, and once a sixgun
jams, that sucker is jammed for good,
unless you've got a rubber mallet and
some gunsmith tools handy.

With the automatic, a quick hand move
ment can usually get it· firing again. I
would train three techniques:

Smokestack: Instructor positions empty
case upright in ejection port, teaches of
ficer to sweep back across slide with front
edge of hand, hitting the empty and snap
ping the slide back, thus clearing the shell
and chambering a fresh roond.

Jeff Cooper Misfire Drill. When the
hammer falls and goes "click," it may be a
bad round, but far more often it will occur
on the second shot and will signal the fact
that the magazine wasn't inserted all the
way. Cover both possibilities at once. Train
the officer to slap the butt, driving maga
zine into position, then jack the slide
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(which he'll have to do anyway). It takes
about a second after practice.

Battery Finish: The slide may fail to go
all the way into battery, usually because of
horrendous dirt accumulation, but some
times because of a weak hold. ALL OF
FICERS WITH AUTOMATICS
SHOULD BE AWARE THAT A
LOCKED WRIST AT THE MOMENT
OF FIRING IS IMPERATIVE: THIS IS
PARTICULARLY TRUE OF THE S&W
MODELS 39 AND 59, though it can hap
pen with a Colt .45 auto that has been
tightened for target shooting. What is es
pecially likely to happen, if you carry a
Colt .45, is that you'll draw the gun on a
suspect who has had military training, and
been taught that he can neutralize a .45 by
slapping the muzzle, which forces the slide
back Vz" out of battery. A sharp blow to the
back of the slide-usually, in fact, just a
push with your right thumb~gets the gun
back into battery.

There are other "expert" philosophies
that don't belong in the police academy.
IPSC rules state that a double action auto's
hammer be lowered manually, because
there have been a handful of cases where
the automatic hammer-drop failed and the
gun went off. This is a crock. There have
been far more cases where the hammer
slipped loose when being de-cocked by
hand, causing an accidental discharge.
Smith & Wesson's metallurgy and
engineering is more reliable than your
hands or mine, let alone those of a rookie
cop. If the kid you train shoots himself or a
partner while lowering his hammer by
hand, the way you taught him, you are
liable for massive damages in civil court.
In the highly unlikely event that the ham
mer drop safety lets go when used the way
it was designed, they'll sue Smith &
Wesson, who can afford it better. Why not
just train them to lower the hammer with
the gun in a safe direction, using factory
instructions?

Incidentally, there is no earthly need to
lower the hammer of a single-action auto
matic on a live round. Carried cocked and
locked, such a pistol is safer in terms of
both accidental discharges and officer sur
vival in a firefight.

EQUIPMENT SELECTION
One would need a book to fully discuss

this question. Suffice to say that function
ing and easy handling are the key, with the
main disputes being DA versus SA, and
9mm. vs. .45.

There are certainly cases where a l4-shot
9mm;, backed by 2 more full magazines,
makes sense; for instance, a lone officer,
remote from backup, pinned down by
multiple opponents. Far more often,
however, the gunfight occurs at close range
and is over before the gun is empty; then,
stopping power is a major factor. Almost
every real-world examination of relative
stopping power favors the .45, which also
penetrates less, a desirable feature for most
police gunfights.

IPSC shooters looking at the double
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$28.50

$29.50

$24.50

$25.50

$28.50

REDUCES
FRICTION

BLUE WEAR
AND RUST

(sandbags not included)

• Ideal for accuracy testing.
• Adjustable lor all handguns.
• All steel construction.

THE HANDGUN REST

To order send $24.95 + $2.00 shipping to,

SUGAR CREEK GUN CO,
Dept. AH Hwy. 34 E.
Ottumwa, Iowa 52501

Dealers and distributers write for quantity prices.

Unlined
$24.95
$24.95
$22.95
$22.95

Teflon lined

$38.95
$38.95
$36.95
$36.95

Send stamped, seU
addressed envelope

for sales listings.
Catalog due out soon.

THE ·~:BODYCUA:a:c"
WITH THE ALL NEW TEFLON LINING

BROCK'S SURPLUS, INC.
Box 33242, Dept. AH,
Decatur, Ga. 30033

~I------';'---------'
The first major Holster innovation in years. A
perfect combination of Top Grain Leather with
Teflon Lining.
Add $2.00 for 8/W plus $1.50 for shipping. California
residents add 6% sales -tax. Send chec:k or money
order. Dealers inquiry welcome.

125GR9mm $19.50 215 GR SWC44 cal

141 GR BBWC 38 cal $20.50 240 GR SWC 44 cal

141 GR DEWC 38 cal $20.50 185 GR SWC 45 cal

158 GR SWC 38 cal $21.50 200 GR SWC 45 cal

158 GR RN 38 cal $21.50 230 GR RN 45 cal .

225 GR SWC 41 cal $28.50

ALL PRICES ARE PER 1000 ALL TOLL FREE 1-800-321-3556
SHIPPING COLLECT-FAST (Ohio Dealer 1-216-951-1854)

SERVICE-TOP QUALITY (Prices subject to change)

NATIONAL BULLET CO., INC.
1585 E. 361 St., Eastlake, OH 44084

Available in Black or Brown. The two tone
brown pictured is available with B/W only.
Available for: S&W K·Frame, Gov't Auto,
Commander, Brng H. P., Med. Auto's, Small
Frame D.A.

S&W K Frame
Gov't Auto
Small D.A.
Medium Auto

ORIGINAL
COLTAR-15
BAYONET

with sheath, new

$2995

with Colt
Trademark
and name on
blade!

NATIONALBULLETCO., INC.
CAST LEAD BULLETS
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"AT YOUR PERIL" WARNING
DECALS ON EACH WINDOW
PROTECTS YOUR HOME.
BURGLAR MOVES ON TO AN
EASIER TARGET.

4 Decals $2.98
Save! 8 For $3.98

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

T & G ENTERPRISES
428 UNION AVE .. PATERSON N.J. 07502 . DEPT. AR 79

o Please send 92pg. ADULT
AIRGUN CATALOG/GUIDE
to 100 airgu ns, 36 pellets
($1.50 or FREE with men
tion of code AH9. Add $1
for RUSH first class in
U.S. Add $3 for ALL
overseas requests.

Ad expires Sept. 30, 1980.

AUTHENTIC
-=A'WR~~A
==Q~~Q-

SAVE 30% up to 60% SAVE
Send for big bargain catalog of revolvers, rifles, pistols and
derringers. Big selection of gu'ns and accessories. Many
hard to find items. All items at low, low prices. $$ 
Order direct and save - $$

"25 years" of service and integrity
EMF Co., Inc.,
Dept. AH9, 2911 W. Olive Avenue, Burbank, CA 91505

SEND $1 FOR

BIG NEW GUN CATALOG
(SEND $2 00 FOR FIRST CLASS MAILING)

Genuine Dakota U.S. Army Single Action Revolver.
The Dakota revolver is an exact shooting copy of the
original Colt Single Action Revolver. These fine guns
have the Colt-type hammer with firing pin, beautiful
polished, blue finish, genuine case hardened frame,
one-piece walnut grips and genuine solid brass back
strap and trigger guard. They are superbly balanced
and accurate revolvers and have perfect timing. They
are made of the finest materials and are manufactured

Shooters ~~al~~ea~~ aEu~~Oe~~'i~i;~~est gun makers. The best in

CALIBERS: .22 LR - .22 MAG - .357 MAG - .44-40 CAL.
.45 LONG COLT - .30 Ml CARBINE
see Your Dealer Or send For Information

For Information Call (213) 843-7777

47-AH9 Paul Drive
San Rafael, Calif. 94903
(415) 472-7121'
At your dealer or direct.

Adult Air Pistols-from Economy to Ultimate!

iiiJ

POWER AND
ACCURACY
FROM
BEEMAN'S

Beeman's world famous air
pistols offer all the great advantages
of spring-piston power: top velocity,
quietness, quick easy cocking, durability .....
No pumping-No C02-No valves .....plus
accuracy to'beat the finest firearms!

Webley Tempest-economy: 470 fps/0.81 ctc

Single
Action
Revolvers

Ellotic,
Never-Before_Seen

"Specializations" Hand Made
for Ellperts or Collectors. Worth

Ellhibitmg. Also Functional Designs
01 Elltreme Ruggedness at Lesser.Cost

Send $1.00 for Catalog to

AGENCY TRADING POST Dept·AH P.O. Box 300. Englewood, CO 80151

BEAR CLAW AND WAR EAGLE KNIVES
The Wisdom of the Maslers of MIlitary and Jungle Warfare,
Oriental Martial Arts, are AClually Designed
".. to Our Unique Senes of Custom Knives.
Made for Survival. Wilderness.
E",plorat,on, Emergency
Rescue. and Vicious
An'mal Defense
Situations,

action automatic like to quote Jeff Cooper
as to that design being "an ingenious solu-
tion to a non-existent problem." The prob
lem is indeed non-existent to IPSC shoot
ers, who are generally highly skilled, and
competing in matches instead of gunfights.
For the average cop on the street, a 1911
auto means drawing a cocked gun every
time lethal danger is faced, often after
intense physical and mental rigors that
leave the hands a bit shaky. The potential
for an accidental shooting is great.

The double action first shot system is
indeed safer than a cocked and locked
pistol, and more important, the average
policeman feels a lot less hinky with it. It
thus improves his confidence in the gun to
which he must trust his life, and makes
certain that he won't hesitate with it, some
thing far more meaningful in real-world
combat shooting than the adjustment from
double action first shot to single action
followups.

I think the Colt .45 automatic, cocked
and locked, is the best gun for a highly
trained and practiced officer. In my first
seven years of law enforcement, that's
what I carried by choice. I never recom-

. mended it for general issue. If you go to an
issue automatic, you should go to the
double action for the safety and confi
dence factors in the hands of "the lowest
common denominator," that is, the least
weapons-conscious man on the force.

My first choice for an issue automatic
would be the Heckler and Koch P9S, in
.45. Second would be the .45 Browning
BDA. The high capacity Beretta 9mm. is
getting rave reviews from all testers.
S&W's 9mm.s have saved lives with their
safety features, but have had some other
problems that have since been changed.

Vitally important is the selection of
other hardware: ammo, magazines,
leather. It's hard to find a good, hi-perfor
mance police load that will function in a
stock automatic that hasn't had its cham
ber throated. I have long recommended
Remington jacketed hollowpoints, in
115-gr. for 9mm. Parabellum and l85-gr.
for .45 ACP. Scientifically designed for
round nose shapes, jacketed over the edge
of the hollow cavity, these will feed in any
automatic as reliably as full jacketed
round nose, while delivering more than
adequate ballistic performance. More re
cently, the aluminum-jacketed Winchester
Silvertip hollowpoints, at weights and ve
locities equivalent to the Remington, give
superior mushrooms and shock wave
channels in tests. No jamming problem
has surfaced yet, though they aren't as
fully tried as the Remington. I and others
are testing more, and ifthe reliability holds
up, the Winchester will supplant the Remi
ngton as the issue load of choice for the
police auto.

Bianchi's snatch-resistant Auto-Draw
nears production status for the 1911 .45,
though the right combination hasn't been
worked out yet for the S&W 9mm. The
ones I've tested are the most secure hol-
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PERFECTION IS OUR STANDARD

Write for details and price list.
WESTERN GUN EXCHANGE

Gunsmith - Bud Price Route 2, Box 92 Open 9:00-5:00 Daily
21 years experience Miami, OK 74354 Closed Sunday
NRA Life Member Phone (918) 673-2810

..

How About A Rib For
That 10 ~" Ruger?
• The Poly-Choke Co., Inc.,
Hartford, CT, firearms accessories
manufacturers, is adding the lOW'
Ruger Super Blackhawk to its
handgun rib line. Like other rib
models, the lOW' length is packed in
a custom do-it-yourself kit containing
everything needed to complete a
professional installation.

sters made for any gun, that still allow
quick draw. Meanwhile, most departments
are going to thumb-breaks, the best of
which is made by G. Gordon Davis from a
Jerry Usher design, and only a little more
expensive than mass-production holsters.
The Davis will hold the gun during vig
orous activity even when the. strap isn't
fastened, something none of the other
conventional holsters promise.

The best magazine carriers are the open,
plastic Snick, the Bianchi Clip-Grip, and
the Bianchi Piggyback. Choice depends on
how you weigh accessibility versus protec
tion from the weather. It should be left to
the individual officer whether the spare
ammo rides on the hip or the front of the
belt; the former is more convenient but not
quite as quick, and may also interfere with
accessibility to baton or handy-talkie. Just
don't go to a gun that's quick to reload,
and ruin it by trapping the magazines in a
flapped, double-pocket pouch you have to
claw the clips out of with your fingernails.

Experts recommend issuing four maga
zines, rotating them with one in the gun,
two on the belt, and the last "resting." This
is from fear of spring fatigue. MPs carry
the same .45 clips for years with no fatigue
problems; Illinois State Police issues one
gun and two clips to each of up to 1700
troopers; the constantly-loaded mags have
never presented fatigue problems in 12
years of service. Still, the four-mag option
is the way to go if budget and logistics
permit; safe always beats sorry.

CONCLUSIONS
The autopistol takes a tiny bit of ac

curacy away from the policeman, and a lot
of confidence because of the ingrained
myths about jamming. To successfully
convert a police department ofautomatics,
the training officer must establish a solid
base of confidence, by convincing his men
in an open demonstration that they are
getting a reliable weapon that dramatically
increases their ability to deliver accurate,
rapid combat fire in real life situations.

He'll spend a lot of money and a lot of
ammo doing it ... but if he does it right,
he'll give them psychological, tactical, and
mechanical advantages for surviving gun
fights. If he does it wrong, he can set the
stage for them getting killed. The respon
sibility is his, and so heavy a burden
demands a great commitment
of time, thought, and effort.

PRICE COMBAT GUNS
CUSTOM .45 COMBAT WORK

Reliable - Accurate - Tastefully
executed combat modifications

performed on the .45 auto.

TOM'S GUN
BLUING SIIOP

1818 Crestview Drive
Carroll, Iowa 51401
(712) 792-4238

PPC Conversions on S&W, Colts and
Rugers. Specializing in 10" Bull Barrel for
.22 auto In-Shop bluing. satin nickel.
gold and all types of metal and wood
finishing. Delivery time-.3 to 5 weeks.
Write or call for details and prices.

JJL
CUSTOMS

offers ...
• Complete custom work for all

handguns
• Master engraving
• Deluxe refinishing
• Combat conversions
• Complete line of accessories

Delivery 6-8 weeks
For price list of services, send $LOO

~333 H~~~ p~~.~1~,~~ 5511~
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NAZI-Collectors M-43 Style
Black S-S Caps. Only SI5.00
Postpaid. Order your size
NOW. Our 224-page fully ii,
lustrated catalog only S3.00
(free with order).

W.W. #2 ltd. (G) Box #2063
SI. Loui,. MO. 63 I58

THE SHOOTERS
FAVORITE

We gladly accept

.~..

Model 1890
(Floral Carved)

Plain $24.95
Basket or Swirll Stamped

$27.95
Add $8.50 for lining

Most durable grips made, precision-fitted for
foreign and domestic handguns. Conven
tional, Conversion, and Target styles. Four
lustrous colors, plus Staghorn.

• Black Imprint on eilher Yellow. Bone or Powder
Blue shirt.

• Sizes in S,M.L, and XL.
• Indicate size, quality, color. design, and full

mailing address.
(De.... Inquiries 11l¥l1ed) .

Model 1920
(Swirll Stamped)

Plain $22.95
Basket or Swirll Stamped
$25.95
Add $6.50 for Lining

WORLD'S FINEST HOLSTERS

WE MANUFACTURE A COMPLETE LINE OF MODERN AND REPRODUCTION HOLSTERS
AND BELTS. OUR QUALITY IS UNSURPASSED ANYWHERE.
Send $1.50 for illustrated catalogue. Please add 10% for shipping. Texas residents
add 5% tax.

BUY RIGHT WITH
FRANZITE

SPORTS, INC., P.O. Box 683-AH, Park Ridge, IL 60068

GUNS, MILITARY

BOOK CATALOG
Best catalog of its type in the world.

1700 titles. $ 2 Big 200 Pages.
Profusely illustrated.

Fairfield Book Co. Box 289. DeptAH-9
Brookfield Center. CT 06805

• Men's T~shirts. 'Heavyweight. 100% cotton. Pre
shrunk and colorfast Machine washable. Rein
forced knit, hi-i:rew neck collars and hemmed
sleeves. $6.95 ea.

• Ladies V-neck in 50'*' cotton, 50% polyester.
Machine washable, color fast. $7.95 ea.

4saDDTERSr:SiIRTs
30097 Via Velez PI., Dept AH 980 Temecula, CA 92390
(CA res. all 6% sales tax)(Foreign orders add 25% postage)

stainless version, it is not unknown for the
gas ring to move forward and bind the gun
due to buffeting from Magnum recoil. I
recommend that the trained department
armorer heli-arc the gas ring into the cylin
der permanently.

In company with a lot of cops, I think
America's best out-of-the-box service re
volver is the S&W Model 28 Highway
Patrolman, the only N-frame the company
targets toward the police market. One rea
son it is not more popular is that depart
ments upgrading from the .38 find that
with a K-frame .357, they don't have the
additional expense of new holsters. The 28
is also a victim of Affirmative Action hiring
in modern law enforcement: the gun is too
bulky for most women and small-statured
male officers. I think, however, the 28 is
due for a renaissance in police circles.
Court decisions on lethal force are indicat
ing that ifyou, the police chief, are going to
let a man carry hard-to-control Magnum
ammo on the job, you better train him
intensively with the same ammo on the
range. Surprisingly few agencies train even
partially with hot service loads, for econ
omy reasons, but civil liability decisions
will make ammo costs cheaper than court
judgments.

This will mean a lot more Magnum
shooting, several hundred percent more,
and the armorers will find that K-frame
.357s just aren't built for that kind of
steady abuse. NYSP apparently found it
out already, and many will follow their
lead to the rugged Highway Patrolman,
which thrives on a Magnum diet.

Another unsung service revolver in the
S&W catalog is the Model 12 Airweight
M&P .38. For the cop stuck with that
caliber anyway, especially if he has an
assignment that keeps him on his feet all
day, the light weight coupled with excel
lent handling and controllable recoil
makes it a good choice. The only real
drawback is that the factory is hinky about
your using + P or + P + constantly in their
aluminum framed guns. With round butt,
the 4" 12 is a superslick concealment gun,
far more efficient than any small-frame
snubby and almost as light.

COLT
Colt slipped in the uniform service re

volver market, which it owned fifty years
ago. First, quality slipped somewhat in the
'50s; then when they got the QC back up
there, the prices were disproportionately
high; and, in the '70s, there appeared to be
a conscious decision to concentrate on the
quality-minded sportsmen and get out of
the ungentlemanly competitive bidding
for departmental orders.

It's a.pity, 'cause Colt makes some primo
police guns. Their J-frame Mark 1I1 series,
called Trooper with adjustable sights and
Lawman with fixed, was built from the

SERVICE REVOLVERS
(Continued from page 55)
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Double Action
Up-To-Date designs

featuring adjustable target
sights, thumb rest grips and vent

rib barrels. Calibers include· .22
Rimfire, .32, .38 and .357 Magnum

with 2, 4, or 6 inch barrels.

Semi-Autos
Perfect for under-
cover, plinking or home
protection. Reliable yet af
fordable. Available in .25, .32
or .380 ACP.
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ASK THE MAN FORA FIE
Single Action America's favorite six-gun style chambered

for today's best cali
bers-.22 Rimfire, .357
Magnum, .44 Magnum
and .45 Colt
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Guaranteed three-week (3) turn around service on prepared work from the
time it is received at our plant to the time it is returned to the customer.

ZIP

--------,
edited by ~I:~~ I
Mel Tappan weeks

delivery. I

CITY

NAMe

ADDRESS

HANDGUNNER BOOKS
Dept. 59-H9

591 Camino de la Reina.
San Diego, Ca 92108

Please send copy(ies) of
A GUIDE TO HANDMADE
KNIVES at $9.50 each with SOc
postage and handling per copy.

STATE

Jones Extended MagaZine Release
Button for Colt. AMT and Crown
City Autos. Completely replaces
the existing release. No drilling or
tapping necessary. Instructions in
cluded. Patent Pending. $19.95
postpaid. N.Y. res. add 7% tax.
JIM'S FLYE SHOPPE Dept. AHG
Rd. # 1 9518 Rt. 60 Fredonia. NY
14063

COMBAT AND IPSC SHOOTERS

DEVEL CORPORATION INTRODUCES ...

A SPECIALIZED
PLATING SERVICE

For details write:

FOR DEALERS. GUNSMITHS AND INDIVIDUAL GUN OWNERS'

Because of numerous inquiries regarding plating finishes for custom
handguns. we have initiated a new service. Devel Corporation now offers
non-reflective finishes in Hard Chrome and Matte Nickel for the following
pistols only:

COLT GOVERNMENT AUTOMATICS
and

SMITH & WESSON M-39 & M-59 AUTOMATICS

SURVIVE THE COMING ECONOMIC CRISIS! Emphasis on practical, useful items G
info you can afford. Survival Firearms, Food, Location, Barter Items, Reloading G Bullet
Making. Economics, and more, arranged in levels of preparation - with all costs!
Authoritative, Professional, up-to-date info G product tests. Non-disclosure monthly
mailing. List G inquiries are strictly confidential! Send SASE for more information. $80.
per year. Survivalist Weapons and Reloading. $8.95 plus 1.00 postage G handling.

I~SURvi~ALIST
1-~ Si~ I NEW LEITER

P.O. Box 1365
Medford, Oregon 97501

H1/3 MOON CLIPS
Readily available .45 APC ammo can be used
in your U.s. 1917 Model and newer models of
Aulo Rim Type .45 Caliber Revolver. This new
clip holds two cartridges and has m,wy advan
tages over the half-moon clip. Fo.r a FREE
s.lmple, send Slamped, self-addressed envelope.

Clip Prices: 25 lor $3.95; 50 for $6.95 ppd.
RANCH PRODUCTS. PO Box 145. Malinta. OHIO 43535

rA Guide To------
HANDMADE KNIVES
THE OFFICIAL DIRECTORY
OF THE KNIFEMAKERS GUILD

ground up as a street police gun. Stung by
criticism of their "I" frame Official Police
and Trooper models as going out of time
sooner than S&Ws, Colt engineers
designed the "J" frame so it would vir
tually never go out of time ... and it
virtually never does. The rugged AI-size
frame and cylinder handle constant Mag
num pressures with equanimity. The Mk.
III is as sturdy as a Highway Patrolman in
this respect, if not even a shade tougher.

The J-Colt is marred by a long, rough
trigger pull that nobody likes out of the
box. It can be made better than a stock
Smith, though probably not better than a
custom Smith, but few armorers know
how. The price chokes a few people, too.

The Python is the choice of many cops
who want the best and can afford to pay
for it. The heavy barrel gives excellent
recoil control and fine pointing charac
teristics. The last of the "I" frames, it may
go out of time quicker than a tight Smith,
but you're talking a long run. Besides,
relative quality control being what it is, I
think you're more likely to get a primo
Python than a primo Smith.

On the negative side, the Python's pull
has a tendency to get harder toward the
end of the double-action trigger stroke,
which is deleterious to combat accuracy.
As on every other American service re
volver, the factory grips are horrible and
twist in the hand with Magnum recoil. On
a Model 19, this means that your next
couple of shots go high. On a Python, with
its wide beavertail hammer designed for
target shooters, it means a hammer that
hits the web of your hand so you can't fire
at all.

There are one or two custom makers
who can tune the Python to a 5 or 6 pound
glass-smooth DA pull that's still 100%
reliable with Mag loads, which can be
achieved with no other gun. I have one,
done by Jerry Moran, and it is the finest
police .357 I will probably ever see. It is
also a custom proposition that costs about
$600 complete ... not exactly issue equip
ment. (To give you an idea of police ad
ministration thinking on this, Colorado
used to have 4" Pythons issued to their
Highway Patrolmen 'cause back in the
Sixties, an administrator decided he
wanted his men to have the best. Many of
the guns had been slicked at the official
maintenance station, by famed Python
tuner Fred Sadowski in Denver. In '78,
the guns were traded for Model 66s.
Oh, well ... )

Dropped from the Colt line last year No collector's library should be without
this invaluable reference as it explores the

were the compact D-frame Police Positive extraordinary quality of the Guildmakers'
and Viper 4" .38s. Another pity, since these artistry and crafismanship in their knife
were probably the best .38s ever made for work. Personal accounts by members of
policewomen, or for ladies' home defense. .the Gu lid are a source of great interest as

A few years ago, Colt built a prototype they cover such topics as investing in
of a compact, smooth .357 that could be handmade knives; knife collecting; custom
made to undersell the S&W Combat Mag, knives; the techniques and materials used
which dominates the police .357 market. I by Guildmakers; and the selection and
examined it in their engineering room. commission of a handmade knife. Receive
"It's as smooth as a Smith," I remarked youtr copy dtohdaYdlfOr only $9.50 plus 50~
h '1 "I' I k k l'k S' h I L:Pos age an an Ing.applY, tsgot oc wor I ea mit. t ..s:~e~e~~~s~~"_A~~6.:::::e~e~ry.;... _
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even looks a little like a Smith."
"I know," sighed the Colt exec with me.

"That's probably one reason we'll never
produce it."

RUGER
The new kid on the police equipment

block, Ruger, is coming up fast, and has
been a major factor in the uniform service
revolver market for a few years now. Price
is a small part of it, since it only undersells
equivalent model S&Ws by a couple of
dollars at police prices in competitive
bidding.

If the cops didn't think the Ruger was
good, they'd write the bidding specs in
such a way as to make it ineligible. This
could be done easily: "Must have flat
mainspring and recessed chambers." The
fact is, firearms are about the only item of
police equipment left where many police
departments put out bids limited to a
brand instead of a list of product speci
fications.

No, cops like the Security-Six and Serv
ice-Six (adjustable and fixed sight, respec
tively), because they work great. Out ofthe
box, the actions are close to Smith level
and sometimes better. Reliability is 110%.
They almost never break down. The only
complaint you ever hear, and that but
rarely, is jamming due to powder buildup
under the ejector star. This is because the
gas ring is on the yoke; but being designed
that way from the ground up, it was never
a bad problem.

When first introduced, much was made
of the swiftness with which the gun could
be field stripped sans tools. This concerned
many police executives, who feared that
rookies would take it apart and put it back
together wrong. That didn't happen, be
cause it's almost impossible to put it back
together wrong. Even NYCPD, which ap
proves only guns it considers "idiot proof,"
approved the Ruger Police Service Six in
.38 caliber. They banned the Dan Wesson
because, much as their experts liked the
revolver, they felt its quick-change barrels
could be screwed up by home-tinkering
rookies. That they endorsed the Ruger
speaks well for its simplicity and
durability.

Ifyou want a stainless .357, you want the ~

Ruger. It exhibits none of the jamming
problems some of the others have fallen ill
to, possibly because the bigger cylinder
dissipates heat better.- Don't forget that
stainless heats up quicker than chrome
moly, especially at .357 pressures. The
cylinder on the Ruger is Al size, and even
takes the same speedloaders as the Colt
Trooper. The ideal choice may be the
stainless Service Six in .357., with round
butt and 4" stovepipe barrel, the "Skelton
Special" designed by the famed New Mex
ico gun expert. Such a gun draws clean and
carries easy off duty, too.

I look for Ruger to introduce an "Im
proved Mark II edition" with many of the
features now seen on their impressive Red
hawk .44. I hope that at that time they'll
lengthen the ejector rod, the shortness of
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With a
minimum

of tools,
you can
have an

attractive,
functional

front sight.

Distributor of
Hogue Monogrips®

HOGUE
COMBAT GRIPS
P.O. Box 460 Dept. HGR2
Morro Bay, CA 93442

Power Custom
GRAND MASTER DELUXE

with Hogue
MonogripsiSl

$16 95 Check or money order
. plus $2.00 postage

handling (California residents
add 6% sales tax).

@

MONOGRIP features include:
Hogue\; famed orthopedic hand fit. Fully
relieved for all speedloaders with positive
case ejection. Compound ambidextrous
palm swells. Proportional finger grooves
• Exclusive COBBLESTONE ™ non-Slip,
non-irritating stipple pattern • Strength.
and durability of reinforced Nylon-No

cheap plastics .• There's nothing
else like it!

for RUGER SECURITY-SIX,
S&W K FRAME

LEE'S RED RAMP KITS

National combat champions rely on the expertise
of Ron Power to produce customized firearms
worthy of the user's potential.

Now Ron Power has extended his services
for the serious competitor one step further
by offering specialized tools and customized
patented parts.

Send $2.00 for an illustrated brochure of
services and Power Accuracy Products.

POWER CUSTOM, INC.
P.O. Box 1604
Dept.11

Independence, MO 64055

ALSO
AVAILABLE:
lee White Outline
rear sights for Colt, Ruger
and Micro at $4.95 each.

Our kits are fully guaranteed by Lee Baker.

Send check or money order to:

LEE'S RED RAMPS, 7252 E. Ave. U-3, Dept. AHG, Littlerock, CA 93543 • (805) 944-4487
(MasterCharge, VISA and C.O.D. orders are welcome)

NOW YOU CAN
COMPETE
WITH THE
POWER ADVANTAGE

THE ORIGINAL LIQUID SIGHT KIT. Highly fluorescent under poor lighting conditions.
Our material should not be mistaken with the epoxies being offered by some would·be
competitors. We use an acrylic base with fluorescent pigment,-and that is the BIG
difference. Colors available: Red, Orange, Yellow and White. Each regular kit contains one

color and will do 50 or more sights - $19.95. Deluxe Kits - all four colors 
will do 200 or more sights - $69.50. No tools provided. Our kit is very

easy to use. LEE'S RED RAMP KITS are being used by most major
gunsmiths in the U.S., including Centaur Systems, Cheshire

& Perez, Jim Clark, l. E. Jurras, Kings, Mathews &
Sons, and Pachmayer.

MONOGRlp®

Models available for Smith &
Wesson square butt K frame
and Ruger Security-Six
(post 1976 serial numbers
151 and above).
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THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS
Dept. TAH 9, Farmington Road

Rochester, New Hampshire 03867

VENT RIB BARREl
with CHOKE in .357 & .44 Ma

OCTAGON BARRI
in .22 L.A., .22 Win. M

.22 Hornet, .218 Bee, .221 Fil
ball, .222 Rem., .256 Win. M

.357 Me

HEAVY BARREL!
.22 L.A., .22 Hornet, .221 Fi

ball, .222 Rem., .223 Rem., .256W
Mag., .25/35 Win., .30/30 Win., .

Herrett, .357 Herrett, .357 Mag., .41 Mal
.44 Mag., .45 ACP, .45 Colt, .45 Win. Mag. pi

choked mode

I

,/P.S.RECOIL PROD
HANDGUN SCOPE:

EE
Thompson/Center now offers a full
line of "Recoil Proof" Long Eye Relief
Scopes. Factory tested at 32 G's with a
Lifelime Warranty, check the caliber
list above and see the kind of recoil
they're built to take!

SUPER "14" in .222 Rem., .223 Rem., .
Herrett, .30/30 Win., .357 Herrett, .35 Rem., .41 Ma

.44 Mag., .45 Win. Me

WJtUe Todayr
FOR OUR NEW NO.7
19aO CATALOG

See how one single shot
pistol with a full line of

interchangeable barrels can
handle the hottest of wild

cats (.30 and .357 Herrett) or
the tamest of pussycats (.22

Long Rifle) - how one
single shot pistol has totally

altered handgun capacity.

CONTENDER
THE FIRST "OUT OF THE BOX" PRODUCTION
PISTOL TO SHOOT APERFECT SCORE IN
METALLIC SILHOUETTE OFFERS MORE
IN 19aO There's new sights, new calibers
(.223 Remington), new barrel combinations and,
best of all, new wood throughout. Stocks and forends
have been artistically and sensibly designed - blended to
enhance the overall appearance of the firearm plus better
control recoil in those block busting calibers. Leading all
others in downrange performance, Contender has always
been ahead of the pack in hunting capability. Now there
are no contenders except "THE CONTENDER".



MASCOT RIBSIGHTS ...
Patent Pending

THE DICTIONARY STATES THAT MASCOT IS A PERSON, ANIMAL, OR OBJECT
SUPPOSED TO BRING GOOD LUCK.

MASCOT ITM

Step ramp sight extends from the front sight post to
within approximately 1h" from the rear sight notch.
The ramp is designed for quick and easy sight align
ment.

The clicks are distinct and positive. Adjustment for
windage is in the front and elevation in the rear. A
complete turn of the screw is 10 clicks.

Because the sight is cut from one piece of steel the
front and rear sight alignment is always constant.

The rear sight blade is approximately 3/16" thick, 9/16"
high and 1" wide. The large sight blade aids in quick
sight alignment.

Mounting screws are concealed under the upper plat
form making an attractive as well as a durable sight.
The base is drilled to replace most existing sights.

MASCOT II™

-
. ----- --_...... - - It,.

The only difference between the Mascot I and Mascot
II is that this sight has no ramp for the shooter who
prefers the conventional front sight post. All adjust-

ments are the same. Th b 'b '11 fit b 11 bIde a ove n s WI u . arre e

Colt. Smith & Wesson and Ruger PPC revolvers.

MASCOT III™
The .45 automatic, not pictured, soon to be available.

FOR INFORMATION WRITE OR CALL:

TRAVIS R. STRAHAN
Rt. 7, Townsend Cir.
Ringgold, GA 30736

404-937-4495

Manufactured by:

Travis Strahan
Rt. 7, Townsend Cir., Ringgold, GA 30736

PRICE:
(Ga. residence add 4% sales tax)

SHIPPING AND INSURANCE: $1.00 for one sight,
.50¢ each additional sight

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

TERMS: CASH WITH ORDER



which at present is the only serious gripe
you can make at the gun.

DAN WESSON
The Dan Wesson .357 started as a gim

mick, went down a bit in workmanship
during the period they produced the Hi
Standard .357 Sentinel, and rebounded to
become a class piece of equipment that's
second to none as a functional duty
revolver.

In today's Model 15 and Model 14 (ad
justable and fixed sight) the Dan Wesson is
equal in workmanship, fit, and finish to
anything being made in this country. Price
is up there, but competitive and even an
excellent dollar value, considering the ex
cellent quality control.

Where the Ruger combines a stout cyl
inder with a trim fraIlle, the Dan Wesson is
comprised of a K-size cylinder in an al
most N-size frame. The combination
works out well; it seldom goes out of time
on a steady diet of Mag loads.

The Quikshift barrels are not a signifi
cant factor in police work. Putting on a
short tube does little for the gun's con
cealability, and point of impact usually
.changes when you change barrels, though
the first one will shoot to the same place as
before when you put it back on. The real
advantage is that the Wesson can be easily
adjusted for perfect barrel cylinder clear
ance. This will be appreciated by any
department armorer who has examined an
order of new revolvers and found this
measurement to vary from zero clearance
to 14 thousandths. Dan Wesson also has
the best warranty repair response in the
industry.

Early guns got a bad reputation. The
Wesson doesn't work too slick out of a
breakfront holster either, since its oddly
placed cylinder latch can be activated as
the gun is drawn. Like Colt, the company
doesn't aggressively court the police mar
ket, targeting civilian gun buffs instead. A
shame, because the Dan Wesson makes a
fine service .357, especially with the op
tional Sacramento or Gunfighter stocks,
the only good grips available from the
factory for any police revolver.

SUMMARY
Stainless will continue to increase in ...

popularity in the '80s. S&W K frames will
remain the most popular, because of their
past reputation for quality and their excel
lent human engineering, but the Ruger
will continue to make inroads, and an
updated model will further fatten its grow-
ing slice of the police pie. The .357 will see
more use. Police gun buyers will demand
better quality control, and with Ruger on
the scene to compete, they'll be listened to.

Several departments adopting 9mm. au
tos have been unhappy with them, and the
current Colt .45 will be adopted only here
and there. Only a top quality, stainless,
double action .45 auto will draw police
departments in droves.

Meanwhile, the revolver will rule in law
enforcement through the '80s, --M-
as it has for the past century. ~
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• Drop-in installation
• Release slide without

shifting grip

• Ideal shape for
speed and (omfort

$19.95 each

EXTENDED SUDE RELEASE

I
CYlINDER&SlIDE SNDP INC.

'::i P.D. BDX 931
FREMDNT. NE. 6112S

"'::::0" PH. 412 121·4211

Dealers please inquire

Fred Schmidt
Tel: (804) 746-9269
5904 Signal Hill Rd.

Mechanicsville, Va., 23111

"4u -- tt'-~~ Available from your dealer.rmerre S-~ Forcalalog send $1.
~~toC~g. 9.!$;../ P.O. Box 471-H9<::::: - Twin Falls, Idaho 83301 USA

me favorite Herrett's design is properly
or left hand hold. It features a serrated
r a non-twisting hold and exceptional

stability. Extended butt and filler block
mum hand contactfor recoil absorption

ntrol. Memory groove instantly identifies
correct fI ri ng position. Carved from select grade

American wal nut to tolerances that exceed the gun
frame itself. This is quality to match

your professionalism.

EXTENDED MAG. RELEASE

• Drop mag. without
shifting grip

• No snag design
• Also fits Colt autos
• Easy installation
(drill & tap I hole)
installation available $ 10.

$ 19.95 each

Choice of smoolh, fine line or skip checkered for Ruger SA&DA, ond Coil
ond S&W DA revolvers.

1J1rr~6 ~un ~Qnp
Custom Gun Work 45, PPC

Short Cylinder P.P.C. Conversion (Pat. Pend.)
Douglas 1·10 twist BBL 1,080" Dia. 6" Long
Square recess muzzle
Cylinder is shortened to function with 38 spc.
H.B.W.C. only

*Reduced Leading
*No bullet jump
*Reduced recoil
X-Ring Accuracy
Each gun individually buil~

complete with detailed instructions

please add $1.00 postage per order

THE CYLINDER & SLIDE SHOP ANNOUNCES
3 NEW PRODUCTS FOR SHOOTERS OF THE
BRO\NNING HI-PO\NER

• Drop-in installation
.Spe(ial design will not

snag 01\ holsters
• Redu(es felt trigger pull
• Ideal for (ombat and

target shooters
• Eliminates mag. safety

$ 24.95 each

WIDE COMBAT TRIGGER
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GUTRIDGE, INC.
COP TALK
(Continued from page 53)

2143 Gettler Street, Dyer, Indiana 46311. (219) 865·8617

ALSO HAVE A FEW L.C. SMITHS AND FOXES ON HAND

NEW! FIRST TIME EVER ...

ward the grip would be available to neither
the guy in front of you, nor the one behind
your back. I couldn't live with the horrible,
too-tight Corfam flap rig they issued Iowa
State Patrol for so many years, and I hope
the new version of the crossdraw flap
they've been issuing you guys is better.

SEllING SPEEDIOADERS
10 CHIEfS

Q My Fraternal Order of Police
• Lodge is trying to convince our

department to switch from dump-box-type
ammo pouches to speedloaders. We are
meeting considerable resistance. The argu
ments I have to defeat are as follows:

1) "They'll never work in the dark."
2) "Ifan officer has fired 2 to 4 shots, he

has to dump his (potentially lifesaving) live
ammo along with the empties before he can
reload. "

3) "Speedloaders are too bulky."
4) "Speedloaders won't clear the grips on

all department-approved guns."
5) "A speedloader for your (my) Model

19 S& W won't fit your partner's Colt
Python. "

I have my own answers to these things,
but I'm not sure of them. Your answer?

SOUTHERN BROTHER

A Hey, bro, what are we fellow FOP
• members for, anyway? Let me

answer your bosses' questions in the order
you gave.

I) This one's a crock. Speedloaders are
the quickest way to load a revolver in the
dark. The secret is, when you pick up the
loader, extend a few of your fingers
beyond the bullet tips. These sensitive
digits will automatically find and encircle
the revolver's cylinder, and make insertion
of the speedloader a snap. You can do it in
the dark-or, for an effective dem-
onstration when you speak your piece
before the Department Uniform Com
mittee-behind your back.

2) Another crock. It's great in theory, ~.

but in practice, no officer reloading his gun
in the face of return fire is going to pluck
the spent rounds out of the cylinder with
his thumbnail, and push the live ones back
in (as he'll have to, since it will need a push
on the ejector rod to get the spent casings
where· you can reach them in the first
place.) Trying to do this in the heat of a
fire fight can get you snuffed. A quick
dump of the entire cylinder, with a speed
loaded replacement of 6 fresh rounds, is
more likely to keep you alive.

3) They've got a point on this one, but
it's all relative. If you carry Mace and belt
mounted portable radios, you may as well
pack speedloaders, too. S&W has a nice
custom-order pouch for the HKS loader
that has a low profile, and HKS' own A-I
pouch doesn't take any more space than a
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.. '. $1,100.00

• PARKER "0" Grade 12 GA. :<6" Improved & Modified
Italian Barrels. Ejectors, Restocked, Leg 0' Mutton
Case VERY GOOD ..... $2,000.00

• PARKER Lifter 12 GA 26" Improved & Modified Mono
Block Barrels. Gun has been completely restored to
New Condition ... $2,300,000

• PARKER "0" Grade 20 GA. 28" Full & Modified. Beaver
Tail Forearm, Italian Barrels, Good Condition $850.00

• PARKER "0" Grade 12 GA. 26" Improved & Modified.
75% finish left on gun, Red
Solid Recoil Pad$3,500.00

"One of the Southeast's Largest"

For Colt Government and commander
As Quick as pointing your finger

COLT 45ACCURIZING

CUSTOM PPC REVOLVER

NEW QUICKLINE@) COMBAT SIGHT

DARLINGTON GUN WORKS, INC.
"Classic Double Sale"

DARLINGTON GUN WORKS
P.o. Box 698· 516 South Hwy. 52 By Pass, Darlington, SC 29532· (803) 393-3931

"The Gunsmith Specialists"

S7Q95
(Sug. list $105)

We Are Fully Qualified To:
REPAIR, RESTOCK & REBLUE RESTORE & REBUILD

All Types of Firearms Any type of New or Antique Firearm inc;luding
CUSTOM BUILD Rebarreling and Replacement of Major

Any Type of Rifle or Gun to Your Requirements Components. 25 Years Experience in Rebuilding
INSTALL PARKER, FOX, L.e. SMITH & rr~CA I?ouble

Poly Chokes and Poly Vent Ribs Barrel Shotguns to' Factory SpecificatIOns.

BRASS FRAME
1860 COLT ARMY 44 cal.
by ARMSPORT. Finest Italian Quality
Also available in Steel Frame $96.50

Send check or M.O. Add $3.00 ea. Freight
(FL add 4% sales tax) Catalog $1.00

Dept. HG
ADVENT SALES Co. P.O. Box 11795, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33339

• PARKER "V" Grade 20 GA. 2 Barrels-26" Improved &
Modified & 26" Full & Modified. Ejectors. Full Figure
Stocks. Very pretty little gun on "0" frame. $5,000.00

• PARKER Trojan 16 GA. 26" Improved & Modified.
80% New . .. $900.00

• PARKER Trojan 20 GA. 26" Improved & Modified with
extra set of 28 GA. barrels 26" Improved & Modified,
fitted some time ago, 75% Finish Remaining $3,000.00

• PARKER "0" Grade 12 GA. 30" Full & Modified.
Skeleton Butt Ejectors,
Restored to New Condition

II Complete Gunsmithing Service II
Send 30¢ in stamps for information and prices

CUSTOM HANDGUN STOCKS
Presentation grade stocks of fancy American
& exotic woods for discriminating shooters.

SUPERIOR CRAFTSMANSHIP
Illustrated brochure $1.00

ROBERT H. NEWELL
55 Coyote 51. Los Alamos, N,M. 87544
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nrn 1980 ANNUAL
BOOK OF RIFLES
GunsAnnuaI BOOH OF -"" ..... @>RIFLES -,.,

The most up-to-date illustrated
guide available of all u.s. and im
ported rifles. If it's classified as a
rifle, it's here.• Descriptions and
Specifications.• How much they
cost. • Who makes them.• What's new.• What's
military.

Feature articles on all the accessories rifle
owners look for • Replacement and Custom
Stocks.• Telescopic Sights and Mounts.• Slings

and Swivels. • Carrying Cases. •
Types of Ammunition.• Custom
Rifle Makers and Parts. • Black
Powder Equipment. • Reloading
Equipment.

Now you can reserve your hot-off-the-press
copy of the book that every rifle owner should
have in his library.
Mail to: RIFLE ANNUAL Dept. G103 • 591 Camino
de la Reina, Suite 200 • San Diego, CA ~;2108

r--------------------------------------~---------,RESERVE YOUR COPY EARLY
Save yourself a trip to the newsstand.
Please send me my first-off-the-press copy of the 1980
AN UAL BOOK OF RIFLES

o Enclosed $3.95 for each copy (please enclose check or M.O., printclearly)
o I prefer to use my credit card. Please charge my 0 BA/Visa 0 Mastercard for copies at $3.95 each.

Card No. initial ~

ame --:- _

Address ~ _

City State Zip _

Mail to: RIFLE ANNUAL Dept. G103
591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200
San Diego, CA 92108L J
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THE GRIP THAT FITS

BACKUP GUN PO..,CY

Mace case. The same firm's new pouch
with the flap on the side, instead of the
front, saves a lot of builL

A lot of this depends on your standard
uniform. My department's tight-fitting,
hip-length jacket precludes speedloaders,
and I wear Bianchi belt loops in winter. In
summer, when my uniform is either shirt
sleeves or a blue Eisenhower jacket, I pack
speedloaders up front.

4) No biggie; if you adopt or approve
speedloaders, do it as of the next official
qualification; the same department
armorer who's there to inspect the guns (as
he should be) can approve them for speed~
loaders, or adapt them. The latter will take
only short work with a hand rasp and some
Linspeed.

5) Another crock. If you're close
enough to exchange' ammo, you're close
enough to either exchange whole loaded
guns, or shoot your buddY.'s way out of
whatever his problem is, yourself. If
they're talking about throwing ammo, the
best way is held together in a speedloader
so the guy can catch all six, and it'll take
him two seconds to release the loader and
start to put the loose rounds into his own
gun if the loader doesn't fit.

ADAPTERS ALSO AVAILABLE FOR THE FOLLOWING,
.22LiIIl I...2:10 s.;" 22.'''1 in 222 111_ lIlil Ca.b "" .:to' WI"
.22UIl III .221 "I,abaft 22.1I1t III .223 111_ :JOfIll Cal1l I" .300 W'" II
.221." "" .222 111_ 22.M" I" .n-m .12AC," ill ....
nUll J" .222 "'"' .... 22 MorMI I" 221 S_ilt nACP 'OII .300 WI,. II

.null In .223 II."" 22 Hoo'''.I' ill .22·250 32AC" ill ....
nUl I" .21·2$1 1001111 Catll"'. I" .•• .22AC" if! .:IlIlI

.2:tWM1t h••no ..itt MII1 Ca.1lIM I" .... .UACP I" )00 .....

SPECIAL ADAPTERS FOR THOMPSON CONTENDER
.12LIIl III .22 Hot.,.1 TC 22"A if! .n:s iIIl_ Te .25AC" •.2M Wi......
.:taUt ill .:tal fl,eNIl TC 22W..1lI IfI .223 1lI_ TC .25AC" I...25-H
nW..1lI ,1'1 .221 Flrehll TC 22L1lI I...21 Jet TC .30 CattolM ifl .)0-30
ULII ill .2:ta 1lI_ TC 22W..1lI 11'1 .:ta JIot TC .32AC" ill .• Ke"."
22W..1lI III .222 1lI_ TC 22'Ut 11'1 .2'11 ... TC .H1 ill .H1 """'"

$14.95 each Postpaid. No FFL ReqUired. May be mailed directly.
H8n'y Owen. Box 5337, AH·I, H.ciend. Heighta. CA 81145

ADAPTER CARTRIDGE FIRES .22LR. in .222 R"minOlon

U=C:~

.Q..cI11 1· "r ttl"l rr Send $1.00 for catalog.
~ '.J " " Dealers, please inquire.

306 North First, Kent, Washington 98031•
CHRONOCRAPH

WRITE FOR FREE
TEST REPORT:

CUSTOM CHRONOGRAPH CO.-A
Box 1011' ...-. _ 11112

complete systems
from

$79.95

VELOCITY TEST YOUR RELOADS

Thompson/Center Contender
Grip or forearm 523.50 each
(walnut)

Colt - Mark III. Python
Smith & Wesson - K & N frames
Ruger - Speed Six, Security Six,

Super Blackhawk, 533.95
(Goncalo Alves and walnut)

TWll-handed stocks give correct recoil distribution.
Right or left hand models available, please specify.
Give make. model and caliber with order.
Send check or M.O.; also VISA or Master Charge.
give expiration date and number on bank cards.

Add $1.50 for postage and handling.

M~OO

REINHART FAJEN INC. Box 338 AH, Warsaw, Mo. 65355

..TileW~~lIyPullye;!
Long Traditional with British Services

100% Virgin Wool Sweater
British-made with matching rugged twill
reinforcing patches. Mens, womens sizes 32
to 48.

Get yours postpaid for only $49.95.
ORDER TODAY! Prompt Delivery.

A great ribbed knit sweater for backpacking,
boating, hunting and all cold weather
activities. Extra long body prevents "ride
up". Reinforcing patches over shoulders and
elbows for nearly "everlasting" wear. Home
washable. Choose from Olive Green, Navy,
Blue-Gray, Forest Green and V-Neck, Tan.

Q As firearms instructor for my de
a partment, I'm trying to get the brass

to authorize the carrying ofa secondgun for
backup. Anysuggestions on a model second
gun policy? Do any major departments have
such policies in writing? Also, do you know
ofany cases where a backup gun has actu
ally saved policemen's lives? I don't mean
cases where hypothetically it could have, but
where it really did.

MISSOURI RANGEMASTER

A Most large departments now au
a thorize the wearing ofa backup gun

for emergencies. NYCPD and LAPD
authorize only a small .38 Special with
department issue ammunition, while Chi
cago lets you pack a .45 if you want. The
first two agencies tell me about half their
cops carry backup, while in Chicago, it's
more like 90%.

New York has one or two on record ~

where hideouts have saved cops. The near
est one in your area that I've documented
was the one in which an Indiana trooper
used a backup gun to shoot an escaped
convict (who had disarmed three troopers,
and already wounded one), thus saving
three lives. ISP HQ in Indianapolis can
probably furnish you with documentation
if you write them on department let
terhead. This same approach will probably
get you copies of department policy from
the three agencies I mentioned above.

In my own department, the requirement
is, "Your backup gun will be declared and
listed with the department by make,
model, and serial number; it will have
been inspected and approved by the fire
arms instructor; you will qualify with it;
and you will never carry it in such a
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NOW $7.85 ppd

NYLON
COMMANDO

WALLET

Rugged nylon packcloth wallet with
Velcr03 closure. 5 inside pockets for bills.
1.0.. and credit cards. Water repellent,
washable &: comfortable. A must for any
outdoors person. Choose Olive.
Camouflage. Black. Brown. Blue, Green or

Divers' Red. Send check or money order 10:

~ Brigade Quartermasters, Ltd._JI'® Box 'J08..AH, Powder Springs. Ga. 31073
Phone: (40&) 943·9338

SEND FOR OUR 64 PAGE CATALOGU~

Wr"e lor FREE
sn"OIette lItereture

Indestructable Nylon Web
Exclusive Crystal Cover Strap
Ideal for Divers! Protect valuable wrist
worn watches. gauges &: instruments. Resin
treated 1·23/32" Web with Hook-n-Loop
closures for cover and unique double lock
strap. Super secure. Send wrist
measurements to nearest 114". Color choices
of Olive, Black, Navy, Sage. Best invest
ment you can make $5.50 postpaid

Fljen'. TIC Contender GrlPSlnd Forelrm.
QllllUle. IMHSA Production CIIII

MAGNUM GRIP-
Magnum swell distributes recoil comfortably

BANANA FOREARM -
conforms to body for positive support

SILHOUETTE
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Beretta 84 for s~ort, defense, law enforcement.

It packs 14 rounds of rapid
firepower and 300years of
Beretta dependability in a
pocket size auto..

Beretta
It's a lot more gun.

® Push button field stripping. Fast, safe, no
tools needed. Easy positive reassembly.

A unique grip angle is designed for natural
pointing with either hand. Choose high impact'
checkered black plastic or smooth walnut grips.
We proof test every Beretta we make so you can
depend on your 84 to perform like a Beretta.

. See the Beretta 84 at your Beretta dealer. He has
exactly what you're looking for. Send for catalog
detailing all Beretta Auto Pistols, Auto Shotguns,
Overunders, Side-by-Sides, Trap and Skeets. The
Beretta Arms Co., Inc., PO Box 2000,
Ridgefield, CT 06877, (203) 438-7345. Dealers
include FFL.

All new double action Beretta 84
Just 6.77 inches and 22% ounces, this 380 cal. beauty
outperforms bigger autos and revolvers. It's another major
achievement from Beretta, world famous for advance
design automatics.

® Staggered magazine nearly doubles
firing capacity. It holds 13 rounds plus another
shell in the chamber, ready to fire. You can replace
the empty magazine quickly with a loaded spare.
Adjustable right or left hand release securely locks
or ejects the magazine.

® Chamber loaded indicator. Extractor tells
you by sight and feel when there's a round in the
barrel.

@ Highmuzzle velocity, combat accuracy.
Accuracy potential has an average extreme spread
of 3 to 4 inches at 25 yards. Typical ammo
performance ranges from 900 to 1I50 FPS (feet
per second).

® Fixed slide mounted sights with a favora
ble sight radius of 5 inches are set for a de.ad-on hit
at a 7 yard close combat range. Rear sight may be
adjusted for windage.

® Positive thumb safety with right and left
hand non-slip levers securely locks the firing
mechanism and slide. Hammer safety locks the
hammer at half-cock, full cock and in its double
action position. And there's a magazine safety
that prevents firing when you remove the
magazine with a cartridge in the chamber. ~

® Inertia type firing pin does not contact
a cartridge in the chamber when the hammer is ..... ""
fully lowered. 'Be.'

CD Double action firing
lets you fire the first shot with a
smooth double pull on the trigger
with hammer down, chamber loaded.
You get a second quick strike on the same
ammo in case of misfire. Great Beretta insurance.

CALIBER
380 Auto (9 mm short)

MAGAZINE CAPACITY
13 rounds

OVERALL LENGTH
6.77" (172mm)

BARREL LENGTH
3.82" (97 mm)

SIGHT RADIUS
5"(127mm)

WEIGHT (Mag. ampty)
22Y2 oz. (640 grms.)

HEIGHT OVERALL
4.72" (120mm)

WIDTH OVERALL
1.38" (35mm)

RIFLING
6 lands & grooves
RH.pilch

New from
Beretta
l~· ..- ..--'
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Designeq exclusivelyfor.
saw CHIEFS SPECiAl
(round butt)
saw "K" M19, M10
(round butt)
No modificotion 10your
gun is neccesso,¥,

Metaloy Co.• Inc.
6567 E. 21 PI. "E'" Tulsa. OK 74129

(918) 836-3781

(1) Phenomenal molecular bond
will not chip or peel

(2) Extremely Hard satin finish (70
Rock. "C") with super lubricity

(3) Excellent protection against rust
(4) All internal and external parts

processed

100 Calle Cortez, Temecula, California 92390-(714) 676-5621

" The
""METALOY"

finish

CUSTOMIZE your Colt!
Complete .45 Combat Modifications

Specializing in all Colt A.C.P. handguns

Action jobs on S& W,
Coif, and Ruger

Custom accessories and
custom re-Ioaded ammunition

ALLWORK
UNCONDITIONALLY

GUARANTEED

CALL OR WRITE FOR DETAILS AND OUR CATALOGI
MICHIGAN ARMAMENT, INC.

Custom Handgun Specialists
214 East Adrian St. • Blissfield, MI 49228.517/486-4000

Thomas Kohler John Post, Sr.

Q In the Colt Handgun book, you
. .stated that the Glaser .357 was the

most effective anti-personnel round in that
caliber, yet in COMBAT HANDGUNS
you write that the I25-gr. JHP is the best
police .357 load. Why did you contradict
yourself? Did you change your mind
between articles? What do you carry?

MINNESOTA PATROLMAN

A The Glaser .357 (a light projectile
• at near 2,000 fps velocity, whose

fragile outer shell contains # 12 birdshot
suspended in thick liquid Teflon) is the
most awesome combat round against an
unshielded human body. For police work,
I don't like it for several reasons. Among
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manner that it is visible." All of these work
for the street cop, not against him. I can't
think of a better guideline.

SEST SOliD .38?

Q My police department issues the
• S& W Model 10, but allows us to

carry .357s if we buy them ourselves. Issue
ammo for the .38 is I58-gr. round nose lead,
andfor the .357, Super Vel IIO-gr.jacketed
soft point. We are forbidden to use hollow
points, and have been told that this issue is
non-negotiable.

Is there a better .357 load, and what
would you suggest for a non-hollow-point
.38 load? This last is a question ofuniversal
interest here, since even those of us with
.357s must carry .38s for our 12 spare
rounds, for reasons of interchangeability.

BA Y STATE BULL

A If you can't go with the hollow
• point, stay right where you are with

your .357 load. The light, fast ones are the.
only, jacketed· soft-points that ever really
open up in flesh, and stay in a felon's body.

In the .38, one good choice is the + P
IS8-grain lead semiwadcutter, which is a
good all-around performer in its caliber
for both car doors and people, though it
doesn't approach the stopping power of
the same all-lead load, hollow-pointed.

Another option would be a llO-gr. or
125-gr. jacketed soft point at +P + ve
locities. Most of these so-called 'Treasury
Loads" are made in hollow-point config
uration, but at least one soft-point, the
125-gr. "Michigan State Police Load," is
available for police department purchase
only through Federal Cartridge.

S&W Ammo has been making a round
nose semijacketed + P .38 soft-point with
very soft tip, the so-called Iowa State Pa
trol round. The Iowa troopers tell me it's a
decent stopper.

Give it one more try for the hollow
points. They're really the way to go for .38
stopping power, and unless you've got
well-coordinated anti-police groups in
your community, you can probably get it
through without too much public relations
hassle. Since the ACLU got out-argued on
the issue and more or less gave up on it, it's
not the media bomb it was ten years ago.

WHAT .357 LOAD?



AMERICAN POLICE HANDGUN
TRAINING by Charles R. Skillen,
Yellowstone County Sheriff'S Dept.,
Billings, Montana, and Mason Wil
liams, Firearms and Ballistic Consul
tant, Libby, Montana. This text
objectively covers a wide range of sub
jects related to police handgun
training. It presents factual, construc
tively critical evaluations of such
training and investigates the subtleties
of mental conditioning in relation to
handgun training. Training by rote
receives a similarly comprehensive
analysis. Psychology, the legality of
firing, private combat training
schools, and training procedures based
on modern concepts are all handled in
detail. 77, 216 pp., 77 iI., $13.00

New! PRACTICAL HAND
GUN BALLISTICS by Mason Wil
liams, Firearms and Ballistic
Consultant, Libby, Montana. Concen
trating on practical considerations,
this volume presents separate segments
on interior, exterior and terminal bal
listics. The first covers such topics as
the cartridge, the revolver and semi
automatic pistol, and t~st conditions;
the second: noise, velocities, different
types of bullets, and chamber and
barrel length; the third: performance
evaluation, foot-pounds of energy, po
lice handgun ammunition, and the
Glasser safety slug. The material is
presented in a way that allows the
reader to apply the data to everyday
problems of handgun shooting. '80,
200 pp., 89 il., 2 tables, $17.50

Prepaid orders sent postpaid, on approval

THE LAW ENFORCEMENT BOOK
OF WEAPONS, AMMUNITION
AND TRAINING PROCEDURES:
Handguns, Rifles and Shotguns by
Mason Williams, Firearms and Bal
listic Consultant, Libby, Montana.
This generously illustrated book pro
vides an explicit, straightforward ex
planation of all aspects of weapons
and marksmanship. Information is
provided on selectiqn of the weapon, ..
care and maintenance, specific
training procedures, and carrying and
firing techniques. 77, 544 pp. (63/4 x
9 3/4), 506 il., 1 table, $35.75

THE SEARCH FOR AN EFFECTIVE
POLICE HANDGUN by Allen P.
Bristow, California State College, Los
Angeles. Topics include factory bal
listic test reports, the pros and cons of
large caliber revolvers and semi
automatic pistols, and community re
lations versus officer protection. 73,
256 pp., 11 iI., $20.00

Give Your Favorite
Boots The Mink
Oil Treatment
• Outers Golden Mink Oil is a
unique formulation of mink oil,
silicone, lanolin and vitamin E oil
that not only protects and waterproofs
leather but also forestalls cracking
and premature aging. Golden Mink
Oil is formulated for use on all types
of smooth finished leather. Golden
Mink Oil Liquid, which contains
neats foot oil, is available in 4 and
8 oz. sprays. Unconditionally
guaranteed. Contact your dealer or
write: Outers, Dept. AH, P.O. Box 39,
Onalaska, WI 54650.

them: It's not worth a damn for shooting
through doors or windows, YOU are dead
if anyone gets it away from you, and the
fact that it is advertised as being instantly
lethal could hurt you from the civil liability
standpoint in the aftermath of an other
wise justified shooting.

Besides which, Glasers cost a buck a
shot, which makes it virtually impossible
to fully qualify the whole department on
the range with the round being carried.

When my department standardized on
the Model 66 S&W .357 Magnum (4" for
patrol, 2112" for detectives), I was mandated
to come up with the best possible issue
round. After conducting numerous tests,
reviewing many more conducted by agen
cies around the country, and mainly after
debriefing departments using .357 on the
various rounds' performance in actual fire
fights, I settled on Remington or Federal
125-gr. JHP Magnums.,

I do, however, carry the Glaser in my
backup gun. This is because I figure if I've
been disarmed of my service revolver, I'm
going to be very close to my attacker, and
I'm going to have to hit him super hard
and probably from an awkward position
that will make it impossible to place the
bullet with precision. I also recommend it
for certain special operations, like
stakeouts and hostage situations, where
you have a good idea beforehand if there
will be hard barricades to shoot through,
and where you need an instant takedown
with no exit wounds, both of which the
Glaser delivers better than
anything else on the. market.

COP TALK invites queries. A couple of
things we should explain. First, we use
your real names only if you tell us we can,
and as you may have gathered, this isn't
often possible for a cop who's asking for
advice that may not mesh with his depart
mental regulations. Second, we give
in-depth answers here, not two-sentence
responses, and that cuts down the amount
of mail we can answer in print.

If you wish a personal reply, please
include a stamped, self-addressed enve
lope, and allow four weeks for response.
And if we can use your name, tell us, huh?

AMMO-NOW
CARTRIDGE

STRAP
Carry 6 rounds on

your wrist or rifle
stock, Hunters, target

. shooters or single
shot enthusiasts can

. car'lO:d~a~~~f.rr::J
ready for reloading,

Velcro fastening allows
infin~eadjustabiiity.

Constructed of dura·
ble nylon in a variety

of popular calibres
and a wide range of

colors. including
camouflage. Club

colors and logo im·
prints may be special

ordered in quantity.
$5.00 plus postage.

Visa. Mastercharge

,COMBAT
GRIPS

Dept. AH/9625 E. 3rd Street/P.O. Box 13446
Tucson, Arizona 85732/602·298·6924

Bullshooters' Supply is adivision of the B.E. W.B. Corp.

UNI-VEST
BY GARTH

Designed for Law Enforcement &
Sporting Use

MAt The most practical
,..., comfortable way to

corry a gun. Uni·Vest
fits revolvers or auto~

matics with 2" to 6y,"
barrels in three spe·
cially designed holster

.- pockets. Uni·Vest also
~ has a two magazine

pocket which opens to
accommodate loose

• ammo. Heavyweight
• / blue denim. Sizes

S·M·L·XL. Specify right or left handed. $5.00
deposit on COD's. Stomped envelope brings
literature. $39.95

GARTH CO.
DeptAH, P.O. Box 14354

Tampa, Florida 33690

FOR COLT .45 AUTOS
AND SIMILAR FRAMES

Fingergrooves
eliminate slippage
- give total control
-gun points
naturally at
target

SOLID HAND
WALNUT CRAFTED

BULLSHOOTERS'SUPPLY

DON JlIDD 45 ACClIRACYJOBS
SPECIALIZING IN

TARGET/COMBAT PISTOLSMITHING THE 45 ACP
ALL POPULAR SIGHT OPTIONS

GUARANTEEO ACCURACY ANO PERFORMANCE
COLT ... S&W ... RUGER

LONG SASE FOR OESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST
3202 W. OENGAR 915-694-1766.,
MIDLANO. TEXAS 79701 NRA LIFE MEMBER \

'------------------

Ca I V. Drake. G.G.
211 Culver Blvd., Suite H • Playa del Rey. CA 90291
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ATTRIBUTES/CRITERIA

Requires Minimum Space on Gun Belt
Secure on Gun Belt
Ease in Handling
Reduction in Motion mRecharging Process
Most Time Efficient/ Quickest Reloading Time
Reloading Not Hindered in Darkness
Reliability-No Malfunctions

..

We use new books, cut an
opening 8 3/4"H, 5 1/2"W

and line the opening
with red velvet-like material.
With the cover closed, it looks
like an ordinary book.
$13.99 postpaid in 48.

GWM DAVIS
P.O. Box 446 * Arcadia * CA 91006

Booklet ootlinins l,test fede,.,1 IJWS cooceminl firurms
Both booklets (stOlte" hdeT"al} $3.00. CRIME
DETECTION EQUIPMENT CATALOG - 12.00. Hen,y
Schl~n,er, Ol'pl. A, .4' S E. 52 St., N. Y., N.V. 10022.

FEDERAL GUN LAWS

Bookl~t deKriblnl IJt~t pistol recull.tioru peru,inlnl to
p~~uinl. urryinl: md pUTchuina of h~dluns for All
sUtes

STATE PISTOL LAWS

HAVE A GUN THAT SHOOTS THE
WAY YOU WANT IT TO!

Real hand fit actions, every part matched
and polished for beautifully smooth crisp
feel. S&W -Colt - Ruger revolvers only. .
Write for information.

ACTION WORKS
P.O. Box 23028
Richfield, MN 55423

MAKER OF CUSTOM
LEATHEH PRODUCTS"FOR THE
PRACTICAL PISTOL SHOOTER

#455
"SECURITY"
Many new
products for both
autos and revolvers.
Send $1 for new '79 Catalog.

variations of dump pouches, will accom
modate speed strips. Although speed strips
require no more space on the gun belt than
the dump pouch, snagging the fastener on
the pouch remains a problem resulting in
ammunition spilled on the ground. Use of
speed strips in conjunction with dump
pouches greatly improves ease of han
dling. When the cartridges are dumped,
the shooter has only a strip of six cartridges
to manipulate rather than a handful of
loose cartridges. This eliminates the risk of
dropping two or three rounds while re
charging the cylinder. Use of speed strips
further reduces excess motion in the load
ing process by enabling the shooter to
chamber two rounds at a time. In effect,
the shooter's reloading speed is signifi
cantly improved.

Speed strips do not aid reloading in
darkness. Each chamber must be located
before recharging. The use of speed strips
is a reliable method to carry additional
ammo on the gun belt excepting the diffi
culty associated with the potential snag
ging of the dump pouch. Considering the
ease of manipulation and faster reloading
time, speed strips add another dimension
to the attributes of the dump pouch.

SPEED LOADERS
With the 70's have come major inno

vations of devices that enable the hand
gunner to recharge each chamber

RATING: I to 3 With pOSSible accumulation
of 2 I pOints for a reloading method.

secure. The fastener may be accidentally
snagged by something or someone, result
ing in six or even twelve rounds spilled on
the ground. Under most activities such as
running, jumping, or falling, the dump
pouch will remain secure unless it is snag
ged. Nor is the pouch easy to master. The
difficulty arises after the cartridges are
dumped into the hand. The shooter hand
must transfer the cartridges from the
pouch to the hand and sort one cartridge at
a time for reloading while trying not to
drop the remaining rounds.

The dump pouch is an improvement
over the traditional cartridge loops in that
some reduction of excess motion in the
loading process is achieved. Although car
tridges must be sorted and loaded one at a
time, the hand is not traveling from the
belt to the gun and then back to the belt
until the cylinder is fully recharged. In
spite of this reduction of excess motion,
there is little, if any, improvement in re
loading time. Sorting each round out of a
handful of cartridges consumes almost as
much time as does the excess motion in
volved when loading from cartridge loops.
My average recharging time when loading

RECHARGING
(Continued from page 57)

from the pouch is 10 seconds, which is the simultaneously. Such devices are com-
interval of time from the last shot of a monly called speedloaders, and there are
cylinder to the first· shot of the next now numerous varieties available to the
cylinder. shooter. In appearance, they are round

Nothing is gained when loading from and measure the' same diameter as the
the pouch in darkness. Each chamber must cylinder. With a twist of the wrist, a turn of
be located by touch before a cartridge can the knob, or a push of the button, six
be placed in it. As a result, more time is cartridges are dropped into the cylinder. I
required to recharge the cylinder. Under have used speedloaders extensively in .357
favorable conditions such as unlimited re- magnum and .44 magnum and have found
loading time and the elimination of all no better method to reload a revolver. The
objects which could potentially snag the carrying case for the speedloaders requires
fastener, the dump pouch is a reliable about the same amount of space on the
method to carry extra ammo on the gun gun belt as the dump pouch and will
belt and to recharge the revolver. accommodate two loaders for duty use. A

SPEED STRIPS flap folds and snaps over the top of the
Cartridges attached to speed strips are loaders and securely holds them in place.

commonly carried in dump pouches. Both If the fastener is snagged, the speedloaders
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THE SNICK STAGE 5HOLSTER
The Original Holster featured in

"Cooper on Handguns" and "Survival Guns"

..-."/ ~ Developed and
Tested in
Combat

Competition~

Fast and Secure
Break Front

Holster of Space
Age Plastic

For Gov't. Commander,
Browning P-35 and the
K-Frame S&W Revolver

$28.00 pius $1.50 Postage and Handling; Maga
zine Carriers $10.00 each (Calif. res. add 6% tax)

SNICK PRODUCTS
P.o. Box 480009, Los Angeles, CA 90048
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remain in place. Speedloaders offer the
shooter optimum ease in handling. Only
one item needs to be removed from the
case and lined up with the cylinder, elim
inating the need to fumble with individual
cartridges. Hence, use of speedloaders in
volves less motion than all other methods
mentioned and also delivers the fastest
reloading speed. I average 5 seconds re
loading time and there are handgunners
who consistently load in 3 and 4 seconds
with these loaders. Speedloaders eliminate
the need to locate each chamber in dark
ness. The loader is easily lined up with the
cylinder when two cartridges line up with
the chambers.

I have used various models of speed
loaders and have encountered no diffi
culties while using standard roundnose or
jacketed bullets. Wadcutters, which are
slower to line up with the cylinder, some
what decrease the true potential of the
loader. My experience with speedloaders
has been in competition and duty use. I
have found it necessary to alter the carry
ing cases for my loaders since some bullet
jiggle accompanies a fully charged loader.
This jiggle becomes very noticeable and
dangerous when you walk into a com
pletely dark building at night. An armed
adversary in the building will be able to
locate your whereabouts with the bullet
jiggle. The simple remedy is to insert a
plug of wood or leather at the base of each
case so that no contact can be made be
tween the cartridges.

For me, speedloaders fulfill the true
potential of the revolver. They are the
most reliable method of carrying extra
ammunition. They are the fastest mode of
reloading the revolver, and I have never
experienced a failure with one.

My component analysis includes a
chart, incorporating a low, medium, or
high rating of each component as it relates
to the set of criteria. A low rating is equiv
alent to one, a medium rating is equivalent
to two, and a high rating is equivalent to
three. The sum of a component's ratings
provides me with a reliable indication of
its value to my.shooting system. Conse-
quently, speedloaders now have a perma
nent reservation on my gun belt.

Whether you are a novice or experi
enced handgunner, you may wish to re
evaluate your shooting system. Remem
ber, how you carry and load additional
ammo is as important as the belt,. the,
holster, and the gun itself. A thorough
examination following the above
guidelines mayor may not influence your
selection. However, if your selection is
based on a similar analysis, you will have
the confidence of knowing that the equip
ment you are wearing when the chips are
down is most appropriate to your specific
needs. A handgun is primarily a defensive
weapon and when you need it, you need
it fast. You need a reliable shooting
system. Your life could depend on those
extra shots. How do you IIIIM-
carry that ammo? ~
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$24.50

512-663-5105

City State Zip _

Address _

NffiTIe _

Please send copies of
IN THE GRAVEST EXTREME.
Enclosed is $ plus 75¢ per copy for postage
and handling' (Califorma reSIdents add 6% sales taxl

L. H. GUN CO.
Devine, TX 78016

At last! Here's the whole story.

IITRB IBIYBST BITBBMB
The role of the firearm
in personal protection.
By Massad Ayoob

NATIONAL MATCH .45 AUTO BARRELS

Rt. I Box 210

These hi-quality National Match .45 auto barrels
with fitted bushings. drawing # 7790414. are
manufactured to the most exacting specs. by a
well known manufacturer on a military ~-....
contract. We have been fortunate to obtain
a few hundred of these and they are priced
at only $49.95 each. P.P. dealers 20% dis
count plus SI.OO shipping. On 25 barrels or
more. 3Ho discount plus S3.00 shipping.

HANDGUNNER BOOKS
Dept. 101 H9
591 Camino de 1a Reina
San Diego, CA 92108

"Excerpts from this book were a smashing success
when first published in GUNS magazine. Now read the
full story-unexpurgated and unedited.
Seventeen chapters of streetwise information that every

gun owner needs. Ayoob pulls no punches!
"Should be required reading for every person who owns a gun for self defense."
Never before, the truth about what happens to you when and if you use a gun for self

defense.
Price $7.00 plus 75¢ for postage and handling. (Allow from four to six weeks for

--~~~:~~----------------------------------------------

THE Shooters' Equipment Box

Add $ .75 to any order senlthe company, to cover ha'ndling and postage.
For complete data on THE Shooters' Equipment Box, see your local
MTM Dealer. or send for Free catalog.

At last. an equipment box des'igned to hold all of the gear you
normally take to the range: gun cleaning accessories. reloading
equipment. tools. ammo and components, spotting scope. hearing
protectors. shooting glasses ... and just about anything else you
may need.
There's even a cavity for a spotting scope mounting-rod
(not included).
MTM's Equipment Box measures afull 21" x9" x91J4". Construction
is of rugged polypropylene, with metal hinge and latches.
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HANDGUN
MARKET

Classified ads 35¢ per word insertion including name and address. Payable in advance.
Minimum ad 14 words. Closing date Nov./Dec. issue (on sale September)is July 14. Print
carefully and mail to THE AMERICAN HANDGUNNER Magazine, 591 Camino Reina, Suite
200, San Diego, California 92108.

ACCESSORIES
SILENCERS: PISTOLS, RIFLES. Professional construc
tion plans. Simple, detailed drawings. Send $1. Ernest, Box
166M, Brooklyn, NY 11226.

MAUSER MILITARY PISTOL LEATHER HARNESS.
Carries pistol and holster stock over shoulder, VG, $14.
Excellent, $16. Unused, $18. Postpaid. Lane (AHG), 6832
Sulz-Rothis, Austria..

SPECTACULAR SALE! "Every" Shooting Access~ry:
Scopes, Reloading Supplies, etc. Dealer plus 10%. SASE with
request. NORWOOD-2656 23rd Ave., Greeley, CO 80631.

COMBAT AND IPSC SHOOTERS! Jones Extended
Magazine Release for Colt .45 Autos. Fast release of
!J1agazine! Large, stainless, checkered button. Easily
mstalled. Detachable. Instructions included. Pat. Pending.
$19.95. ALSO: Hoag Combat Safeties and Slidestops, $17.50;
Stamless, $19.50. Combat Double Clip Pouch, $12.00; David
Liberty Holsters, $25.00. Bianchi Chapman Hi-Ride, $32.00.
WIth Belt, $54.00. Pachmayr' Combat Grips, $16.00;
Pachmayr Flat or arched mainspring housings, $8.50. Long,
adjustable .45 trigger, $10.00. All items postpaid. N.Y. resi
dents, 7% tax. JIM'S FLYE SHOPPE, R.D. #1,
FREDONIA, N.Y. 14063.

Free Catalog: Lyman Reloading Tools & Bullet Moulds.
Benjamin & Sheridan Pellet Air Rifles & Pistols. Steiner
(West Germany) Binoculars. Ready to run Model Steam
Automobile, Tractor, Engines. Safari Outfitters, Baker, OR
97814.

AMMUNITION
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES ON QUALITY RE
LOADING, BULLETMAKING TOOLS/SUPPLIES.
BEGINNERS/COMBAT SHOOTERS OUTFITS. STAR
UNIVERSALS, C-H AUTOCHAMPS IN STOCK. FITZ
PISTOL GRIPS/AMMO BOXES, FACTORY DIRECT.
"HOW TO" BOOKLETS. NEW "1980 DISCOUNT
CATALOG"-$5.00-CONTAINS "HOW TO"
INFORMATION ON BRASS CLEANING, TUMBLING,
TAPER CRIMPING, BULLET LUBE FORMULAS,
COMPLETE ANALYSIS OF CURRENT PROGRESSIVE
RELOADING MACHINES. PAUL JONES, BOX 1087G,
SAN FERNANDO, CA 91340. FREE EXPERT ADVICE.
213/365-4450.

BOOKS
COLT'S SAA POST-WAR MODELS by Gen. Garton. All
info verified by COLT! History. scarce or rare models,
Buntline specials, flap-tops, production figs, commemora
tives + MORE! $17.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER
BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA
92108* * *

GUNSMITHING by Roy F. Dunlap. A ",lume that will be a
constant source of info for many years to come. A complete
one-book reference for the professional and amateur alike!!
$16.95 + 5()¢ post. HANDGUNNER BOOKSIDept-CA, 591
Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108* *

SURVIVAL GUNS by Tappan. A guide to the selection,
modification and use of firearms and related devices for
defense, food gathering, etc. $9.95 (softbound) + 75¢ post.
HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina,
San Diego, CA 92108* *

MAUSER BOLT RIFLES by Olson. Over 672 photos, draw
ings, exploded views and cutaways. Charts, spec tables, data
tables and symbols. $24.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER
BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA
92108* *

U.S. CARTS & THEIR HANDGUNS by Suydam. Softback
Only! Most info ever printed on the subject! $9.95 Softbound
& $14.95 Hardbound + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER
BOOKS/Dept·CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA
92108**

PISTOLS OF THE WORLD, Hogg & Weeks. THE
ABSOLUTE AUTHORITY reference manual on the mod
ern, unique, exotic, rare or otherwise handgun. $24.95 + $1.50
post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino
Reina, San Diego, CA 92108***

PERSONAL DEFENSE by Collins & McLoughlin. A guide
to ~rsonal safety with common sense do's & don'ts, defense
against firearms and edged weapons, what to do after it's over
and more. $8.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/
Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108* *

NEW BOOKS FOR THE EIGHTIES FROM PALADIN
PRESS: survival poaching, getting even with your enemies,
unusual combat methods, surviving a nuclear war, FBI
handbook, knife fighting, explosives, self-defense, scouting
techniques, police tactics, detective home study manual, plus
much more. Catalog $1.00. Paladin Press, Box 1307-AHC,
Boulder, CO 80306.

STATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pistol carrying, purchasing,
etc., regulatIOns for all states and FEDERAL GUN LAWS.
Both booklets $3.00. POLICE EQUIPMENT CATALOG
$2.00. Schlesinger, 415 East 52nd St., New York, NY 10022,
Department E.

How To Survive A Divorce-A Guide For Men. If you ever
have been divorced or are facing the prospect of divorce in the
near future this is must reading-send $3.50 to Divorced (F),
Box 9309, St. Louis, MO 63ll7.

Don't Shoot! Gunner's Directory ends your frustration! An
international pipeline to the people, products and services
you need. Thousands of categorized listings, descriptions,
phone numbers. Who, what, where of the gunner's world.
Guaranteed satisfaction. $3.95. Gunner's Directory, Depart
ment GC2, P.O. Box 48444, Doraville, Georgia 30362.

MAKE PEOPLE DO WHAT YOU WANT. Business, per
sonal life. Increase popularity, dates. Influence boss, get
raises. Proven methods work. $4. Sun Publication, P.O. Box
2427, Fort Myers, FL 33902.

NUCLEAR WAR SURVIVAL BOOK by Duncan Long,
1980 edition ... everything you must know. Money-back
guarantee ... $6.99 ... postpaid. Long Survival Publications,
163-AT, Wamego, Kansas 66547.

GET OUT OF THE DARK! GUNNER'S DIRECTORY
GIVES YOU DIRECT ACCESS TO THE PEOPLE,
PRODUCTS, & SERVICES THAT AFFECT &
INTEREST YOU. WHO, WHAT, & WHERE OF THE
GUNNER'S WORLD. HUNDREDS OF CATEGORIZED
LISTINGS WITH DESCRIPTIONS. $3.95-GUNNER'S
DIRECTORY, P.O. Box 48444, DEPT. GCI, DORAVILLE,
GA 30362.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Earn 5100 a week in a business everyone can operate-No
kidding! But a New York firm makes $100,000 a year on this
one. (Sold for information only-$3.00.) Include stamped self
addressed envelope. United Financial Enterprises, 3012 Corry
Circle, Dept. 10, Winston-Salem, NC 27107.

$45,000 IN THREE WEEKS GUARANTEED! Send self
addressed stamped envelope to: Kenneth Mach, 3912 N.
Christiana, Chicago, IL 60618.

EMBLEMS
CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS, your design, low
mlDlmum. Identify, promote, reward with emblems. Free
booklet. Emblems, Dept. 93, Littleton, New Hampshire
03561.

FIREWORKS
CANNON FUSE, 3/32" diameter, waterproof, 10 feet $1.00,
34 feet $3.00, 58 feet $5.00 Postpaid. Catalog 25¢. Zeller
Enterprises, Drawer W-27, Wickenburg, AZ 85358.

BEER CAN MORTAR. Complete information and detailed
instructions, no complicated machining, range to 1000 yards.
Information on bursting projectiles included. Send $4.00.
Pioneer Industries, Box 36, 14A Hughey St., Nashua, NH
03061.

PYROTECHNICAL: NOW AT LAST, detailed construe·
tion procedures and formulas on many pyrotechnical devices
from Blockbusters to Roman Candles. Parts and chemical
service. For catalog send $1.00 to Pioneer Ind., Box 36, 14A
Hughey St., Nashua, NH 03061.

FIRECRACKERS, GUNS, BLASTING from common rna·
terials: facts $2.00. R. Sanford, Box 4175H, Colesville, Mary
land 20904.

FOR SALE
GREAT SPORTING POSTERS-24/set, full color.
Collection of scenes from Remington, UMC, Lefever, Aber
crombie & Fitch, Winchester, etc. Printed on heavy duty
stock. $9.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept
CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108* *

Order your "Life Insurance by Smith & Wesson" T-shirt
now! Only $5.95 plus $1 Postage. Colt also available. Specify
make and sIze. Shadowshrrts, Box 55045, Dept. AH, Little
Rock, AR 72205.

"DISCOVER THE OLD WEST." TOP QUALITY
LEATHER FOR GUNS. FOR BEST PRICES-SEND $1.00
FOR OUR CATALOG PLUS A $1.00 MERCHANDISE
CERTIFICATE GOOD ON YOUR 1ST ORDER. OLD
WEST INC., P.O. BOX 2030, CHULA VISTA, CA 92012.

"Right to Bear Arms" pewter belt buckles, $5.00, postpaid.
BUCKLES, 2317 5th St., Rapid City, SD 57701.

GUN PARTS
GUN PARTS CATALOG, $2. Over 100 models, Foreign
Obsolete, Black Powder. Bob's Gun Shop, Box 2332, Hot
Springs, Arkansas 71901.

GUNS FOR SALE
"GUNS AVAILABLE AT WHOLESALE AND MAN
UFACTURER'S PRICES." Confidential Suppliers List
$3.00. Horton, Box 08332, Milwaukee, Wis. 53208.

GUNSMITHING
Your S&W 28 converted to 45 Colt 44 Mag David Woodruff
Box 5, Bear, Delaware 19701. . ,

INSTRUCTION
THOMPSON SUB MACHINE GUN, now you can convert
your 27A·lor 27A-5 Thompson to full auto. No parts to buy,
no machining, only mmor changes done in minutes. Cyclic
rate 650 or 1200. Send $24.95 for instructions to H & H. P.O.
Box 296, Pendleton, In. 46084.

REMEMBER THE OLD ASH CAN, MOO etc.? Complete
detai~ed instructions on above and many ot'hers. Send $3.00
to: PIOneer Ind., Box 36,I4A Hughey St., Nashua, NH 03061.

FUNDAMENTALS OF COMBAT PISTOLCRAFT. New
Jersey-N.Y.C.-Philadelphia Area Only. N.P.I. is now accept
mg applIcatIOns for the mstruction of qualified students in
the Basic Practical Skills of Modern Defensive Pistolcraft.
For mformation and a'l"lication send $1.00 to: NORTH
~71%I. PISTOL INSTI UTE, P.O. Box H-453, Union, NJ

PRACTICAL FIREARMS TRAINING-IF YOU LIVE IN
THE MIDWEST, OUR TRAINING PROGRAM CAN BE
ARRANGED IN YOUR AREA. STUDENTS ARE
TRAINED ON THE DUELATRON ELECTRONIC TAR·
GET SYSTEM. THE EQUIPMENT WILL BE TRANS
PORTED TO YOUR AREA FOR TRAINING PUR·
POSES, WHICH ELIMINATES THE ADDED
EXPENSES OF TRAVEL, MEALS, AND LODGING FOR
THE STUDENT. FOR MORE INFORMATION, CON·
TACT JOHN SANDELL, WALKER, MN 56484.

"LEARN TECHNICAL ROCK CLIMBING WITH
SPORTING AND TACTICAL APPLICATIONS SHORT
VERY INTENSIVE COURSE. $100. SEND SASE TO T·C'
BOX 245, BROOMFIELD CO. 80020." '

KNIVES & SWORDS
KNIVES: Over 16 different Boot knives, 9 different Survival
knives, Belt ·Buckle knives, Folders, Hunters, Defense &
Specialty knives, ALL BELOW RETAIL, Illustrated C~ta·
~~11LTo: PHMA, Dept. AH, P.O. Box 44153, Brooklyn, Ohio

MILITARY SURPLUS
S-U-R-P-L-U-S J-E-E-P-S-$19.30!-C-A-R-S-$l3.501
650,000 ITEMS!-GOVERNMENT SURPLUS-MOST
COMPREHENSIVE DIRECTORY AVAILABLE
TELLS HOW, WHERE TO BUY-YOUk AREA-$2
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE-"GOVERNMENT
INFORMATION SERVICES," DEPARTMENT UF-4,
BOX 99249, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94109.

MISCELLANEOUS
TEST QUESTIONS FOR UNINSPECTED TOWING
VESSELS EXAM. INLAND, WESTERN $20.00 EACH.
MARITIME SUPPLIES, P.O. BOX 24067, NEW OR·
LEANS, LA 70184. .

Your Personalized Custom Made Hand Stamp, Hardened
6El1~~OOI,1I16"Letters. SSAE Custom Stamps, Box 5, Bear,

SHORT-RUN CUSTOM BELT BUCKLES WITH YOUR
LOGO MY SPECIALTY. SOLID SANDCAST SILICON
BRONZE ALL HAND FINISHED. BUCKLES BY MIKE,
1225 MANZANITA, DEPT. AH, LOS ANGELES, CA 90029.

"Lonely, troubled, depressed"? Friendly personal counselling
by Rev. Peggy Williams, Box 6392, San Diego, CA 92106. ($10
and stamped addressed envelope please.)

HANDCUFFS-Smith & Wesson $22.50 pair, two $38.00, Leg
Irons $28.50 set. G. Noramaco, Box 30243-AH, St. Paul,
MIDn.
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FOREIGN OROERS Be sure to use U.S. currency and send enough
to cover for air freight charges.

CALIBER DESCRIPTION PRICE
22 A.tra Constable llama....................... 9.9'
22 Browninl &cIlium made.. 12.9'
22 Brownin. U.S. made 14.95
22 Bemta fits all 8 reis. 11.9'
22 Beretta fits all 10 rds. 11.9'
22 Colt New or Old mod. spc:. 11.95
22 Hi Stand. Victor. Citation. Supermatic. Trophy. 13.95
22 Hi StandarHO. HA. O. A. HE. GE. GO ....... 14.9S
22 Llama Fit new mods. (14 rds. 13.95) Reg. Size.. 9.95
22 Smith a. Wesson mod 41 (22 stw mod. 61 9.9$) 14.95
22 Star FN. FR. FRS. Walter PP &; PPK/S. .. 11.9S
25 Army-Galesi mod. 9. 8, 95. Oalesi late mod. 14.95
25 Bauer. Buffalo. Bernardelli. ... . .... 9.95
25 Beretta Jet Fire (mfg. 1934-1941) 7 rds... 14.95
25 Berena M950 8 rds. 14.9$
25 Brownina..... 14.95
25 Titan E27B. Sterling 300..... 9.95
25 Colt Jr. late mod. (15 rds. 16.95) Reg. size. 14.95
32 Beretta made 1934 to 38. Beretta mod. 100. 14.95
32 Browning pre war 7 or 8 rounds. Specify. 14.95
32 Colt. Ceska. Bernardelli. ReminJ{ton 14.95
32 Mauser HSc 18.95
J2 Mauser A-G 7 rds.. 18.95
32 Savaae 10 rds ,... 18.95
32 Ortigies. Star old military 7.65 12.95
32 Walter 7.6S PPK (IS rcls. 16.S0) Reg. Size 12.9S
32 Walter PPK/S (15 rds. 16.50) Reg. Size 12.95

W. slDek m."y mor. clips "DI lislu in litis .d.
380 Astra Constable (15 rds. 16.50) Reg. Size. 12.95
380 Beretta 1934 to 1938 14.95
380 Beretta 70's (15 rds. 16.50) Reg. Size 14.95
380 Browninl mfg. 1971. Bernardelli any mod. . 14.95
380 Back-up 9mm Kurz. Astra 3()()() . 10.95
380 Llama fit all new (Nod. IS rds. 16.50) Rn. Size 10.95
380 Mab. mod. O. Mauser HSc Orgies. Remington. 18.95
380 Star FI Fist Mod. (15 rds. 16.50) Reg. Size. 10.95
380 Star FI Snd. Mod. (15 rds. 16.00) Re2- Size.. 10.95
380 Star Super Model SM. 10.95
380 Sterlinl Mod. 400 (IS rds. 16.50) Reg. Size. 10.95
380 Walter PP &: PPK/S (15 rds. 16.50) Reg. Size. 12.95
380 Walter PPK (15 rds. 16.50) Reg. Size. 12.95
9mm Browning H.P. (25 rds. 27.50) Reg. Size. 18.95
9mm Beretta Mod. 951 (14 rds. 18.95) Reg. Size. 14.95
9mm Beretta M92 (15 rds. 18.95) 25 rds.. 27.95
9mm Mab PA IS (lS rd•. 27.S0) Reg. Size. 18.9S
9mm Smith &. Wesson Mod. 39(14 rds. 17.95) Reg. Size 12.95
9nun Smith &: Wesson Mod. 59 (25 rds. 27.50) Reg. Size 18.95
9mm Star Model A. Star Mod. B. Star BS Rea. Size.. 14.95
9mm Starlight BKM &: BKS (14 rds. 11.95) Re~ Size. 14.95
9mm Walter P38 &: P38K (14 rds. 17.95) Reg. Size 14.95
9mm Radom P35 (14 rds. 17.95) Reg. Size. 14.95
9mm Mauser Parabellum(IO rds. 14.95) Reg. Size. 13.95
30 Tokarev Mauser 7.63 and 7.65 17.95
38 Colt National Match (Mid Range) . 17.95
38 Colt Rimless smokeless 7 or 8 Rounds. 14.95
38 Colt Super Fit all (20 rds. 22.95) Reg. Size. 12.95
38 Llama fits all new models. Star A.S. 12.95
45 Colt fits all mod. 25 rds. 26.95 20 rds. . 18.95

15 rds. 17.95 Reg. Size..................... 12.95
Detonics (15 rds. 18.95) Reg. Size. 12.95
Llama fits all new mod. (25 rds. 26.95) Reg. Size 12.95
Star Mod. P.S. (25 rds. 26.95) Reg. Si.ze. 12.95
Star Mod. P.O. (15 rds. 17.95) Reg. Size. 12.95

45 Browning 01 A. 14.95
We .Iso 1t1W~ Bril Holsters to ",.otect YOMT clipS/Tom tlte ekmotls

SURVIVAL RIFLE CLIPS
AR-7 Explorer (15 rds.) . 19.95
Marlin Models 995. 989 M2 (15 rds.). 14.95
Olenfild Model 70 (15 rdS.l n' 14.95
Olenfild Model 70 (15 rds.) . 22.95
Harrington &: Richardson (15 rds.) Magnum. 22.95

SPORTING RIFLE CLIPS
Ruger mini 14 (20 rds.). 14.95
Ruger Mini 14 (.30 rds.) . 16.95
British Lee Enfield (10 rds.). 16.95
Winchester 88 or 100 (8 rds.). 22.95
Winchester 88 or 100 (8 rds.) .........••. 22.95
Remington 740. 742. 760 (8 rds.). 22.95
Remington 740. 742. 760 (8 rds.}... 22.95
Remington 740. 742. 760 (8 rds.). 22.95
Remington 740. 742. 760. (8 rds.) 22.95
Remington 740. 742. 760 (10 rds. 25.95) 12 rds.. 28.95
Remington 740. 742. 760 (10 rds. 25.95) 12 rds.. 28.95

NO CHARGE FOR MAILING & HANDLING
TO MAKE YOUR ORDER

Please print or type clearly. Compute your own tax on your order. Orders
will be tilled within 3 days in·plant with money order or certified cl'lecks.
Allow 3 weeks with personal check.

ONE DAY SERVICE
For answers to your Questions send self·addressed envelope. For Up·OATEO
production price list, include 2 Bucks 10 cover our expenses. Will ignore reo

Quest without cover cost.
PRICE LIST FOR 1980

Finest Pistol & Rifle ,

MAGAZINES
STEEL FABRICATED

DEPENDABLE

LEAD BUILD-UP~
WIPE AWAY \ •

GUN CLEANING \' .,'
CLOTH KIT

,.,~
\ ..~
Just Wipe Away Lead. Burn Rings. & Carbon Build
up On Handguns. Rifles & Shotguns. Anyone who
has ever cleaned a gun knows lead is the toughest
type of build-up to remove. This amazing cloth
cleans. leaves a sparkling finish, and is inexpensive
& long-lasting. Send $4.95 plus $1.00 postage &

handling to:

BELLTOWN DISTRIBUTORS
P.O. Box 444

Bedford Hills, NY 10507
(203) 348-0911

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

"ALASKAN HOMESTEADS: 160 Acres at $1.25 per acre.
For Federal Regulations send $2.00 to Homestead, P.O.
5741AH, Yuma, AZ 85364."

Ron Power PPC Revolver for sale. Excellent condition. All
accessories. ASAE for details. William B. Johnson-2220
East Franklin. Minneapolis, MN 55404.

Ten pair of disposable ear plugs in handy pouch, made of soft,
mineral fibers wrapped in a thin perforated film of poly
ethylene plastic to allow air and moisture to pass through for
maximum comfort. PreshapOO to fit any size ear. Send $3.50.
Arch Company, Box 176, East Detroit, Michigan 48021.

DEERWEAR-Luxury in Deer skin. Dress coats, moccasins,
buckskins, purses, vests. 36 rege color catalog $1.00. Marl
Sene Trading, Box 6AH, Bel e Plaine, IA 52208.

YOUR PERMIT TO HAVE AND CARRY GUNS, GUAR
ANTEED BY THE CONSTITUTION. WALLET SIZE.
SEND $2.00. EQUIPAGE AH, BOX 14871, LAS VEGAS,
NEVADA 89114.

REAL ESTATE

"TOP SECRET REGISTRY OF U.S. GOVERNMENT
RADIO FREQUENCIES (25 to 470 MHz)" Unique book
lists 3800+ frequencies: J:'BI, Border Patrol, Immigration,
Custo~, FCC, ATF, Treasury, Secret Service, military, etc.
$4.95 ppd. CRB RESEARCH, Box 56-HG. Commack, NY
11725.

CROSSBOWS-MAGNUM POWER, British made, up to
175 Ibs. draw. Catalog $1.00. B&P Barnett (Canada), 66
Thmbleweed, London, Ontario N6E 2N8.

.85

.35
1.25
1.00
1.95
1.95
.30
.45
.30
.30
.30
.30

1.25
.55
.30
.30
.30
.30

5.95
.30
.30
.20

.30
7.95
5.95
1.50
3.95

.60
6.95
5.95
8.95

.95
5.95
3.95
3.95
1.00
4.95
3.95
5.95

47.50
1.25
3.50
1.25
4.95
4.95
.30

22.50
8.95

.45 AUTOMATIC PISTOL PARTS

DEALER SPECIAL

TEXAS ARMAMENT CO.
P.O. Box 13 H Brownwood, TX 76801

(915) 646-5827

Hammer Strut $ 1.25
Hammer Strut Pin. . . . . . . . . . . .20
Barrel Links. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .75
No. 13 Barrel Links

(For Match Guns).
Barrel Link Pins .
Firing Pins .
Firing Pin Stop ..
Plunger ThOO .
Ejector ,
Grip Screws .
Recoil Spring ..
Magazine Catch Spring.
Firing Pin Spring
Main Spring.
Plunger Thbe Spring
Recoil Spring Plug .
Grip Screw Bushing .
Main Spring Cap. . .
Main Spring Cap Pin.
Main Spring Retainer .
Slide Stop Plunger.
Grip Safety (Long) .
Hammer Pin
Sear Pin .
Ejector Pin .
Main Spring Housing

Retainer Pin
Main Spring Housing (Arched) ..
Main Spring Housing (Flat) .
Recoil Spring Guide .
Disconnector ..
Barrel Bushing Wrench .
Trigger (Long). . . . .
Trigger (Short) .
Trigger Adjustable Match.
Sear Spring. . .
Hammers (191lAl) .
Barrel Bushing
Sears .
Magazine Catch Lock ..'
Magazine Catch
Grips (G.!.) ..
Magazine .
Slides .
Rear Sight .
Extractor.
Front Sight....
Thumb Safety.
Slide Stop ..
Safety Plunger..
Barrel
Plunger Thbe Staking Tool.
Grip Screw Bushipg

Staking Tool .
Main Spring Housing

Assembly Tool.
Government Model Recoil

Buffer .
Commander Recoil Buffer
Extended Combat Thumb

Safety . . . . . . .. 17.50
Main Spring Housing

(Gold Cup Style). . . . . . . . . . . .. 5.95
Wide Spur Hammer. . . . . . . . . . .. 8.95
Stainless Steel Adj.

Match Trigger. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 12.50
Stainless Steel Magazine

w/Rounded Follower. 6.95
Stainless Steel Grip Safety. . 8.95

Dealers and Quantity Buyers-write
or call to get our monthly mailing
of bargain priced gun parts and
accessories.
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Four times the quality in
rugged, well built, finely
finished, accurate
revolvers for all types
of blackpowder
handgunners.
The Rogers & Spencer Standard Model ...
Authentic reproduction of the late-Civil War .44
caliber revolver.
The Target Model Rogers & Spencer ... Same
great handgun with special target sights for
X-pert shooting.
The Nickel-Plated Rogers & Spencer ... the
R & S with a nickel finish that has been polished
to a brilliant, rust resistant shine.
The Rogers & Spencer Revolver Kits ... same
overall design in either pre-assembled and
pre-blued for ease in reconstruction and to
prevent rusting in shipment; or, disassembled
for those who really like to build from the
ground up.

r--------------,
: Name: :

I Address: I

: City: :

I State: I

: Zip: :

I Phone: I
I . IL ..J

See for yourself how the winners do it
... send $1.00 for a fully illustrated

catalog to EUROARMS OF AMERICA
1501 Lenoir Drive, Winchester, '

Virginia 22601.
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